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FATHERLY EMBRACE: Pope John XXIII embraces
an old colleague during an unannounced visit to a hos-
pice for aging priests in Rome. Overcome with emo-
tion, the priests received the Pontiff’s apostolic bless-
ing and heard him say: “Bear the tribulations of old
age with patience and charity, and offer your sacri-
fices for your brethren in the pastorial ministry."
Church Provided
Asylum in Cuba
HAVANA Hundreds of Cubans, sought by the
Batista regime before its overflow, were granted asylum
in Catholic rectories, monasteries and colleges, it has been
revealed.
Among them was Jose Miro Cardona, veteran presi-
dent of the Cuban Bar Aiaocia ]
tion and now Premier. He was
disguised as a priest at Holy
Ghost Church here.
However, many priests had to
stand by in frustration as Catho-
lic laymen fell victim to the per-
secution. Franciscans at Cicgo
Deavila report they could hear
thf cries of Catholic youths who
were being beaten. The cries
were followed by tell tale silence
One day the bodies of 30 youths
were~found hung in a town in
Oriente Province, seat of the rev
olution. At Havana, morgue of
ficials report that 600 bodies that
obviously had been tortured were
brought in over a few months.
CLERGY AND laity are reiter
Sting the need for swift justice,
although many object to the
showcase trials staged at the
Havana Sports Palace.
Responsible sources claim '
(hat at least lfl.ooo men, wom-
en and children were wantonly
murdered or crippled by Ba-
, tista henchmen, often without
I «ny evldenc* whatever of
! wrong-doing.
1 Catholic support for Fidel Cas-
tro was evident at the huge rally
held by Castro last week in front
of the presidential palace.
Posters advertised the participa-
tion of Young Christian Worker
members Members of the na-
tional Catholic Action group had
also been asked to attend by
their leaders
Diplomats attending ipduded
Archbishop Luigi Centoi, Apos
tolic Nuncio to Cuba.
IN A PRESS conference, Cas
tro outlined such social reforms
as social security, better housing,
equal land distribution and im
proved education as the "basic
objectives" of the new govern-
ment However, he said Cuba
would have to attain economic
stability before all of these re-
for to i PDit Id Vsa 11n#i _i.
iorms could he undertaken.
He claimed the revolt he di-
rected was "exemplary" be-
raise It represented a true
popular movement. He stressed
that his troops were disciplined
and had not indulged in thefts,
lynrhinga or looting after their
success.
He said he and other leaders
of his movement would voluntari
l> retire from public life if they
felt they had lost the
support of
the people.
A Mass sponsored by Catholic
Action in thanksgiving for the re
turn of peace to Cuba was of
fered on the steps of the Capitol
here.
3 Schools
Seized
By Egypt
CAIRO (RNSV—Three Jes-
uit-conducted schools here
were taken over by the
Egyptian Ministry of Reli-
gion because they had alleg-
edly used textbooks th»t filled
to reflect Arab trends in history
•nd were "filled with historical
errors.”
Authorities claimed that the
textbooks contained "such er-
roneous statements as Egypt is
Still under occupation," and that
Morocco and Tunisia were still
Trench possessions.
THEY CHARGED in addition
that the books "did not conform"
with the academic program set
out by the Education Ministry,
•nd encouraged religious differ-
ences.
The closed schools belonged
to the College of the Holy
Family, a Jesuit institution
founded 50 years ago.
Shortly after the schools were
ordered closed. Archbishop Silvio
Oddi. Papal Internuncio to Egypt,
called at the Foreign Ministry to
discuss the situation, lie was
later quoted as saying, "I do not
know what the outcome will be.”
Jesuit authorities in Rome said
the Egyptian action had been
“totally unexpected." They
voiced hope that the development
would not "imply renewed ex
plosions of religious nationalism."
The Jesuit officials recalled
that about a year ago a con
troversy over anew Egyptian
law requiring Catholic schools to
teach the Islamic religion to
their Moslem students had
parently been satisfactorily set
tied.
Pope to Deliver
Lourdes Message
VATICAN CITY (RNSI - Pope
John XXIII announced that he
will deliver a radio message on
Eeb. 18 to mark the closing of
the Lourdes Centenary Year
The observance was held to
commemorate the 100th anni-
versary of the apparitions of the
Blessed Virgin to St. Bernadette
Soubirous.
Name Bishop Wright
Pittsburgh Ordinary;
Elevate Maryknoller
WASHINGTON Bishop John J. Wright of Wor-
cester, Mass., has been named Bishop of Pittsburgh and
Rev. John W. Comber, M.M., Maryknoll Superior General,
has been named Titular Bishop of Foratiana by Pope.
John XXIII. The appointments were announced here by
Msgr. Achille Lupi, Charge d'Af-
faires ad interim of the Apos
tolic Delegation.
Bishop Wright succeeds Bish-
op John F. Dearden, now Arch
bishop of Detroit. It is his third
episcopal appointment. He was
named Auxiliary to Archbishop
(now Cardinal) Cushing of Boston
in 1047 at the age of 37 before
named Bishop of Worcester when
that diocese was erected in 1950
Bishop-elect Comber is a vet
jeran missionary who spent two
years in a Japanese concentra-
tion camp during World War I.
He is the fourth Superior General
ol Mary knoll, established in 1911,
all of whom were named Bishops.
The society now has a member
ship of more than 1,500.
BISHOP WRIGHT was born in
Boston on July 18, 1909, and was
ordained in Rome on Dec. R. 1935,
after studying there at the North
American College. He was Car
dinal O'Connell’s secretary in
Boslon for a year prior to the
Cardinal'll death.
The Bishop is one of the
Church’s best-known orators. In
Worcester he introduced the Le-
gion of Mary, established a di-
ocesan paper, and organized a di-
ocesan youth program.
BISHOP-ELECT Comber was
bom in Lawrence, Mass., Mar
12, 1906, and was ordained at
Maryknoll on Feb l, 1931. He
served in Manchuria until 1943,
was rector of the Maryknoli
Seminary at Maryknoll from 1944
to 1953, when he was named su
Perior of Maryknoll missioners in
Chile, a post he held until his
election as Superior General in
1956. It was during his service in
Manchuria that he wa's impris
oned by the Japanese.
His consecration is expected to
take place shortly after Faster
Bishop Wright
Bishop-elect Comber
N.Y. Cardinal
Named legate
NEW YORK Cardinal Spell (
man of New York has been
named by Pope John XXIII to
be Papal I-egale at the first On
tral American Eucharistic Con-
I Cress at Guatemala City Keb Il-
ls It was also announced that
the Pope would aend a special
message *o the'congress
The Cardinal and his party,
which will Include Rev. John W I
Comber, M M , Maryknol! Su-
perior General, will slop off or
a day in Mexico City before the
congress. After the meeting the
Cardinal will spend a day In each
of the countries represented ex- [
cept Panama They are Guate-
mala, El Salvador, Honduras.
Nicaragua and Costa Rica
Theme of the congress is based
on the words. "I will take the
chalice of salvation."
On the Inside...
POPE JOHN has put ecumenical councils on the front
pages of all papers. For some .details of earlier
Church councils and what they have accomplished
see
Page 3
COMMUNISTS have become acceptable again in
Hollywood, says William H. Mooring on . Page 15
THE REACTION of high school students in Ruther-
ford to a Byzantine Rite Mass celebrated there is de-
scribed on pag e j2
A LETTER to the Editor suggests that public aid
should be given to New Jersey private colleges,
on
Page 7
At Most Recent Council
Bishop From Newark Opposed
Definition of Papal Infallibility
VATICAN CITY An
ecumenical council is a gather
ing of the world's residential
Bishops and other Church offi-
cials and ranks highest among
the various types of Church
councils.
Under the presidency of the
Pope, or of his legat«s, such
councils are convened to dis-
cuss and regulate matters of
faith, morals or discipline.
Their decrees, if confirmed by
the Pope, bind all Catholics.
Those who have a vote in the
discussion are: Cardinals. Patri-
archs, Primates, Archbishops
and residential Bishops, Abbots
or prelates nullius, heads of
certain monastic congregations
and Titular Bishops, if invited.
In addition, experts in the-
ology and canon law may be in-
vited to attend but they have
only a consultative status.
AT THE LAST Ecumenical
Council, held at the Vatican
from Dec. 8, 1869, to July 18,
1870, 46 Americans were pres-
ent, including Bishop Bernard
J. McQuaid, a Newark diocesan
priest who became first Bishop
of Rochester. That council de-
fined the Infallibility of the
Pope when he speaks "ex cathe-
dra.”
A month after the council
opened, 21 American Bishops
Joined with about 120 others
in signing a petition against
bringing up the definition in
the council. However, only
Bishop McQuaid and Bishop
Edward Fitzgerald of Little
Rock, Ark , continued their op-
position to the end.
Bishop McQuaid was not
present for the final voting.
Thus Bishop Fitzgerald and one
Italian Bishop were the only
two of 337 voting at the final
session to cast “non placet" (it
does not please me) votes.
SOME COMMENTATORS had
said that the reason for the
American opposition was not
doubt regarding the Pope s in-
fallibility but rather belief that
definition of the doctrine at
that time would raise another
barrier for Protestants.
At any rate, it is a matter of
record that Bishop Fitzgerald
and the Italian Bishop made
their submission and subscribed
to the decree after the vote.
And Bishop McQuaid, upon his
arrival home, delivered a ser-
mon in his cathedral In which
ha made a public proclamation
of hia acceptance of the doc-
trine.
OTHER TYPES of councils
within the Church include:
• General synods of the East
or of the West which are com-
posed of one-half the Bishops.
• Patriarchal, national or pri-
matial councils which represent
a patriarchate (territory ruled
by a patriarch who holds the
highest rank after the Pope in
jurisdiction), an entire nation,
or the several provinces sub-
ject to a primate who has pre
cedcnce over all Bishops of a
country or district.
Baltimore has been the scene
of three national councils in the
U S. They were held in 1852,
1866 and 1884.
• Provincial councils which
bring together the suffragan
Bishops of the Metropolitan of
an ecclesiastical province, for
example, a meeting of the Bish
ops of the Newark province.
Represented would be these
dioceses: Newark, Paterson.
Trenton and Camden.
• Diocesan synods (coun
cils) consist of the clergy of a
diocese meeting under their
Bishop
• Mixed synods which con
sist of both civil and Church
dignitaries who meet to solve
secular as well as ecclesiastical
problems.
U.S. Priest
In Moscow
MOSCOW (RNS) Rev.
Louis A Dion, A.A., of Wor-j
cestcr, Mass., was greeted by
Catholics from various em-
bassies here on his arrival to
take up hii post as chaplain to
the American Catholic communi-
ty in Moscow.
Chiefly represented among
those who met the 44-year-old
priest at the Vnukova airport
were the staffs of the American,
french and Italian embassies.
The U S. Kmbassy was officially
represented by Johnson Gordon,
first secretary.
PATUKR DION, formerly reg-
istrar of Assumption College,
Worcester, was the first U.S.
priest assigned here since early
in IMS, when his predecessor,
Rev. George Bissonnette, was
forced to leave.
Na Soviet religious authori-
ties were preseut to greet Fa-
ther Dioa. From the airport he
Who drive* directly to the Ho-
tel Metropolc. where he will
•taj wwtll assigned a permanent
residence.
Pontiff Announces Council
To Study Christian Unity;
Plans Canon Law Revision
I VATICAN CITY (RNS) Pope John XXIII. in a move
regarded as of epochal importance by religious leaders
everywhere, announced his intention of convoking an
(Ecumenical, or General, Council, one of the chief purposes
I of which will be to study ways of bringing about unity be-
!ttl*l*n Ihe P sthnlie
Chnrnk
•,
«.ltween the Catholic Church and
other Christian communities.
Ecumenical Councils are gath-
erings of ecclesiastical dignita-
ries and theological experts re-
presenting the entire Church for
the purpose of discussing, defin-
ing and regulating matters of
Church doctrine and discipline.
The Pope presides over such
councils cither in person or
through a legate and their de-
crees have no binding force un-
less he confirms them.
THE ANNOI'CEMENT hy the
77-year-old Pontiff, whom many
have already hailed as the Pope
of Unity because of his special
interest in the problem of Chris-
tian reunion, came at the close
of the annual Chair of Unity
Octave, an eight-day period of
prayer for the return of all sep
arated Christian groups to Rome
No date has been assigned
for the opening of the Ecumen-
ical Council. hut Vatican
sources speculated it might be
held this year, provided all the
preliminary work can be ac-
complished in time. It was an-
ticipated that close to 2,000
Cardinals, Archbishops and
Bishops, as well as other eligi-
ble clerics would attend. This
will be the largest gathering of
Bishops in the history of the
Church.
Special invitations may he is
sued to Protestant and Eastern
Orthodox Churches to send ob-
servers Iff the sessions.
The Ecumenical Council will be
the first since the Vatican Coun
ell of 1869 IR7O at which the
doctrine of Papal infallibility was
proclaimed This Council never
actually adjourned hut was su}
pended six weeks after Piedmon
tese troops entered the states of
the Church and the reigning
Pope, Pius IX. became a prison-
er in the Vatican On Oct 20.
1870, the Pope issued a bull sus
pending the Council "until a
more convenient and more op
portune time.’’
POPE JOHN’S announcement
was contained In an address to
1 1* Cardinals on the occasion of a
visit to St. Paul's Outside the-
Walls, one of the four major
basilicas in Rome, to mark the
Feast of the Conversion of St.
Paul and the lflth centenary of
the Apostle's Epistle to the Ro-
mans
The Pope met the Cardinals
in a monastery adjoining the
basilica, where he had pre-
viously attended a Solemn
Mass and recited a special
prayer for an end to the perse,
rution Of Catholics in commu-
nist China. In this prayer, the
Pope also reaserted his claim
to spiritual primary and urged
the Catholic flock to "remain
obedient to the Pontiff, who
is the onr universal shepherd.”
A subsequent Vatican com-
munique said the forthcoming
Council will he ' aimed toward
the edification of Christian peo-
ple.'' but it did not specify what
topics, besides that of Christian
unity, would be on the agenda.
The only hint givrn was that
the Pope, in his talk to the Car-
dinals. had "underlined the daily
increasing perils threatening tha
spiritual lives of the faithful,
notably errors which are infil-
trating their ranks at various
points and the immoderate at-
traction of material goods which
have increased more than ever
with the advent of technical pro-
gress
”
POPK JOHN, who spokr lo the
Cardinals in I.atin. also an-
nounced the calling this year of
a synod, or ecclesiastical council,
of the clergy of the Rome Dio-
cese "to discuss the grave prob-
lems and increasing danger to
the spiritual life" of Romans.
Another major project, he
disclosed, would he to bring
the Code of Canon I.aw
up to
date, and to publish a separate
( ode, which has been under
study, for the Eastern, or Ori-
ental Church.
The Pontiff also made it known
that "the Church intends to give
dioceses a better ecclesiastical
and juridical structure."
"Some people dare to speak
ill of the Church, claiming it is
behind the times. But the Church
iis alive and ii not the custodian
of a museum. Though the Church
has great respect for what is an-
cient. beautiful and good, her
first concern is souls This is « hy
the Church intends to give dm
ceses a better ecclesiastic*! and
jurdicial structure," he said.
Concerning his intention to
make canon law reform one of
the subjects of the general coun-
cil. Pope John said: "Canon law
has been in force for than 40
years and it is now outdated on
many questions It must there-
fore be brought up to date to
meet the needs and circum-
stances of present-day life "
Text of Communique
Announcing Council
NCV'C Newt Srrvict
Following it the text of the official communique issued
hy the Vatican Secretarial of Stale on the summoning of an
ecumencial council by Pope John XXIII:
On the occasion of the visit carried out this morning at the
Ostian Patriarchal Basilica (St Paul Outside-the Walls), the
Supreme Pontiff John XXIII, after having assisted at a Papal
chapel, delivered an allocution to Their Eminences the Car-
dinals present at the solemn rite.
HIS HOIJNESS dwelt
upon certain points of more important
apostolic activity suggested by the experience of these first
three months of his pontificate and regarding his responsible
ties as Bishop of Rome and Supreme Pastor of the Universal
Church.
As Bishop of Rome, the Holy Father stressed the great de
vclopment which the city has seen in these last 10 years and
the grave problems which are connected with the spiritual as
sistance of the population.
As Supreme Pastor of the Church, hr noted dangers become
more greatly menacing every day to the spiritual life of the
faithful, that is, the errors which enter everywhere and the im-
moderate attractions of material goods, increased today more
than ever with technical progress
TO ENCOUNTER the present needs of the Christian people,
the Supreme Pontiff, taking inspiration from the centuries old
practice of the Church, has announced the coming of three
events of the greatest importance: a diocesan synod for the
city, celebration of an ecumenical council for the Universal
Church, and the bringing up to date of the Code of Canon
Law, preceded by the forthcoming promulgation of the Code
of Oriental Law.
As far as the ecumenical council is concerned, this, in the
thinking of the Pope, looks not only to the edification of the
Christian people, but would he. besides, an invitation to the
separated communities to find unity, to which so many souls
today in every part of the world aspire.
Aids Unemployed
'Back-to-Work’ Plan
Initiated by Cardinal
MONTREAL Special monthly collections will be
held in Montreal’s Catholic churches for construction proj-
ects as ‘‘symbolic gestures” toward solving the critical
uneoiploymcnt problems here. This was announced bv
Cardinal Leger in a pastoral letter read in all churches
The Cardinal also called for
the formation of labor manage-
ment commissions which would
propose unemployment solutions
which could be implemented by
the state. He said that current
government unemployment bene-
fits are "clearly insufficient."
THE CARDINAL declared that
he had no illusions that his con-
struction drive would provide a
complete solution to the unem-
ployment problem. But he voiced
the hope it would influence oth-
ers to initiate similar projects.
He suggested that leaden of
industry, commerce and fi-
nance ask themselves if they
have dooe everything possible
to avoid lay-offs and If they
have worked sufficiently for
Joint management-labor action
to solve the problem. I
About 80,000 persons are un-
employed in Montreal The Job
less total for all of Canada rose
by 79,000 in the month of Decern
ber alone
In such critical times, the Car
dinal said, Christians have four
obligations They should pray,
give charity, examine their con-
sciences and lake some action—
I no matter how small.
Cardinal Lrger said his pastor
*1 «as prompted by the "thou
sands suffering, materially and
morally, and placed in social con
j ditions which render difficult a
'life in conformity with Christian
principles." lie asked all to look
behind the statistics and see
, men, women and children and
aged reduced to poverty and ex
posed to the terrible temptation
of despair.”
Holy Father
Calls Pauline
Epistle Basie
ROME INC) Pope John
XXIII seized on Rome's ob-
servance of the 19th centen-
ary of St. Paul's Epistle to
the Romans to hail the let-
ter as the basis of Christian
' theology ."
I The Pontiff paid tribute to the
epistle in a letter to Cardinal
Pizzardo, Prefer! of the Sacred
Congregation of Seminaries and
Universities It was read at a
formal
commemoration at the
j l.atrran University, which
[brought together prominent theo-
logians and Scripture scholars
THE POPE stressed that Si
Paul in his Epistle to the Romans
"distinguished himself by the
greatness
s
of the divine revela
lions, by the acuteness of thought,
by the heavenly spirit pervading
the very sound precepts of the
moral law, and by the fiery
eloquence
"
These qualities. Pope John
wrote, "account for the fact
that thr epistle "occupies a
place of considerable impor-
tance in the New Testament. It
Is In fart Ule compendium of
the entire doctrine of the Apos-
tlr and the basis of Christian
theology, to be compared with
a brilliant lighthouse showing
' thr history of human salva-
tion,"
Thr Holy Eathcr expressed the
hope that the centenary would in
spire theologians to study even
more thoroughly the contents of
the letter
The faithful also should draw
inspiration from the letter, the.
Pope said, renewing their inten-
tions to live a Christian life.
If Your Advocate
Comes Late
...
Several complaints have been
received of late delivery of The
Advocate Copies aro delivered
Thursday to post office distri-
bution centrrs in Newark, Jer-
sey City, Elizabeth, and. until
recently, the Lackawanna Erie
Terminal in Hoboken The lat-
ter has since then changed to
a more centralized trucking ter-
minal in Jersey City.
Through this arrangement
with the Postal Transportation
Service, you should usually
receive your paper Friday
If this week's copy is late,
please notify the Circulation
Department of The Advocate,
MArkct 4-0700
The Post Office is anxious to
correct this situation and we
arc anxious to help them.
Recollection Day
The monthly day of recollec-
tion for priest* will he held at
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary on Keb. 12. Giving the con-
ference* will he Rev. Charle*
K X. Dolan, S.J., of the Jeauit
Mi**ion Band, New York Prov-
ince.
DIDTINGUISHED VISITOR: Auxiliary Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of New York was the speaker Jan. 25, as friends
of All Souls Hospital, Morristown, gathered for a fund-raising dinner at the Seton Hall Gymnasium’ Proceeds
went toward the hospital's$1 million expansion program. Here the Bishop is welcomed by Archbishop Boland
and Bishop McNulty The others are, from left, State Sen. Thomas Hillery, Msgr. John J. Sheerln, Paterson
Vicar General, Msgr. John L. McNulty, Seton Hall president, and Michael J. Doody, chairman.
Places in the Week's News
A bill to baa teachers wearing
religion* garb from teaching in
public schools has been intro-
duced in the Ohio legislature.
Catholic* have increased by
more than 90% in North Carolina
in the past seven years.
The 1959 Catholic Directory
published in Londsn reported an
estimated 3,422,500 Catholics in
England and Wales in 1957, an
increase of 80.000 over 1956.
Some 350 Catholics from Aus-
tralia wifl make a pilgrimage to
the 1980 International Eucharistic
Congress in Munich, Germany.
A Catholic welfare agency in
Washington withdrew from an ex-
hibition for reaidenta of a public
housing project because a birth
control group was permitted to
have a display.
The carillon of the cathedral at
Rooen, France, seriously dam-
aged during the war, will be re-
constructed and enlarged, becom-
ing the most powerful in Europe.
St. Charles Nursing Home, Cov-
ington, Ky., has received a $40,-
000 grant from the U.S. Depart-
m«nt of Health, Education and
Welfare to help build new quar-
lens
The Legion of Mary in Haag
Koag hai marked the 10th anni-
versary of ita establishment.
A 16-member Commission on
the Liturgical Apoatolate. Sacred
Music and the Arts has been es-
tablished in Michigan's Saginaw
Diocese.
Two yearly payments of $3,-
M«,000 will be given to the Catho-
lic Church by Austria as initial
compensation for losses suffered
when the former naii regime na-'
tionalized its properties and cut
off subsidies.
The obligation of Catholics to
participate in the social aposto-
late was stressed by the Bishops
of Connecticut in messages pre-
pared for Social Action Sunday.
Jan. 25.
Four Maryland State Senators
have submitted a resolution to
the governor urging him to
study the problem of “non-ob-
servance of the Sabbath.”
Of the 168 hospitals in the
Netherlands, ill are Catholic.
Five priests of the Boston
Archdiocrse have been named
Protonotaries Apostolic and 16
others domestic prelates
Supreme Court Justices, Cabi
net members, Senate and House
leaders, foreign diplomats and
federal jurists in Washington
were among those attending the
annual Red Mass in St. Mat-
thew's Cathedral there.
German members of Pax
Christ!, international peace move-
ment, contributed nearly $24,000'
for flood relief in Brazil.
In Bombay, India, Cardinal
Gracias blessed and opened the
new National Sodality Center.
The first building of anew
Catholic university at Salzburg.
Austria, will be completed
in May.
CHRIST’S PASSION: The Church observes February
as the month of the Passion. This photo is a repro-
duction of a bas relief by the noted Italian sculptor
Donatello (1386-1466). A masterpiece of the Italian
Renaissance, the work is in the National Museum of
Florence, Italy.
Lambs Blessed
By Holy Father
ROME—Two lambs, destined
!o provide a sign of authority to
future Archbishops, were blessed
by Pope John on the Feast of
St. Agnes and then sent to Bene-
dictine nuns at the Basilica of
St. Cecelia who will care for
them until the Easter octave
when they will be shorn.
The nunj will weave the wool
into palliums. long white woolen
bands into which six crosses are
embroidered with black silk. The
pallium ia worn by Archbishops
as a sign of participation in the
jurisdiction reserved to the Pope.
The new palliums will be
blessed by the Pope and placed
in a silver cask over the tomb
of St. Peter on the feast of SS
Peter and Paul
Pope John this week also re-
ceived members of the Sacred
Consistorial Congregation, visit-
ed the quarters of the Pontifical
Noble Guards to celebrate the
feast of their patron (St. Sebas-
tian), invited the seminarians
and superiors of Rome's ancient
Capramca College to be his
guests at Sunday Mass, and sent
a congratulatory message to an
Italian social service agency dn
its 18th anniversary
The invitation to the seminari-
ans was the second in a scries
which will bring the students and
faculties of Rome's various col-
leges to his Sunday Masses.
After Mass the Pontiff told his
guests of his connections with
the college.
Future Dates
Feb. 1-28 Catholic Press
Month.
Feb 916 International
Catholic Organization for Ra-
dio and Television, meeting,
Monte Carlo, Monaco.
1 cb. 11 Ash Wednesday.
Feb 11-13 First Central
American Eucharistic Congress,
Guatemala City, Guatemala.
Feb. 18. 20. 21 Ember
Days.
Feb. 22 28 —Catholic Book
Week.
Ask Spiritual Concept
In Relief Work
ROME (NC) The concept of
relief work must include the mor-
al and spiritual and not be limit-
ed only to economic and material
forms, representatives of two
prominent Catholic groups stated
here.
This was the final motion
passed by delegates attending a
national convention of the Pontif-
ical Relief Organization and the
National Organization of Reli-
gious and Moral Assistance to
Workers.
Refute Action
On Red China
NEW YORK A resolu-
tion adopted by Protestant
representatives and favoring
U.S. recognition of Red China
and its admission to the
United Nations is not indicative
of true Protestant opinion on the
question.
Instead, an overwhelming ma
jority of Protestant clergymen op
pose UN. membership for Red
China or recognition of Its gov-
ernment by the U.S. That is the
finding of a poll of 8,572 minis
ten conducted by five Protestant
i leaders on the recognition ques-
tion.
THE POI.L WAS prompted by
the resolution adopted by a world
order study conference held in
Cleveland last November under
auspices of the National Council
of Churches. Some 600 delegates
attended that meeting and voted
unanimously for tho resolution.
A total of 8,400 ministers re-
sponded to the recent poll and
1 7,437 of them were opposed to
| recognition for China.
People in the Week’s News
Cardinal Crate, retiring Apos-
tolic Rundo to Portugal, was giv-
en six silver candlesticks by the
diplomatic corps in Lisbon prior
to his return to Rome.
Cardinal Agagiaalaa has been
hamed Papal Legate to the Na-
tional Marian Congress to be held
in Saigon, Vietnam, in February.
Rev. (MaJ.) Nash P. Hrany of
St. Louis has been named chap-
lain of the year by the Reserve
Officers Association of the U.S.
Dom Marie Bernard de Terris,
a Canadian, has been installed as
Abbot of the Cistercian monas-
tery on the Mediterranean island
of Lerins, opposite Cannes.
Rev. Daniel Linehan, S. J., of
Boston College, has been given
the Navy’s Distinguished Service
Award for his work while in Ant-
arctica.
Admiral Charles R. Brown,
commander of NATO forces in
southern Europe, was received in
private audience by the Pope.
Msgr. Carmine Rocco, coun-
selor to the Apostolic Nunciature
in Braid, has been named Apos-
tolic Nuncio to Bolivia.
Cardinal Tisserant has left
Rome to visit churches of the
Oriental Rite in Ethiopia.
Sir Robert Layeock, Governor
of Malta, has been received in
private audience by the Pope.
Rev. Erall Bonvier, S.J.. of
Georgetown University, has been
appointed president and rector of
the University of Sudbury. Ont.
President Arturo Frondltl of
Argentina, currently on a state
visit to the U.S., received an
honorary law degree from Ford
ham University.
Abbot General Hubert A. Noots,
0. Praem., head of the Norber-
tine Fathers, will visit the U.S
in June to officiate at dedication
of the order's new abbey and ad
mlnistrative headquarter* at
West De Pere, Wit.
Her. Edward D. O’Connor. C.
S.C., of Notre Dame University,
has been named a corresponding
member of the Pontifical Roman
Theological Faculty.
Walt Disney. Hollywood film
producer, will be honored by the
Legion of Decency in Mexico for
.the high moral and entertain-
: ment values of his films
Cardinal Doepfner of Berlin has
inaugurated a religious program
over Radio Free Berlin directed
to Catholic* in the Soviet rone
Very Rev. Augustine Seplnikl.
| 0.F.M., Franciscan Superior Gen
[eral. has sent a letter to all Fran
ciscans recalling Pope John s ties
with the order.
Bishop Silva Goncalvr* of Guar-
da, Portugal, speaking at a Cate-
chetical Week conference, said
"We all. Bishops as well as pa
;rishioners, have to give an ac-
I count to God if we have not taken
every opportunity of catechiring
the ignorant.”
Archbishop Robert E. I.uccy of
San Antonio will observe the 25th
anniversary of his consecration
on Apr. 29.
Archbishop William F.. Cousins
wa* installed as the eighth Arch>
bishop of Miwaukee and received!
the pallium —a vestment sym-*
bole of his authority in a dou-„
ble ceremony at St. John s Ca*.
thcdral on Jan 27.
Archbishop John F. Deardra
"as installed as the seventh Or*
dinary of Detroit in ceremoniea
presided over by Cardinal O'Hare*
of Philadelphia at the Detroit ca->
thedral on Jan. 29
Rev. Lawrence P. Ssseeney hat
been named editor of the Inter*
mountain Catholic Register, dioe-*
esan weekly in Salt Lake City.
Rev. Joseph Klaujar of thv
Paris Foreign Mission Society
been given the 1959 Social Work*
Award by Asahi Shimbun,
pan s leading newspaper, in recw
ognition of his 50 years of tervica
in Japan.
Causes .
. .
Sister Anna Maria Sain of
Milan Born Apr. 21. 1*29. died,
Nov. 24. 1891. Sacred Congrega-
tion of Rites examined introduc-
tion of beatification cause.
Died . . .
Alphoosus I.amhe of Buenoa Ai-
res, international envoy of tha
Legion of Mary for Latin Amer-
ica
4 Appointments
Made by Pope
VATICAN CITY Pope John
XXIII announced four new ap-
pointment! thii week, the most
important of which advanced
Msgr. Enrico Dante, prefect of
papal ceremoniei to the position
of pro-secretary of the Sacred
Congregation of Rites
Msgr. Dante will act for the
secretary, Archbishop Alfonso
Carinci, who is 96 and in ill
health.
In other appointments Msgr
Giovanni Battista Verdelli was
named under-secretary of the
Sacred Congregation of Reli-
gious, and Cardinal Agagianian
and Cardinal Tardini were
named members of the Pontifical
Commission for Biblical Studies.
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BURNS & O'CONNELL, Inc
GARDEN STATE PLAZA
iMitM 4 and 17 PARAMUS, N. J.
TcUphena HUbbard 7-5317
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NEW JERSEY'S FINEST
POR RELIGIOUS AND THE LAITY
IMPORTED and DOMESTIC GIFTS
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How Will You Meet
The Unexpected?
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Wli.t’* around the corner? Good news? Oppor-
tunity? Bid n«i? Unforeseen expense!?
In each life, at some time, there arises amoment
when money is urgently needed. You msy be
able to borrow
you msy not
Whit a great satisfaction it is, when a financial
crisia comes, to have a Carteret savings account.
Your savings, your money, is availablt to yon-
there s noneed to borrow.
Such is the reward for your prudence in putting
•side a little each week
- or each month. There
never was andnever will be a better habit
Open a Carteret savings account today. Divi-
dends at the rate of 3J»% per annum start from
the date of deposit. That’s right, from the
date of depout. And they are compounded
quarterly.
Carteret savings * Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
enj these additional eeien offices:
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• Motor Tuno-up
• Softly Chock
• Cooling Systtm
• Rotato Tiros
• Slooring and Brakot
• Complolo Lubrication
6 a $14.95
8 a 517.95
lUIRICANTS A
PARTS IXTIA
Budget Your Repalrt
• Tarmt arranged (a
roar pun*
as low at $1.25 a wook
1▲
L AMIROSINO. Pm.
3085 HUDSON BIVD.
JERSEY CITY
(AT HOLLAND TUNNII Cut)
Sarvica D.pt Open Daily 110 AM,
IP R- Ist. 1:00 A. M. 11l Naan
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Music lessons have been streamlined, too
*• longer tedious and unrewarding. Your children (and you, tee)
will And today's simplified methods entertaining and Inviting. This Is espe.
dally true If you learn to play an a Steinway—because this famous
- plana provides the dependable quality, beauty ef tone, ease and respotv-
ahrensse of action that lend added Incentive, greater delight to learning.
Only the Steinway perform* like a Steinway. Hear and play it at
J
TbNM.WhM.W
GRIFFITH PIANO COMPANY
STSINWAV BirSISINTATIVtt
*O3 BROAD STRUT, NIWARK 2, NIW JIRSIY
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W«»t lnd>«ti Von«*
iv«la ond Colombia. All rM«i
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«*lnf pHb. SaiUng* by "Santo
Arm" or "Santo Fouia" ovary
Friday from Naw Yorb.
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f—rtmhont M«
Jos. M. Byrne Cos.
TRAVEL SERVICE
828 BROAD STRiKT
NIWARK 2, N. J.
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Quaker Farm
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New Jersey's
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Cadillac Dealer
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Quality
Uted Cart
360 Central Avt
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CADUIAC, K
"WOW! terrific new Dinner Policy
at th. OCEAN BREEZE!"
Your choic. of .ight full csuno dm.
Including London Iroil or Chick-
on, ond lorvod with oil th. trimming.,
I. now your, at th. Oc.an |,....
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SUBSTANTIAL GIFT: Charles M. McDermitt, second from left, grand knight of
Regina Pacis Council, Knights of Columbus, Newark, presents a check for $1,700
to Sister Catherine Patricia, superior at St. Mary’s Orphanage, Newark. The sum
was raised from the sale of Christmas trees by the Knights and will be used for
new storm windows and doors at the orphanage. Looking on are from left, Peter J.
Abene, deputy grand knight; Joseph Luciano, co-chairman; Rev. Horton J. Raught,
council chaplain; Carl E. Stoffers, co-chairman, and Anthony Pappalardo, chairman.
Previous Councils Covered
Wide Variety of Subjects
VATICAN CITY (NC)
The longest and one of the
church’s most important ecu-
menical councils was the 19th
of the 20 which have been held
the Council of Trent which
lasted for 18 years (1545-1563)
under five Popes.
Its list of accomplishments is
long because it dealt in detail
with (he doctrinal innovations
of the Protestant Reformers
and with gross abuses within
the Church which gave the
Protestant revolt an opportun-
ity to take root.
Principal dogmatic decisions
by the council included: con-
firmation of the Niccne creed
and the authenticity of the
Church's Latin version of the
Bible; definition of the doc-
trine of original sin; precise
definition of the doctrine of
justification, condemning justi-
fication by faith alone and im-
putation of grace; affirmation
of the doctrines of Purgatory
and of the invocation of the
saints and veneration of them,
their relics and images and of
indulgences.
THE OTHER ecumenical
councils and some of their ac
complishments are:
1. Council of Nicaea (325).
Issued the Niccne creed defin-
ing the true divinity of the
Son of God
2. First General Council of
Constantinople (381). Added to
the Nicene creed the clauses
referring to the Holy Ghost and
all that follows to the end.
3. Council of Ephesus (431).
Defined the true personal di-
vinity of Christ and declared
Mary the Mother of God
4. Council of Chalcedon (451).
Defined that Christ has both
a human and a divine nature.
5. Second Council of Conslan-
tinople (553). Condemned the
eorors of Origen who held,
among other things, there was
an inequality among divine
persons and that there is no
eternal punishment.
6 THIRD COUNCIL of Con
stantinople (680 681). Defined
two wills in Christ, the divine
and the human, as two distinct
principles of operation
7 Second Council of Nicaea
(787). Regulated the veneration
of holy images.
8. Fourth Council of Con-
stantinople (869). Condemned
an illegal ecumenical council
brought together by Photius
against Pope Nicholas.
9 First Lateran Council at
Rome (1-123). Abolished the
right, claimed by lay princes,
to investiture with ring and
crosier and to ecclesiastical
benefices
10 THE SECOND LATERAN
Council at Rome (1139) Had
as its object to put an end lo
the errors of Arnold of Brescia
whose teachings included a be-
lief that confession should he
made not to a priest but by
Christians to one another.
11. Third Lateran Council
(1179). Issued various decrees
for the reformation of morals.
12. Fourth Lateran Council
(1215). Deemed the most im-
portant council of the Middle
Ages because it marked the
culminating point of ecclesias-
tical life and Papal power. It
published 70 reformatory de
crees.
13 FIRST GENERAL Coun-
cil of Lyons (1245). Excommun-
icated and deposed Emperor
Frederick II and directed a
new crusade against the Sara
cens and Mongols.
14 Second General Council
of Lyons (1274). Effected a
temporary reunion of the Greek
Church with Rome and laid
down rules for Papal elections.
15 The 15th Council at Vien-
ne in France (1311 1313) Dealt
with anew crusade, reforma-
tion of the clergy and teach-
ing of Oriental languages in the
universities.
Id. (ouncil of Constance
(1414-1418). Held during the
great schism of the West with
the object of ending the divi-
sions in the Church.
17 MET FIRST at Basel
(1431). then was transferred
to Ferrara (1438) and ended in
Florence (1439). Shortlived
reunion with the Greek Church
was effected.
18 Fifth Council of the
Lateran (1512 1517). Decrees
were chiefly disciplinary.
19. Council of Trent (1545
1563).
20 General Council of (hr
Vatican (1869 1870). Defined
infallibility of the Pope
Father Zarrillo
Heads European
Pilgrimage
WHIPPANY Rev Michael
Zarrillo, pastor of Our I.ady of
Mercy Church here, will be the
spiritual leader of the Aug. 24
Catholic Travel League air pi I
grimage to Europe, it was an-
nounced this wees by Ray Me
Carthy, president.
Father Zarrillo is one of 12
priests from nine states who
have been invited by the League
to lead air pilgrimages during
1959 They will feature visits to
Rome and Lourdes.
The itinerary of the pilgrimage
led by Father Zarrillo includes
visits to Killarncy, Dublin, Brus-
sels, I,ourdes, Rome, Lucerne
and Pans.
Pontiff’s Prayer
For Persecuted
SCWC Seat Service
Following it a translation of a prayer for the Chunk of
Silence composed by Pope John Will, It wet recited for the
time on Jan. 25 at services for the persecuted Church conduil-
ed by the Pope at the Basilica of St. Paul-Outside-lhr-Walls.
O Jesus, Son of God, You loved Your Church and You gave
Yourself for it so as to sanctify it and to enable it to appear
before You glorious and immaculate (efr Ephesians 5. 23 27).
Consider again with mercy the afflictions to which Your mysti-
cal spouse is subjected tn some parts of the world, but parti-
cularly now in tho great nation of China.
YOU SEE, O LORI), the snares which threaten the souls of
Your faithful and You know the calumniating insinuations
brought against Your shepherds. Your ministers and Your faitn-
ful followers who eagerly desire to spread the truth of the
Gospel and Your kingdom which is not of this world.
How insistent and pernicious are the attempts to tear the
seamless robe of Your spouse, the Church—one, holy, Homan,
Catholic, apostolic—separating hierarchy and local communities
from the sole center of truth, authority and salvation the Chair
of Peter.
Before the spectacle of such grave evils we ask of You
above all forgiveness for offenses perpetrated against You
Indeed, the words You spoke to Saul of Tarsus on the road to
Damascus—"Saul. Saul, why dost thou persecute Me?" (Acts
», 4)—may well be repeated again today as has happened in the
courseof recent and past history .
WE ALWAYS TRUST in the efficacy of the sublime words
which You spoke to the Father from the Cross. "Father, for
give them, for they know not what they do" (Luke, 23. 34). In
the same way as Your sacrifice is the source of universal salva
tion, so may the martyrdom which the Church, Your spouse
and our mother, suffers in various regions be salutary to all
men through Your grace.
O Prince of Peace, may the Bishops and the priests, the
religious and the laity be always and everywhere "careful to
preserve the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace" (Ephes
ians 4,3).
May Your almighty strength defeat every human calcula
tion that shepherds and flocks may remainobedient to the voice
of the only universal shepherd the Roman Pontiff, who feels in
his heart the /esponsibility of that supreme command of love,
Holy Father, keep in Thy name those whom Thou has given
me that they may be one even as We are one" (John 17. 11).
AND LASTLY, Oh our Savior, cast a glance of approval on
the merits and prayers of Your mother and ours, the august
Queen of the Missions and the Universal Church; on the toils,
on the sacrifices and on the blood of innumerable heralds of
the Faith, who have given You everywhere and still give heroic
testimony. And mindful above all of Your Precious Blood, shed
for many as the remission of slnj, give* Your peace to China
and to the whole world, aince in no one else is there hope
victory and peace If not In You. Our Lord and immortal King
of the centuries and of the people.
Festivities Honoring
Cure of Ars Set
ARS, France Cardinal Gerlierof Lyons will preside
at ceremonies here on May 1 officially opening the centen-
ary observance of the death of St. John Vianney, the Cure
and Ars. He is the patron saint of parochial clergy.
On behalf of the Pope, the Cardinal will crown a
statue of the Blessed Virgin
which was purchased by St. John
Vianney in 1834. The statue will
be known as that of “Our Lady
of Ars," under which dcsigna
tion Our Lady is to be special
protectress of priests and semi-
narians.
Bishop Rene Fourrcy of Bel-
lev, whose diocese includes the
town of Ars, has announced that
the actual celebration of the an
niversary will begin in April
prior to official ceremonies
Among the first events will be
a pilgrimage of priests on Apr 7.
CENTENARY celebrations will
close on Sept. 25 with a pil-
grimage of army chaplains. Cli-
max of the celebration, however,
will be a triduum opening on
Aug. 2 and concluding on Aug. 4.
actual date of the saint’s death
Aug. 3 will be observed as a
special day for priests from all
over the world.
Presiding at the opening of the
triduum will bo Archbishop Paul
Marclla, Apostolic Nuncio to
France. Cardinal Roquet of
Rennes and Cardinal Feltin of
Paris will preside at services on
the 4th.
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S. Marsh & Sons
VALUE
is a
o o r
-
'
most
important
word
In fact, it is probably the word to which we owe the
growth of our business during the past half century. For valuL
is what we offer above a11... To us value means quality combined
with the loutit possible price.
Incidentally, to answer a question that has been asked many
times, the prices in our new Millburn store are identical
with those in our Newark Store. We invite you to visit
either store for exciting values in all departments.
Diamonds and tine Jewelry ...Hatches and Clocks
Silverware, China and Crystal ..
. Gifts and Bar Accessories
Tm
UV'
and Leather Goods
...Hand Bags
Religious and Ecclesiastical Articles
>■l
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lit-47 Millburn Annul
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John Dolan
Field Representative
George FitzGerald
Manager—Millburn Store a
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Your savings grow
faster at i\%> interest
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Fine Engraving and Religious Articles
Our engraving and printing depU. act the high**
standard (or the*? skilled aria. Manufacturing ia
executed on premise*. Perfection
ia aaaured; coats
afa low. We featureCrane’* & Grattan’** own
*tork.
*lOO Script In* . 0 line* engraved on copper $32.95
Religious Article*: Be»t selection in Suburban N. J.
Our Studio*treat the Church Sacramental* with the
dignity they deserve. Article* moderately priced.
Genuine woodcan mg* I Hummel figurines merit your
attention. Over 500 imported Madonna*, gift*, ale.
Henry Grotto* Studios i« Washington st., last
OC*N WIGHTs©AT rvrXIMO mi *r J (»rsf« OaA 1 CW. IwA •» *•«• *C* ) <
9
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
(formerly the Sorrento Restaurant)
'Gracious Dining in a Continental Atmosphere
n
4 Banquet Rooms
Church Functions Home end Office Parties
Communion Breakfasts Wedding Receptions
Home of our Suburban and Metropolitan
Catering Sendee
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works with,..and for /nit listrx!
National Stale was established by Newark business men back
in 1812 specifically to encourage industry and commerce in
the Newark-Kssex County area.
Over the past 147 years many thousands of New Jersey
businessmen have found that National State knows their
needs, and tervn their needs, beat!
The bank’s ample resources in money and manpower assure
the efficient handling of every banking service, large or smalL
21 banking offices serving Essex County communities
.Jitll_The
Il'AtniMio Hi}
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvjngton . Orange . Millburn-Short Hilla
West Essex-Caldwell
Member federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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Friends
... Through 50 Years
NEWARK - Back in 1909
Charles Vill, John Reichert,
Joseph Weimann and Charles
Zimmer were little boys mak-
inf their First Holy Commun-
ion at St. Benedict's Church.
Last Sunday the four of them
found themselves together at
the altar rail in St. Benedicts
receiving Communion together.
This time they had their wives
with them. Afterwards they
had a Communion breakfast at
the Robert Treat hotel.
The four boys grew up to-
gether, stayed fast friends
through their teens and 20's.
Each was best man at the
wedding of one of the others.
When babies began arriving,
15 all told, they each served
as godparent at one time or
another.
Even though they all moved
away from St. Benedict’s—the
Weimanns and Zimmers to
Belleville, the Vills to Linden,
the Reicherts to Vailsburg—-
they remained a cordial eight-
some.
A few months ago. at one
of their frequent get-togethers,
they began planning their cor-
porate Communion to mark
the golden anniversary of
their First Communion.
The experience proved such
a happy one that they are now
considering making the Com-
munion and breakfast of old
friends an annual affair.
'Rome Eternal'
Wins TV Award
NEW YORK “Rome Eter-
nal,” four-part television series
on the religious heritage of
Rome, was cited for “exceptional
merit” at the annual Sylvania
Television Awards banquet.
The program was produced by
the National Council of Catholic
Men in cooperation with NBC.
It was shown over the Catholic
Hour in January, 1958. and won
such wide critical acclaim that
It was repeated later in the year.
The Sylvania judges said they
were "impressed” with the beau-
tiful photography and excellent
production of the series which
they termed “a worthwhile con-
tribution to television." Accept-
ing the special award was Rich-
ard J. Walsh, director of the
NCCM's radio and television de-
partment.
Archdiocesan Adult Sodalities
To Meet Feb. 8 in Newark
NEWARK Organizational
mitten will feature the meeting
of the •rchdiofcesan Union of
Adult Sodalities at 2:30 p.nj. Feb
5 at SL Francis Xavier here.
According to Rev. Stanley M.
Grabcwski, director, the Union,
now in operation for a year, will
enter the final phase of its or-
ganizational structure. Standing
committees not yet functioning
will be formed and the rules gov-
erning elections at the May meet-
ing will be explained.
Each sodality holding member-
ship in the Union will be repre-
sented by the priest director, pre-
fect and two delegates who con-
stitute the voting members of the
governing body. However, all
sodalists may attend the meeting
as observers. There will be a
display of sodality literature and
supplies prepared by the arch-
diocesan sodality office.
Stanley P. Kosakowskl, Union,
president will present a resume
ot the National Federation of
Sodalities convention held in St.
Louis. Mr. Kosakowski was elect-
ed vice president of the nation-
al federation.
‘ AT THE CONVENTION, ex-
tensive plans were made for the
World Congress of Sodalities to
be held here in August. Sodalists
from all parts of the country
veunteered to assist in arrange-
ments for the world-wide gather-
ing.
AT THE CONVENTION a copy
of a letter from Archbishop Bo-
land was given each delegate. In
it the Archbishop stated, “W*.
urge you by your earnest prayers
and your wholehearted interest
and cooperation to promote this
congress so that it may produce
results pleasing to our Queen
and to her Divine Son, Our Sav-
ior, Jesus Christ."
AT THE FEB. 8 meeting a re-
port on the resolutions adopted
at the congress will be given by
Eileen Prendergast, executive
secretary. The meeting will also
consider details of the specific
part the Adult Union will pay
in the world congress.
The first issue of the Sodality
Union Newsletter made its ap-
pearance this week. It carries ac-
counts of activities of sodalities
in the Adult Union. Jean Marum,
who also represented the Arch-
diocese at St. Louis, is editor of
the Newsletter, which is distri-
buted to the governing body and
other adult sodalities not yet in
the Union.
Judaeo-Christian Talk
To Be Broadcast
SOUTH ORANGE On the
four Wednesdays of February
from 7 to 7:30 p.m., WSOU. FM
station of Seton Hall University,
will broadcast conversations on
“Judaeo-Christian Studies and
Their Meaning for the Modem
World.” Msgr. John J. Dougher-
ty, Rev. John M. Ocstcrreicher,
Rev. Edward A. Synan, Dr. Bar-
ry Ulanov, and other members
of the Institute of Judaeo-Chris-
tian Studies will participate.
These were broadcast by NBC
on the November Catholic Hour
program, and are repeated
through the cooperation of the
National Council of Catholic Men,
sponsors of the Catholic Hour.
Avoid Gossip,
Editors Told
BOSTON Journalists
were warned here by Cardi-
nal Cushing to avoid gossip
in columns and news report-
ing. The Cardinal spoke at
the sixth annual journalists' Mass
held on the Sunday before the
feast of St. Francis de Sales,
patron of journalists.
Touching on the case of Marie
Torre, columnist who spent 10
days in jail for refusing to name
the source of information for an
item, the Cardinal noted that one
aspect of the case has been “lit-
tle discussed" The item which
began the controversy, he said,
was nothing more than gossip.
SOME COLUMNISTS, the Car
dinal declared, “handle the lives
of their neighbors with no sense
of values at all and with no re-
spect for reputations. In little
staccato lines they feed the hun-
gry public the evil food of mali-
cious gossip. They quietly de-
stroy their subjects and just as
quietly poison their readers."
Cardinal Cushing said gossip
can be "dangerous and indeed
immoral when it touches the good
name and reputation of others,”
even if true. "There are many
things which are not public prop-
erty,” he added. “We just do not
hpve the right to know every-
thing about everybody."
All Saints Plans
Family Book Sale
JERSEY CITY More than
1,000 Catholic books of all types,
including those for children grad-
ed to age levels, will be displayed
and sold at a Catholic family
book sale at All Saints here.
The sale will be held in Ro-
sary Hall of the church, 291
Pacific Ave., on Feb. 15 from 8
a. m., and on Feb. 16 from 7
p. m., to 9 p. m. It is sponsored
by the combined societies of All
Saints Church.
Parishes Plan
Cana Socials
Married couples will attend
Cana social events in these par-
ishes:
Holy Trinity. Westfield
Cana square dance will be held
Jan. 30 at LcPrec's, Roselle
Park, under chairmanship ol
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Niedcrcr.
St. Mary’s, Pompton Lakes
An "old time social" featuring
dancing, movies and a box lunch
exchange will be sponsored by
the Cana council Feb. 1 in the
church hall. Mr. and Mrs. Car-
mine Beatrice are chairmen.
St. Roeco’t, Newark The
sixth annual Cana banquet will
be held Feb. 14 at Crystal Lake
Casino, under chairmanship of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Santoro and
Mr. and Mrs. Sal Pepc.
Cana Calendar
CANA
SUNDAY, Fit. 1.
Westfield. Holy Trinity. Cana I. AD 2-
6043.
Morristown. Assumption. Cana I. 7
pm. JE 8-9306.
SUNDAY, FIB. •
Lodi, St. Joseph's. Cana l. 7 pm.
OR 2-4303
Newark. Mt. Carmel. Cana U. 7.30
p.m.
Mountain View. Holy Croaa. Cana I.
7.30 p m MO 6 1748
SUNDAY, FIB. IS
Tenafly. Mt. Carmol. Cana I. DU 3-
3999.
West Orang*. St. Joseph'*. Cana U RE
1-2910.
lltllalda. Christ tha Kina. Cana U.
MU 8-0939.
Orange, bt. Vonantius. Cana U, 2
pm. OR 22093
Union CUy. It Auguttina'a. Cana. 111.
7:30 pjn UN 4-0007
Jersey City. 6t. Patrick's. Cana 111
7:45 p.m. HE 4-3)84
Morristown. Assumption. Cana L 7
p m. JE I9006.
PRE-CANA
r#b. I—Nswsrk. It. Bridgets (Tor
Spanish speaking engaged or married
couples) 2:30 p.m
Feb. 14—Ridgefield. It. Matthew's.
CO 1-4241.
Feb. 1-13 Jersey City. It. Aedsn's.
HE 6-3601.
\F«b. 13-23—Newark, lacred Heart
tVailaburg) BO 2-2897.
Feb. 22-Mar.l—Elisabeth. It. Michael's.
EL 3-3397.
SHOP THE ADS In The Advo-
cate before you make i purchase.
'Veronica’s Veil'
Starts 45th Season
UNION CITY _ This month.
"Veronica’s Veil," famous Lentenj
play, will be presented at St. Jo I
seph's Theater here for its 45th
season.
The season's offering starts
with a children’s matinee on Feb.
7. First performance for adults
is Feb. 22 at 2:30 p.m. Matines
performances for adults will con '
tinue for each Sunday during
Lent.
In addition there will be Satur-
day shows every week at 8:15
p m., and two Sunday evening
performances on Mar. 15 and 22
The final show of the current
season will be on Tuesday night
of Holy Week.
BINCE EARLY January the
two casts of ‘Veronica'* Veil"
have been rehearsing twice a
week under the direction of Vic-
tor Bcllacosa.
Tryouts for several important
roles were conducted in Decem-
ber and as a result. Virginia Gal-
lo has been assigned the tragi*
part of Miriam, a hater of th*
Christus, and Grace Grosso was
chosen to portray Ruth, the high
priest's other daughter, who be-
came a faithful follower of th*
Nazarene. Both have had consid-
erable experience in summer
stock.
Joseph Dorso returns to th*
cast as Nicodemus and Rcgulu*.
Newcomers include Joan Smera
as Rebecca and Eleanor Tafuri
as Sabina.
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As long
at you livo
DEPENDABLE and
GOOD INCOME H
you
Invrst your
savings
1 V. D. ANNUITY
PUN.
• You also sharo Ina
tKo
f
root work ol®
tho Missions ond holp In
oducating Prlosts ond Broth-
on for tho Missions • Cor-
tain lon od vantogas f A
lasting Momorial and ro-
mombranco in many Massos
•nd prayors.
Wrlto for froo Information
Soclaty Of Tti* Divina Word
ANNUITY DIPT.
OIIAID. PINNA.
ABBEY
NURSING
HOME
•6 VAN NESS PUCE
Off Cfinton Av».
Blgalow 3-0303
MALE and FEMALE
AGED, CONVALESCENT, and
CHRONICALLY 111
Uctmtd by Slot* of N. i.
PARKING AREA
NEWARK
• Loom to tpook orfocttvoty
• Moot pooplo ooot/y
■ Bocomo a toodor
»tneroooo
your Ineomo
Attend m FREE
DEMONSTRATION
MEETING of the
DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE
NEWARK
10 WATS THE
DALE CAJtNEEIE COURSE
WILL HELP MEN l WOMEN
TUES., FEB. 10, 8:15 P.M.
ESSEX HOUSE
■rood Street at Lincoln Park
• Sfttk [llKlntty
• cwwi r««f
• liKicnt Tour Incan*
• Paulo* Sail Cmhktmo
• ttmtmbftNantl
• 'Stir TMUII m4Tw Ilka
• Inpron* Yaw Mil; U Ceil
With ffopit
• WaUctt riaait
• Cal outcf a rat
• Prepare lor leekttV'*
LEADERSHIP & SALES TRAINING
INSTITUTE of N. J.
Pmtnttd by W«by L Waatraa
MarrMara,NJ. • PkmJCMHI
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
VEND A WEEKEND WITH COO
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
C««rf»a.d by «ba mmmlm af
Saial haTi Abbay
rtaota mob. r...i ial»aa> aar
Wrfta far iafaraaliaa ta,
DIKfCTO* Of KTtEATS
Oa»«a a# Paa«a baaraal Haa
*•- Nafi Abbay. Maartaa. I
Earn 3\Saving* Insured to $lO,OOO
home mortgage loans
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
mmd LOAN ASS'N
« coit mm (M um fATUtON. N. J.
VIA DOLOROSA
A Pssstoo Psgesut With Music
Eleven Great Performances
Fri. Etc*, Feb. 27, Mar. 6, 13, 20
Sun. Evca, Mar. !, 8, 15, 22
Matioee* Mar. 7, 14, 21
Eieuingt 8:30 P. M. Mstinres 2:30 P.M.
Bird. st 23rd Bsyonur, N. ].,«»•) (yrjrtc, IN. J,,
ASSUMPTION AUDITORIUM
Group Rate* Available
Reservations Now Booking
Day Phone HE 6-8161
Evenings FE 9-0249
Sprtisl Rules for CYO Groups
by JHQ3MAJV
For todays living let our low prices convince
you that you can enhance your own living
room right now with the finest of new furni-
lure. I I Ijl pi If
O
*
tn
USE OUR LIBERAL
PAYMENT PLAN
OPEN AN ACCOUNT
TODAY
Gracefil 3-Pe Carved sectional
*lB9®°
Pur* tragic in changing your living room Into the most
elegant you’ve dreamed of. Make* use of corners, too.
You’ll love the glowing new colors of the many deco-
rator fabrics available.
Extra long
classic sofa
Full 102" long, carrying
out the traditional styling.
Foam rubber cushions.
.30•129
FREE:
Decorating Service
By . . . Joe Porreca
I
Eight floors •/ Jh'imm Emrmitmr^
M
ay
Hu
Hours:
Hon., Wed , Fri. » UU »
Tues., Thurs., Sat. • till C
FACTORY WAREHOUSE
M BUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. I.
• MAKE MONEY •
lt*l «•«» —show Catholic motion picture
proprams. Our plan puarantopa roaults.
An Idoal way pf ralalnp funds and dslnp
an apostolic work) Lot's not only com-
plain about tho bad films—tot'a holp put
an tho pood onosl Wrlto or call today
far dotalls. Kota this ad.
CATHOLIC FILM LIBRARY lIRVICB
■a non-profit orpanliatlon)
1M North tth Itroot
LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
REAI ESTATE INSURANCE
Ml I s HKNTAI s Ml ILDKHS
PARKWAY ♦ 1210
• SPARTA N J
BOX 1041
• SINCE 1192 •/
SCHRECK &
WAELTY |
SNOW GUARDS - VENTItATINO i
ROOFING and j
SHEET METAL
NIXAUT* - tird lorr1«r i
LIGHTNING RODS
25-27 HAGUE STREET \
JERSEY CITY 7, N. J.
9 Oldfield 9-4068 *!
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and Whit* Servic*
• Exposure Rell a3
King Sise Clotty Reprint* .05
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Kodacolor • Exposure Roll
developed and enlarged 1.75
Reprintt _____ .15
8 mm Roll Developed 1.10
•m Mag. Developod .15
15mm Developed
20 Exposure 1.15
Write for mailing envelope!
RYAN FOTO, BOX 24
CHATHAM, N. J.
CATHOLIC TRAVEL LEAGUE
PILGRIMAGE
Departing New York
JUNE 24
on the QUEEN ELIZABETH
of the CUNARD LINE
UNDER THE SPIRITUAL DIRECTION OF
His Excellency
Most Rev. Joseph L.
FEDERAL,dd.
COADJUTOR BISHOP OF SAIT LAKE CITY
VISITING:
France, Italy, Switzerland,
Germany, Holland, England
35 Days from *1295
I (■> LfOTIMtIfN I1
(flatboll
IMI MOAOWAY. MW TOM it. N T.
C»w*« t-7*oo
i Ur Sraurl Cragur
1959 Pilgrimage To Lourdes
and other Shrines visiting
SPAIN, FRANCE, ITALY AND THE HOLY LAND
Personally conducted by
MOST REV. JOSEPH M. PERNICONE, J.C.D.
AUXILIARY BISHOP Of NEW YORK
l»a«« Now York July 21, 1939
SJ. C. COLOMBO
Arriv# N*w York Sopt. I, 193?
SS. C. COLOMBO
or topi. 2], 1939
SS. AUOUSTUS
For furhor Information Flooto Contort
I'Atlantico Travel Bureau (Agomla 01 Frltuio)
MB loot IB7lh Slroot, Bronx. N. V. IB S-0071
or
Catholic Pilgrimage Community Inc, and A.1.T.1. of Holy
MS* tm, IB w. 42nC Itroot, Now York 34. N. Y.
RUGS CLEANED
A\\. i.j . i.t
our Shampoo makos
your rugs look liko now!
WALL to WALL
CARPET CLEANED
SERVING HUDSON t BERGEN
COUNTIES • LOwall 1-7900
RUMMAGE SALE
FEBRUARY
2-3-1- 5 - 6 - 7
BOYSTOWN
AUDITORIUM
499 Belgrove Drive, Kearny, N. J.
White Elephant
Table
Fabulous Gifts !
ALL PRICES
11 A.M. to 8 P.M.
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN
SPRING SEMESTER, 1959
S«ton Hall University It offering two clinical workshops
In remedial Instruction for children. Classes for the
Spring Semester begin on February 21, 1959. A limited
number of children will be accepted In each of the
remedial classes. Children mutt be at least 8 years of
age to qualify for remedial Instruction.
REMEDIAL READING
(NfWAIK AND PATEISON)
Diagnostic tests will be administered to all
children to determine reading disabilities. The
remedial reading program it designed to do;
velop speed, increase comprehension, stimu-
late a desire to read and to eliijiinats' fflutty-
procedures In reading.
SPEECH CORRECTION
(NfWAIK ONLY)
Children will be evaluated by a speech special-
ist to determine specific speech difficulties. A
speech program will be planned to meet the
Individual needs of the child.
Application for Remedial Classes at
Wton Hall University, 31 Clinton St., Newark,
should be made toi
Mr. Angelo Bruno, Director
Remedial Clinics
Applications for Remedial Reading Classes at
Satan Hall University, 131 Ellison Street, Paterson,
should be made to:
Mrs. Margaret Murphy, Director
Remedial Reading Clinic
PRESENTATION: Archbishop Boland is shown with
65 young women of the Archdiocese of Newark who
were formally presented to him at the first Presenta-
tion Ball held recently under auspices of the Suburban
Essex Circle of the International Federation of Catho-
lic Alumnae. Gowned in white and wearing capelets
of the same color as the Archbishop's purple robes,
the girls were presented individually to Archbishop
Boland by Rev. Paul E. Lang, I.F.C.A. moderator.
Each girl received a Papal blessing.
Lacordaire School Considers
Plans for Expansion Move
I UPPER MONTCLAIR La-
cordairc School, which wa* de-
nied permission for its expansion
plans by the Town of Montclair
recently, is currently considering
its next step.
There are two courses of ac-
tion open to directors of the girls’
academy, it was pointed out this
week. They will cither alter orig-
inal plans and ask for permission
to build on a different part ofi
their property, or they will ap
peal the decision of the Town'
Commission regarding the orig
Inal plans
The original plan was to build
a $370,000 one-story building on
the southwest comer of Lorraine
Ave. and Park St. The petition to
do this was denied by a 4-1 vote
of the Commission on Jan. 13. At
that time Mayor Dill of Mont-
clair suggested that relocation of
the planned structure on the
southern part of the property
"would be likely to have approv-
al of the town authorities."
AN OFFICIAL of Lacordaire
this week pointed out that such
relocation would place the new
building In front of the present
school building, and might ne-
cessitate demolition of the latter
Lacordaire has never had any
intention of doing away with cx-
lsting facilities, the spokesmani
said.
It is possible, therefore, that
Lacordaire's next action may be|
a petition to build on still anoth-
er part of its property. This, the
spokesman said, would necessi
tate changes in the blueprints.
The Commission's ruling was
subject of a complaint filed last
week with the Division Against
IDiscrimination, N. J. State De-
partment of Education, by James
J. McMahon. McMahon, a resi
dent of Montclair, described him
self as the parent of two poten-
tial students of Lacordaire, as
he made known his grievance
against the decision.
He. charged the ruling was dis
criminatory and the zoning ordi
nance unconstitutional. Currently
the complaint is being reviewed
by the attorney general's office
to determine whether or not the
Division Against Diacrimination
has Jurisdiction in the Lacordaire
case.
Both McMahon and trustees
of Lacordare have noted that
the complaint was filed by him
as an Individual and not as a
spokesman for the school.
Msgr. Dougherty
Discusses Unity
NKW YORK Christian unity
must be based on belief in Christ
as He really is and must come
about through the reunion of all
with the Catholic Church and the
Pope.
So said Msgr. John J. Dougher-
ty of Immaculate Conception
Seminary in a sermon at St.
Patrick's Cathedral here during
services opening the Chair of
Unity Octave.
Msgr. Dougherty said that the
Church was founded by Christ
Who "assured It continuity in the
Holy Spirit and in His Apostles
and their successors until the end
of time."
"If that promise is not fulfilled
in the Church of Rome.” he said,
"the promise has not been kept.”
But he added, "history and
theology demonstrate that the
■promise has been kept, and faith
affirms that it will be kept as
long as man lasts."
Fr. Cavanaugh
Feb. 4 Speaker at
Trinity Forum
WESTFIELD Rev. John J
Cavanaugh, C.S C., former pres-
ident of Notre Dame University,
and since 1953 director of the
Notre Dame Foundation, will be
the -concluding lecturer Feb. 4 in
the annual Trinity Forum at Holy
Trinity High School auditorium
He win speak on "Catholic Lead
ershlp: A Responsibility." George
E. Keenan Jr., Forum chairman,
said tickets may be obtained the
night of the lecture.
St. Francis Dance
NEWARK The 11th annual
dance of St. Krancis Xavier Mem-
orial Post, Catholic War Veter-
ans, will be held Keb. 7 in
the parish auditorium.
The affair is for the benefit of
the welfare fund and Aldo Di
Chiara Is chairman.
CIP Award Goes
To Mrs. Luce
NEW YORK Clare Boothe
Luce, former ambassador to It-
aly, will receive the 11th annual
Catholic Institute of the Press
Award at the CIPs 15th annual
Communion breakfast at the Ho-
tel Roosevelt, Feb. 1.
Mrs. Luce will be cited for the
"distinguished
manner in which
she has exemplified Catholic
principles in her daily and pro-
fessional life.”
Bishop Cuthbert M. O’Gara.
C P , exiled Bishop of Yuanling,
Hunan, China, a prisoner of the
Chinese communists for 22
months, will be the speaker.
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HEADY NOW .
. .
Our Emotions and Our Moods
By fothor Alffd Martin,O.F.M.
CONTENTS:
The Emotion* Anxious About Many Thing*
The Conflict Emotion* A Study In Scrupulotity
How to Control Emotion* The Nervous Breakdown
How Are Your Cylinder* Working? Breakdown
How to live with Your Mood* To Go or Not to Go to the Psychiatrist
Ton chapter* 68 Pago* Illustrated $l.OO
Writ* to FRIAR, Rochelle Park, Niw Jersey
Door Fothor: P 100to tend mo copie* of Father Martin » Booklet
"Our Emotion* and Ovr Mood*' ot $l.OO each. I enclote payment.
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MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU
Invest it wisely through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
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your investment.
Am mm rod dependable income
M long as you live.
A remembrance in the prayers and Masses of our
S.V.D. missionaries In Japan and the Philippines.
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One Flock: Many Sheep
It i» no dying Church which welcome* home
•eras the bitterness of centuries those whom the
lest Pope did not hesitate to call oar "brothers."
The General Council announced by Pope John tes-
tifies anew to the vigor of Christ’s Church.
There is a consciousness of strength in the
confidence with which our new Pop* has so
promptly appealed to the exceptional device of a
General Council. In extreme cases, the old adage
has it, extreme means: A General Council is an
extreme measure but it is provoked by a disaster
which has too long scandalized the earth.
All complacency is shattered when millions
who venerate the only Name by which w* must
be saved are separated from the common Father
in Rome and, in their isolation, fall prey to illu-
sion and all too human error. If the wounded
unity of those who glory in the Christian name
were healed, what could we not hope for in our
mission to Islam, to the pagans, to our Jewish
elder brothers?
This great enterprise enlists us all, but each
in a different w*y.
Pope John XXIII, under the Providence of
God, is the primary leader He has had the happy
inspiration to announce the Council. Under his
presidency alone will it qualify as an authentic
channel of Church teaching. Its decrees will be
valid only with his approval.
The Cardinals and Patriarchs, Archbishops,
Bishops and the Abbots, all these will be his close
collaborators. Their will be the
deliberatio** at the whole Church. Their vote
will express th* nor* than human Wisdom which
guides the Church.
Theologians, canon lawyers and historians
will bring their precious knowledge. But, like the
Magi, the traditional three holy kings, that* will
com* not to rule hut to offer their gifts. For in
a General Council it is the authority of the Church
which counts; learning will bo there but it will
be the servant of Wisdom.
What about us?
What about tho Catholic laity? What about
the pariah priest?
We ehall play a graaa-root role. No one will
expect from us the authority of a Bishop, the
science of a theologian. W* shall bring under-
standing and charity and a good example to the
place where the Orthodox East confronts the
children of our Holy Father, to the place where
the Protestant looks to see what we are up to,
the place where the later-day pagan stumbles on
the Church he cannot explain away.
Woe to ui if this effort shipwrecks on our
prejudice or impatience or apathy! What a dis-
aster if the rank and file should fail to follow
their leaders in this peaceful conquest!
Striking developments must be expected from
this Council. Sraill minds-could misunderstand
them. The Orthodox Church is no abstraction;
the Protestants are not paragraphs in a Church
history. They are the people on your street and
for them, you are the Catholic Church!
The Cuban Situation
While the situation in Cuba is fluid in the
extreme, certain conclusions about the revolution
can surely be made. Revolutions in the lands to
the south of the United States are not unusual.
We have been accustomed to a series of coups
that seem to replace one oligarchy with another
and the second is usually anxious to begin looting
where the first has left off. In the case of Cuba
this docs not seem to be so. Here is no palace
clique, taken either from the army or the upper
clasaes. Rather the Castro forces with their sup-
porters seem to draw from all classes, and their
fight appear* to have been an expression of dis-
content from an entire people It is good to note
that this revolution, unlike the one of the last
century in Mexico, is unaccompanied by anti-
clericalism, destruction of churches and church
schools.
There is a certain dignity about Castro and
his disciplined bearded forces as they stream into
Havana. True, there has been some looting and
some sporadic shooting, but in the main it has
been controlled and checked from the very start
The military have not seized a position of author-
ity usual in such cases but have handed the gov-
ernment over to scholarly men versed in law and
not associated with the Red-oriented groups that
hunt like jackals in the wake of upheavals and
disturbances.
Although it is too early to feel absolutely
sure that communist inspired groups will not pene-
trate add pounce, Castro and his followers have
maintained that control and order which is ordin-
arily a bar to communiit advances.
The Church has recognized the new govern-
ment and the new order with an alacrity that
bespeak* trust and hope. The Cardinal Primate
of Cuba whose voice wa* raised within the year
for a general free election, a voice stilled and
ignored by the Batista regime, has taken heart
at the triumph of the forces that promise an end
to the corruption and the gambling that was en-
couraged by the previous government.
The matter of the trials is open to discussion,
if not to criticism. At a distance we cannot com-
prehend either the motivation or the demand for
these trials, but we can weigh them against cer-
tain principles which are accepted by the majority
of mankind. Since capital punishment is accepted
under the Cuban constitution, those deemed guilty
of crimes punishable by death are not unjustly
executed.
There is always the danger that in the
sudden sweep of eventj that follow a revolution,
the innocent as well as the guilty may suffer, and
that private hatreds are satisfied through sum-
mary executions. The spectacle arranged in ths
Havana Sports Palace seems a little In the mode
of Neronic Rome, but it may well be that Castro
hopes by this to admonish those other dictators
who, with their henchmen, are plundering other
lands in the area.
We cannot but wish well to any uprising that
has been justified by persecution and injustice.
We cannot but pray that the ideals and principles
that inspired the revolution are not lost sight of
as the feel of power becomes pleasant and* the
pressure of ancient wrongs is forgotten.
Who Wants the Truth?
The nation is still breathless trom the daz-
zling visit of Mikoyan. It la admitted by all that
his trip to the United States was a failure. He
submitted himself to inlerviewa in the press and
on television. In the role of No. 2 man of Russia
he betrayed all the qualities which helped him to
ascend the perilous Russian ladder. It is hoped
that he learned a few things about America from
his visit. He was able to view the communications
system of America in its newspapers, magazines,
radio and television
Perhaps it is well at this time to review the
visit of Senator Humphrey of Minnesota to th#
USSR. One little incident la worth recalling in
the light of Mikoyan's visit.
Senator Humphrey had written an article for
“Izvestia." It was never published by the Russian
press. It still has not been published. However,
that message has been constantly penetrating the
Iron Curtain by means of radio broadcasts. Per-
haps it would be a good idea to publish here what
was not revealed to th* Russian people. Ona para-
graph of Senator Humphrey'* article give* us the
explanation of Ita omission by th* Russian pres*
and radio. It 1* as follows:
"I hop# that tha Soviet people understand the
tremendous stake which the American people have
in the avoidance of war. Three-quarters of our
families own their own homes and their own auto-
mobiles, which war would all destroy. Ninety-five
per cent of our farms are served by electricity,
and the country has almost 70 million telephones.
This too would all disappear in a war. The indus-
trial worker, whose average wage for a 40-hour
week is now about $73 (730 rubles), has a great
interest in the continued existence and prosperity
of his factory, and so also do the many millions
of Americans who own these factories through
the shares which they have bought."
Does anyone really think that Soviet Russia
would be Interested In having the Russian people
know how Americans live and why they are inter-
ested in peace? Perhaps Mr. Mikoyan on his re-
turn could use his Influence and apply a lesson
he could have learned her* about freedom of
speech, and the use of means of communication
to spread truth. Knowing Mr. Mikoyan as we do,
there Is little chance that the unpublished speech
of Senator Humphrey will be published in Soviet
Russia.
Dimes to March On
We re more than pleased that the March of
Dimes will continue its annual appeal (or funds
from us.
We were afraid that after Dr. Jonas Salk
made his famous discovery, people would think
that polio is nothing more than an unhappy mem-
ory in medical history. We know now that the
Salk vaccine hasn't completely wiped out polio,
and that many of Its victims about 50,000 of
them still need the help this fund provides.
The research experts, among whom Dr. Salk
Is numbered, will continue their explorations,
thanks to the March of Dimes. Not only will they
endeavor to improve the polio vaccine, but they
will use the knowledge gained in this fight to
combat other virus diseases.
The March-of-Dimes-supportedresearchers are
going to broaden their horiion and try to solve
the problems of ottieryiruses that damage the
human cells resulting in sickness, crippling end
often death for msny.
We're pleased thst this annual fund raising
campaign will help the already stricken and that
it will aid the medical fight being waged to pre-
vent other virus victims.
We're pleased, too, that such fund drives do
much to counteract another national disease known
as "let-the-government-take-care-of-it.” While it
all eomes out of the same pocket or pocketbook.
It's much more consistent with Christian charity
when a contribution Is made directly to a noble
effort.
Make e donation of your dimes and dollars
today. Send along with it a prayer for the victims
of disessea and for those who spend their lives
trying to keep us physically healthy.
Heaven Isn’t Up There
We hesitate to dignify with a reply a state-
ment made by a Soviet scientist, one Y. T. Fade-
rev, to the effect that succeasful flights of earth
satellites and rockets cast doubt on some of our
fundamental religious beliefs.
Argues this pseudo savant: The fact that sat-
ellites have not encountered in their flight into
apace a Supreme Being, angels and Heaven proves
that they do not exist.
My hat blew off one dey and I chased it
across the street. The fact that in my flight scrota
the pavement 1 saw nary a diamond nor a dime
—hardly gives me llcrnee to lecturw on the non-
existence of either.
For the benefit of our communist comrads
and others who believe that “Heaven Is up yon-
d*r" can assure them that no matter how
high a rocket is shot Into the heavens, it will
never reach Heaven
Heaven is a state or condition of existence in
which the blessed enjoy perfect happiness tor all
eternity In the vision and possession of God.
The Church has never defined that Heaven
Is a piece. If it is. then it is as different from
what we know as a“piece” as the glorified bodies
of Christ, Hit Bleated Mother and those who will
dwell there after the last judgment are different
from these earthly bodies we poetess.
For those who might be e little concerned,
with all this spare talk, about the “place" of
Heaven and Hell in relation to earth, we para-
phrase the warning of St John Chrysostom and
suggest that they might better spend the time In
etriving to errive at the one and empe the other.
Peter Speaks
Foundations Attacked
In the religious controversies of our time, It
it no longer a question, as it wa* in the past, of
thia or that truth of the Faith, of one or another
article of the Catholic creed. Today the basic
foundations of religion itself are attacked and
denied: the Church, Christ the Mga-Cod. God
Himself. Flea XII, te men ef Catholic Action.
Pope of Friendliness
Dictating to Congress
By Louis Francis Budenz
When Cardinal Cushing, Arch-
bishop Hurley, and General Tru-
deau spoke out against Mikoyan s
triumphal tour, they did more
than strike at Soviet conniving
from across the sea. They
also hit at the
deep subterran-
ean strength of
the conspiracy
In the U. S.,
which got a big
boost from Mi-
koyan's visit.
That conspir-
acy had al
ready become
so strong that
the Reds confidently expected
their influence to be felt in the
first session of the 80th Con-
gress. Even his early in the year
w* can discern the following pat-
tern being worked out by the
communist.
FIRST, THEIR method of try-
ing to Influence both the regular
parties Will be carried on more
systematically. There are enough
political and ideological medicine
men in this country those who
expect that vague talks of
‘•peace’’ and Soviet ’’trade" will
be cure-alls for the ills of the
world to give the Reds con
siderable hope.
What caa be done In that
respect by the Reds Is sug-
gested by William Z. Foster in
the January Political Affairs.
His article is appropriately en-
titled “Work In the Two-Party
System."
He has worked out a plan of
penetration that is expected to
wreak havoc in the thinking of
many politicians. That is, such
may be the case unless we who
know something about Red wiles
can sound the alarm by intelli-
gently exposing and opposing the
communist line.
SECOND, THERE Is resur-
rected the communist technique
of minimum and maximum ob-
jective*. We can read this idea
between the lines in the article
In the November Political Affairs
on“The Supreme Court and Dcm
ocracy,” which gives an Insight
Into the Red plan for the present
Congress.
That plan is to sweep away
all anticommunist legislation
which still remains. If that
proves Impossible. Urn the
communists wUI fall hack on
their minimum position and
seek to offset any legislation
weakening Ue Supreme Court
decision* on subversion.
The value of the court decisions
to the communists is brought up
so that they will appreciate that
the good result* must be pre
served. We read: "In a series of
decision* since 1956, the Supreme
Court has taken the initiative in
beginning to restore the civil lib-
erties whose suppression It had
aanctioned during the post-war
period that culminated in Me-
Carthylsm."
Then follows an extensive re-
view of the decisions, designat-
ing their worth for the Reds in
entering the armed forces, io
carrying on their business within
each atate, in endeavoring to si-
lence witnesses against them, in
the protection their foreign-
born members, and in many oth-
er insUnce*.
We can aak ourselves if this
situation does not require that
we urge our Congressmen to
remedy some of these weakness
ea in our internal security.
THE RED LEADERSHIP must
constantly let tis followers know
that the U. S. government is ' the
executive committee of the rul
log class
"
That includes the Su
preme Court, which in Marxist
teachings must be overthrown by
violence with the other branches
of the government. Why. then,
does this "arm of the ruling
class" help those who are sub-
versive?
The communists answer that
question by declaring that the
Supreme Court came to this de-
cision because "American im-
perialism suffered a series of
set-backs In the International
arena.” Among these, it is
said, "were the victory of the
Chinese revolution. Soviet mas-
tery of ‘secret nuclear weap-
ons.' the stalemate in Korea"
and other developments of that
kind.
Every communist knows al
once that all these weaknesses
were produced in the U. S. by
our nation itself, through the
penetration of public opinion by
the Reds and their friends. But
Political Affairs pawns off the
whole development as a setback
created by superior forces, which
taught a section of the American
"ruling classes" that it must ac
cordingly be nice to the com-
munists here at home
The Reds have never given up
their determination to overthrow'
this government and attempted
infiltration which caused recent
Red progress will receive new
impetus now that anew Con
gress is in session.
The Faith in Focus
The Great Promise
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
One basis for our faith in the
Real Presence of Christ in the
Holy Eucharist is the fact that
Our Lord promised, flatly and
absolutely, to give His followers
His flesh to eat and Ills blood to
drink. Since our Divine Savior
certainly kept that promise, and
since the Holy Eucharist is the
■mly thing in the Christian rcli 1
gion that could be the fulfillment
of that promise, it follows that!
the Blessed Sacrament truly con-
tains th* body and blood of
Christ.
As reported in the sixth chap '
ter of the Gospel according to St
John, Christ made His great!
promise while preaching in the
synagogue at Capharnaum, the)
day after He had fed 5,000 with'
five loaves and two fishes (John
6, 4 13) and had walked on thc|
storm-tossed waters of the Sea
of Galilee (John 6, 19). Our Lord|
had worked those miracles to |
prepare Hl» followers for belief;
in the coming promise He who
had fed 5,000 miraculously can
feed (he world euchartstically,
and He who had walked on water
as though it were solid ground
can command and suspend other
condition* of matter, in order to
be sacramentally present to feed
the souls of men
givt us his flesh to cal?" (verse
53). Our Lord replied (verses 54
59), "Amen, amen, 1 say to you.
unless
you eal the flesh of the
Son of Man, and drink hia blood,
you shall not have life in you He
who eata my flesh and drinks my
blood has life everlasting and 1
will raise him up on the last
day. For my flesh is food Indeed,
and my blood is drink indeed
He who cats my flesh, and drinks
my blood, abides in me and I in
him. As the living Father has
sent me, and as I live because
of the Father, so he who cats
me, he also shall live because of
me. This is the bread that has
come down from heaven; not as
your fathers ate the manna, and
died. He who eats this bread
shall live forever.”
Thereupon many of Christ's
disciples, unwilling to believe
this stupendous promise, desert
ed Him (verses 61-66). Then Je
sus tested the faith of the Apos
ties, challenging them (v 6*i:
"Do you also wish to go away?"
Answering for his fellows, and
for all the true followers of
Christ, Simon Peter replied (vers-
es 69-70): "Lord, to whom shall
we go? Thou hast wurds of ever-
lasting life, and we have come to
believe and to know that thou art
the Christ, The Son of God "The witnesses of the multipll
cation of the loaves and fishes
followed Christ to C'apharnaum,
hoping for a repetition of the
miracle. Our Lord seized this oc
caslon to Instruct them about a
much more important food that
He would give them, the bread
of spiritual life (John 8. 27): "Do
not labor for the food that per
ishes, but for that which endures
unto life everlasting, which the
Son of Man wiU give you
"
Eventually, He clearly idenli
ties Himself as that bread (John
6, 48-52): “I am the bread of
life. Your fathers ate the manna
in the desert, and have died
This is the bread that comes
down from heaven, so that if
anyone eat of it he will not die
I am the living bread that has
come down from heaven. If any
one eat of this bread he shall
live forever; and the bread that
I will give is my flesh for the
life of the world."
Hearing this, the Jews were ss-
tounded and argued with one an
other, saying, “How can this man
Mass Calendar
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Double of 2nd Claes Violet No Cl.
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Prof, of Trinity
F«b 3- Monday Purification of tha
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Feb 3—Thureday. St Agatha. Vir-
gin. Martyr. Double Red Gl. 2nd
Coll A «N». 3 B (Ni Common Pref
Feb d—Friday. St Tltua. Bishop.
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Coll. St. I>orothy. 3 A (N> Common
Prof.
Feb. 7 Saturday. St. Romuald.
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A (N»i 3 B (N>. CommonProf
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THE QUESTION BOX
Mom Rev Walter W. CrnrUt. Immaculate Concept,on Sene-
inary, Darlington. Ramsey P. 0.. it adilor of Tbe Question Bon.
Questions may be submitted to him for ansuer m ibis column.
Q. Because Mr baby baa
lived la spite of (be predictions
that It would not. onr frieads
have told as that we onjtht to
dedicate Uie child to the Bless-
ed Mother? What ceremony do
we use?
A. Any dedication should be
rather a scatter of "want" than
"ought" to. You will satisfy any
obligation you have by thanking
the Blessed Mother in your pray
era. and by teaching the child to
love God and to honor Mary
throughout the life that was
spared to him
I am not familiar with any
particular ceremony of dedica
tion.
Q. Why is it that a boy or girl
who has a vocation to the re-
ligions life Is not accepted In
some communities?
A I think you mean a boy or
girl who thinks that a religious
vocation is present. If one finds
no religious community that will
open its doors to him. he does not
really have a vocation He has an
inclination or a desire for re-
ligious life; and this by itself
alone is not a vocation.
Of course you will understand
that each community must set its
own standards to which candi-
dates must measure up if they
are to be accepted Canon Law,
namely the world wide law of the
Church, has certain minimum
qualifications set down; but the
communities may add to these
Standards would be determined
by many factors The kind of
work would be oneof these Thus
for a missionary group a sturdier
health and a greater spirit of
initiative may be expected than
might be needed in charitable
works A commuity that engages
largely in teaching, perhaps on
a higher level, will expect greater
mental ability in its candidates
Other considerations enter the
choice as well The general back
‘ground of the candidate, his
emotional picture, the estimate
of his likelihood to prove ac
ceptablc in community life, and
other factors arc part of the dr
cision whether one will be ad
milled or not
Of
course, God is not outside
of this picture It is He who gives
the vocation when one is present;
and it is He who sees to tt that
candidates find the religious com-
munity in which lie wishes them
to be A refusal by one commu
nity may be merely God s way of-
pointing the person's steps in an
I other direction
I The practical advice to boys
I and girls, or men and women
with a desire to serve God in re-
ligious life, remains the same
Discuss the matter with your
confessor or with your spiritual
adviser and follow directions.
However, if you have tried many
communities and have not been
accepted, you might ask your
confessor directly if he thinks you
may be looking in the wrong
direction Religious life quite]
likely" is not for you, at this time.
Q. For I,HO year* the Chircli
kai failed to teach that all
damh creature* hare a right to
our lore tiace God lore* them.
Pleaie don't try to “taplain'*
to me the callout attitude of
the clergy on thi* question. It
would not change my rlew.
A. It hat been laid that no one
it to blind at one who doe* not
wish to tee. May we not add that
no one it at uninstructed at one
who will not listen to an instruc-
tion.
Catholic teaching about ani-
mals is clear enough. Only human
beings, among crcaturri of earth,
have rights. Animals hive no
rights, not even the right to our
love. If you claim that they have
rights, you must of necessity be
a vegetarian for how can you
justify killing animals even for
food if they have rights. Even
eggs would not be part of your
diet (or milk) since the chickens
and cows woud have the "right"
to decide what would be done
with these items
The obligation of Catholics to-
ward animals comes from the
duty they owe to God to use Ilia
creatures for the purpose for
which God created them and
gave them to man Animals aro
made to serve man and his life't
purposes For those goals they
may be used freely To God man
owes it that he not inflict need-
less pain on animals, nor use them
wantonly. They may be used,
however; and cannot stand upon
any “rights" against being used.
Only intelligent beings havu
rights
Q. Is there a book that lellt
when to sit and stand at a sung
Mass? It seems to me that mis-
sals and booklets vary in their
directions.
A The difficulty arises in thi*,
that no set rules have been issued
as to the manner for the laity to
assist at these Masses There aro
rules for the clergy.
No doubt with the new em-
phasis being given bv the Church
on the laity taking part in sung
Masses, more defined rules will
be set down
For the moment I suggest that
you follow the custom of your
parish. If there seems to be no
custom In this matter, th* simp-
lest suggestion would be that
you follow the altar boya as they
stand or kneel or sit at the sung
Mass.
Q. I am divorced and remar-
ried but I would like to get
back to the aacramrnls, at
would my partner. What can I
dor
A. Questions of this kind aro
much too complicated to answer
except by personal conversation
in which the full details can bo
learned Please see a priest and
present your problem to him Ha
will give you the best advice
possible.
Forty Hours
Archdiocese of Newark
Fab 1. 1tit
Saa aeatima Sunday
Our Lady of lha Aaaumption. SI W.
ZJrd St . Bayonne
St Francl*. SO l.ndi M . Ilackanaack
St Anna's. IMS Hudaon Blvd . Jaraay
City
Rt Pater a. li4 Grand St . Jaraay City
St Anthony* Urphinua. •?! Paa
aaie A\a . Kaarny
Fife. I. Itlt
Qulnauaaatitmi Sunday
LiltId Slater* of the Poor, i S Sth
St- Newark
St Pfter'a l hapal. U 4 Lyona A»a .
Newark
St Mary'a. 136 A%e < Rounna
Rt. Ann ». 704 Jeffeiaon St . Hoboken
Rt Jotrph'a Home for the Blind. SI
York St . Jaraay City
Our l.ady Quean of Peace. 400 May
wood Ave . Mayaood
Our of Ml Carmel. N Pine kt .
Montclair
Diocese of Paler ton
Feb 1. Itlt
Seiaeetlma Sunday
Ml Rt John Academy. Gladatona
Bleaaed Trinity Mtaaion Cenacle. Lon*
Hill ltd . Stirling
Feb S. Itlt
Qulniuneiima Sunday
Mallinckrodt Convent. Mendham
Rt Paula Abbey. Newton
In Your Prayers
remember these jrour deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Newark
Rev. Edward A Degen, Jan.
31, 1941
Rev. James McManus, Keb 2,
1912
Rev Thomas J Moran, Keb.
3, 1917
Rev. John P. Washington, Keb.
3. 1943
Very Rev. Michael J Whelen,
Keb 4. 1937
Rev Joseph J Slmonailis, Keb.
4. 195?
Rev William F. Schott. S J.,
Keb 4. 195*
Rev Timothy J. Hurley, Keb.
6. 1920
Rev Thomas A Mullins. Keb.
6. 1920
Rt. Rev. Magr. Robert J. Byer,
Keb. 8, 1940
Rev. Hercules DiPrimio, Keb.
«. 1945
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. Gerard McGlynn. 0 K M.,
Jan. 31. 1956
AROUND THE PARISH
The assistant, having put his new car on view, listens
to all its faults as detailed by one of the older altar
boy—who dislikes pronounced fins.
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God Love You
Comparison
Of Effort
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
11 *• fitting that every now and
then there be some comparison
made between what we are doing
for th* pagans of the world and
*hat other Christians are doing
for them.
The Protes-
tanti list year
Bive *147 mil-
lion to their
mission agen-
cies and in ad
dition to that,
SI 15 million for
their expenses
overseas. This
meant a total
of *262 million.
The Protestant churches gave to
their central missionary bureaus
$2.34 per Protestant.
The Catholics of the U S. last
year gave to the Holy Father for
•II the missions of the world $lO
million. The average donation
was 30 cents per Catholic.
THIS VAST difference accounts
for the fact that Protestants are
able to send so many missionaries
Into foreign countries. There are
07 American Protestant mission-
ary societies in Japan alone; 95
India; 52. Formosa; 51, Brazil.
The Protestants of the U.S
have sent 28,000 missionaries into
the field, including 1,883 to India,
3.549 to Japan. 1.289 to the Bel
gian Congo. 1,211 to Nigeria and
048 to Brazil.
American Catholics have sent
•bout fi.ooo missionaries into the
field, including 250 missionaries
to India, 312 to Japan. 3 to the
Congo, 28 to Nigeria and 273 to
Brazil.
WHAT IS TO BE done’ First,
let us have holy envy toward the
Protestants for surpassing us in
sacrifice even though we have
the reminder of the need of sac
riflee in the Mass
Second, we encourage our Cath
olics to do more. The average
Catholic spends $56 a year on al
cohol and $36 a year on ciga
rettes Surely he can well afford
an equal amount for the missions
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. Na
tional Director. Society ir 1 the
Propagation of the Faith 366
Fifth Ave , New York 1, or to
your diocesan director: Bishop
Martin W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry
St. Newark 2; Rt. Rev. Msgr.
William F. Louis. 24 DeGrasse
St.. Paterson.
Exhortations Won't
Control Inflation
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director. foetal Action Department, XCXTC
President Eisenhower, in his!
recent State of the Union mes-
sajfe, was optimistic about the|
future of the American economy.
The recession, he said, has run
its course, and we are enteringl
a period of pro-
ductivity and
growth.
He warned,
however, that
the anticipated
growth and the
prosperity could
be disrupted un-
less we deal
firmly with the
causes of infla-
tion. "Two of the most important
of these causes,” he said, "are
the wage-price spiral and contin-
ued deficit financing."
IT IS MY impression that nei-
ther the President nor the Coun
cii of Economic Advisors has ever
really come to grips with the
first problem—the wage price spi-
ral—in terms of specific, practi-
cal recommendations Rather
they have confined themselves to
ineffective exhortations to labor
and management
The President's recent mes-
sage is a case in point. "Infla
tion,” he told Congress, "can
he prevented. Rut this demands
statesmanship on the part of
business and labor leaders . . .
We must encourage the self-
discipline, the restraint neces-
sary to curb the wage-price spi-
ral ...”
I These are noble sentiments but
,there is nothing which would war-
rant optimism about their effect
on the price and profit policies of
! management or the wage policies
lof labor.
i What, then. Is the answer?
Should the President abandon ef-
forts to encourage discipline and
restraint? Certainly not. It is his
duty, as Chief Executive, to ex-
hort all of us to relate Individual
policy to the general welfare of
the nation.
BUT EXHORTATION alone will
never accomplish the desired ob-
jective. It must be accompanied
by specific measures designed to
facilitate and enforce the prac-
tice of social justice.
We cannot rely exclusively on
competition (plus moral suasion)
as the guiding principle of eco-
nomic life unless we are willing
to settle more or less permanent-
ly for inflation and its attendant
evils.
Rather we must look for ways
and means of establishing a sys-
tem of economic self-government
which will consciously promote
the general welfare and will have
enough authority to enforce the
practice of certain minimum
standards of social justice.
The President, it seems to me,
could make a great contribution
by encouraging labor, manage-
ment and other economic groups
to start thinking and planning in
terms of such a system of self-
government.
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Feb. I —SI. Ignatius of
Antioch, Bishop. Martyr. He was
sumamed Theophorus (the God-
bearer) and served as Bishop of
Antioch in Syria for 40 years lie
was brought to Rome and thrown
to wild beasts in the amphithea
ter during public games On his
way to Rome he wrote seven
epistles
Monday, Feb. 2—Feast of the
Purification. This honors the pur-
ification of the Blessed Mother
in the Temple of Jerusalem and
the Presentation of Our Lord on
the same occasion in accordance
with the law of Moses It is also
called Candlemas Day because
candles are blessed before Mass
on this occasion.
Tuesday. Feb. 3—St. Blaise.
Bishop-Martyr. He was a physi
cian who became Bishop of Se
baste in Armenia. He was famous
for miracles, among which was
the saving of a boy who was
choking to death on a fish bone
which could not he extricated, i
From this incident comes the I
blessing of St. Blaise, incorpo
rated in the Roman Ritual
against throat infections.
Wednesday, Feb. ♦—St. An
drew Corsinl, Bishop-Confessor.
He was born in Florence in 1302.
scion of the illustrious Corsini
family He wasted his early years
in dissipation, but joined the
Carmelites in 1318 and began a
life of austere penance. He was
made Bishop of Fiesole, a small
town near Florence, and was
noted for his charity to the poor.
Thursday, Feb. IS—St. Agatha,
Virgin Martyr. She was born in
Sicily. In the persecution under
Decius. her breasts were cut off
According, to legend, St. Peter
rured her of the mutilation while
she was in prison In Catania,
where she died about 250. A num-
ber of miracles are attributed to
her
Friday. Feb. «—St. Tttui, Bish-
op. The favored disciple of St.
Paul, to whom the Apostle ad-
dressed an Epistle Included in the
New Testament and whom he
consecrated first Bishop of the
Island of Crete. St. Titus died at
the age of 94
Saturday. Feb. 7—St. Romuald.
Abbot He was the son of a no-
bleman He founded many mon-
asteries, the chief of which was
at Camaldoli where he built a
church surrounded with a num-
ber of separate cells for the soli-
taries who lived under his rule
He died In his monastery on June
19, 1027.
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Known Facts For Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY OfPima«lK»£ltOTM.
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Suggests Public Aid
For Private Colleges
Edward Dunphy,
Rutherford.
Editor:
Announcement of grants totaling $150,000 to 66 pri-
vate colleges and universities in the northeastern states by
the Chase Manhattan Rank Foundation, including $lO,OOO
to Princeton University and $8,930 to the New Jersey
College Fund Association, raises a point which should now
he given serious consideration.
Why should not some portion
of the many millions which Now
Jersey channels each year into
the system of state colleges for
teacher training and into Rutgers
University, including Douglass
College, be distributed as an aid
to the private colleges and uni
versities in the state in the form
of scholarship grants which
would pay part of the tuition
costs for families who exercise
their right to choose a nontax
supported institution of learning
for some good and sufficient
reason’
In other words, why should not
the costs of attendance at say
Seton Hall Medical School, or
Fairlelgh Dickinson University,
be scaled down for the taxpayer
who now pays the entire costs
of the private schooling and at
the same time his full portion of
i the public taxes which go Into
| the public colleges’ (Rutgers,
(for instance, is asking anew an-
nual appropriation this year of stk
million more than last year, or
la total of $22 million.)
I am not advocating more
spending at a time when the
state, like the Individual, is hard
put to balance Its current budget,
but rather a fairer distribution of
public tax monies to aid at the
same time the private colleges in
their struggle to continue as fresh
and independent fonts of knowh
edge, and the New Jersey resi
dents who find the public col
leges Inadequate or less suitable
for their needs.
The private colleges deserve
support at public expense for th*
very same reason that the tax
supported ones do: They provide
a necessary public service in
higher education.
CIP Favors
Positive Method
James M. Connolly,
President,
Editor
Congratulation*
on your editor-
ial. "Commendable Televiaion.”
in the Jan. 23 issue. The editorial
;ramr at a very opportune time,
for the Catholic Institute of the
Press has just inaugurated a pro-
gram of positive action among its
members
For the convenience of your
j readers, may I suggest the fol-
lowing program?
February This is Catholic
Press Month. Write the editor of
your favorite Catholic publication
and tell him why you like it.
March: Have you seen a movie
jor play you liked entirely or
partially? Write the exhibitor or
producer and let him know. If
iyou tjiink he could improve It,
tell him after you've let him
know he's doing a fine Job.
April: There must be something
you like on TV or radio. This
would be a good month to write
the station manager or network
president and inform him of your
interest In a program and why
you think it’s good Then you ran
let him know how improvements
can be madr in his programming
There are numerous people
writing letters condemning ac-
tions. words, programs. Some of
these letters are valuable, and
their authors are doing a real
aervire by their actions.
It takes little effort to write a
nice letter, and many, many peo-
ple in the field of communica
tions would like to repeat the re
fraln from the Perry Como show:
We get lots of letters
We all have a challenging op-
portunity to effect improvements
We can take advantage of that
opportunity take positive ad-
vantage by writing a letter.
Write in a friendly tone and
win another friend.
Catholc Institute of the Press,
New York.
SELLING SOMETHING* The
Advocate goei Into more than
110,000 homes, reaches more than
450,000 readers every week.
Girl Dreads 'Closing Scenes'
Which Always Spoil the Date
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. f.onis University
Why do fellows expect a payment for everything
they do for a girl? They seem to think they have some kind
of claim on a girl just because they’ve spent some money
to take her out. It’s getting so that I dread the closing
scene in a date since it always inrludes having to put them
in their place. Where do they get these ideas?
Your question isn't quite as
simple as it appears, Margery.
First, just for the record, it isn't
true that all young men take this
attitude toward dating. They are
mature enopgh to seek entertain-
ment and com-
panionship on
dates without
looking for-pay
ment. You must
be careful not
to generalize on
the basis of
your necessari-
ly limited exper-
ience.
However, your problem is com-
mon enough. What's back of it’
Well. Margery, I think you real
ire that in our society people are
confused about many things. Dat-
ing practices are no exception
IN THE FIRST PEACE, mod
ern dating customs presuppose a
degree of discipline, self-knowl
edge and self-control on the part
of_ young men and women. Yet,
society makes no provision to
train them in these virtues, and
few receive such training from
their families.
Farther, there are no clearly
defined or agreed upon stand-
ards and norms regulating dat-
ing. Young people, even at an
early age, are supposed to
know how to art on a date.
How do they learn? Obviously
by imitating older, more exper-
ienced practitioners.
Yet. judged by Christian stand
ards of morality, the models they
choose may not always be the
best. In fact, just about any type
of conduct on dates appears to
be tolerated, provided it results
in no socially embarrassing con
sequences. When these do occur,
both parents and community pre
tend groat indignation at this
breach of morals, as if such un
fortunate incidents were not the
normal outcome of such thought
Irssly tolerated practices
UNDER THESE circumstanc-
es, Margery, you should not be
surprised if some young men are
highly confused about the mean-
ing of dating
For the most part, they main-
tain a shallow, peculiar double
standard. In theory, they rec-
ognize the demands of Chris-
tian morality and are probably
resolved to marry a girl who
has carefully observed these In
her conduct. In practice, how-
ever, they follow pagan stand-
ards, according to which vi is
something to be exploited, and
a man proves his virility hy a
number of experiences (con-
quests) he can enjoy.
Because of this twisted, pagan
view of manhood, some immature
youths feel undr strong compul
sion to prove their virility on ev-
ery date They pride themselves
on their mastery of a "good
line” and other techniques.
WHAT CAN YOU do’ Well. In
the first place, you can use care
in selecting a date. If you know
little or nothing about a young
man's background, you had best
get some information before ac-
cepting bis offer.
Second, it is foolish to accept
a second date from a boy who
didn't know how to act the first
time. Chances are he hasn't
changed, and hr will only Inter-
pret your acceptance as an In
vitation to misbehave again.
Besides, If others who know
him well see you with him
again, they will naturally con-
clude that you must be his
"type."
| Third, you don't have to he a
prude Unfortunately, some young
men have been misled by expert
ence with other girls, or wrongly
feel that they must prove their
maturity and sophistication on *t-
ery date. If they stop their non-
sense as soon as you show that
you disapprove, there is no need
to put on a scene. In a mixed-up
way they were probably only try-
ing to impress you, and the fact
that they quickly fell in step with
your lead shows they respect you.
FINALLY, you might examine
your own attitudes and actions.
Some girls are, or pretend to be,
quite unaware of the adverse im-
pression they may convey by tha
way they talk, what they wear,
how they dance, and so forth.
They have little reason to ba
shocked if such conduct leads
young mgn to draw false conclu-
sions about their character
In general, the concluding
scene of a date will depend
upon how you have set tha
stage throughout the evening.
Correct at once any false Im-
pressions your partner may
have and you'll head off most
of the trouble.
In this sense it Is said that a
lady is one who makes it easy
for a man to behave like a gen-
tleman
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February Intentiona
The Holy Father's general In-
tention for February is:
Christian mortification.
The mission intention suggest-
ed for the Apostleship of Prayer
by the Pope is
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LANE walnut Contemporary
tables, magnificent,
modestly pricedl
39” 59”
You'd never guess the tag* on
these tables! Design and
workmanship like thli
call* for would normally
make demand* on your
budget, but not with
these Lane beauties.
And you have 8
•tunning models to
choose from.
Step Table 39.95
ljimp Table 39.95
Chainide Table 39.95
Cocktail Table 39.95
ISropleal Table 59.95
Commode Table 59.95
Dropleaf
Commode 59.95
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PRAY THE MASS use a missal during Lent
MY LENTEN MISSAL
* EXPLAINED BY FATHER STEDMAN »
with the restored Liturgy for Holy Week
The complete new Lenten missel
is now eveileble in one convenient,
pocket-sized edition. The easy-to-
use number system enables everyone
to follow the priest at Mass every
day during Lent.
"The use of My Lenten Missal at
home makes for active participation
in the Life of Christ".
POCKET SIZE.
4gii\ s,3p*‘“
s
84<t
\4. Order From Your Bookstore or Front *
HI CONFRATERNITY OF IHI PRECIOUS Rl OOD
VT. Vi V. J(V,( PM B.lkif, >r.»
‘>oo I OKI HAMIIION PAKKU A), BROOM Y\ 19. V >.
Pope Said Mission Spirit
Obligation for Catholics
Christ wants the pagan mul-
titudes to find solace in His
Church, and refuge in the knowl-
edge that He died on the Cross
that they would come to know
Him. The only way that these
pagans can know Him is for' the
Church to go out to them. This ia
being done by missionaries.
The success of the missions
depends upon the missionary spir
it of all Catholics, and Pope
Pius XII summed up this spirit
In these words:
“The missionary spirit is not a
virtue of supererogation expected
of the chosen few. Missionary
spirit and Catholic spirit are one
and the same. Catholicity is an
essential mark of the True
Church; so that one is not gen
erally interested in and devoted
to the Church unless one is inter-
ested in and devoted to its uni
versality; that is, to its taking
root and flourishing everywhere
on the earth.”
All can help the missions by
prayer and sacrifice. Send your
sacrifices to the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, the
Holy Father's own organization
for the support of the missions.
American Priest
Proves Versatility
■ Vietnam has but one American
priest, Rev. Robert Crawford,
C M., of Philadelphia A former
China missionary and a prisoner
of the Reds for two years, his
background fitted him for his
work in Vietnam. He is also a
gifted linguist, speaking French,
Chinese and English
In 1955 he was assigned to
NCWC relief work. He still con-
tinues his work with refugees,
although the NCWC took a sutv
sidiary role when the United
States took over relief work in
Vietnam He livci at the orphan-
age of the Daughters of Charity
In Saigon, teaches religion in the
Sitters' school, and evenings he
instructs converts.
The local U.S. Army com-
mander prevailed upon Father
Crawford to care for the spir-
itual needs of the soldiers and
he established a library for
them.
Father Crawford also ministers
to American civilian and diplo-
matic personnel, and teaches an
English literature course at the
National University.
Textbooks Needed
In South Sens
The big need in the South Sea
Islands is better schools. Rev
John A. Nicholson. S.J., tells of
the Church's constant construe
tion. In one case a school built
with the hope that it would be
adequate for 10 years is now. at
the end of five years, entirely
too small
In Ponape, where a Tine
school It already in operation,
the lark of good teit books is
a serious problem. "We have
nothing really suitable for Po-
nape," Father writes.
"Bible histories are the best
books for English." he points out,
"as the stones of the Bible are
set in backgrounds which the peo-
ple here can understand, and
even the thinking of the Ponape
people is amazingly close to the
men and women of the Bible.
Other books written In America
are so completely alien to life
here, in the background depicted,
that they are hopeless for adap-
tation.
"We need very badly a Pona-
pean translation of the New Tes-
tament, at least All we have
now is excerpts here and there,
and also small parts of the Old
Testament. Until we have trans-
lated these we will be slow in
making progress.
Bishop Stanton
In Union City
Bishop Stanton will make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith on Feb. 1 at St. Joseph’s
Church, Union City. Rev. Hu-
bert Ariiss, C. P„ pastor.
Bishop Stanton Is deeply
grateful to Father Ariiss and to
the other pastors of the Arch-
diocese for their cooperation in
making these appeals possible.
Society for the Propagation
f the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Mm In. Martin W. Stanton, B.TJJ, Ph-D, t in
11 Mulberry St, Newark 2, N. J.
Phone: MArfcet MSOI
Bonn: Daily, 9 ».m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to U.
Hiocese of Paterson:
kL ter. Msgr. William F. Looii, J.CJ).
24 De Grasse St, Pateraon 1, N. J.
Phone: ARmory 4-04 M
Hour*: Dally. 9 a.m to S p.m.; Saturday. 0 a.m. to it
Obituary
Rev. Edward A. McGuirk
John Rembisz
John T. Brennan
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may he loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the souls of the fol-
lowing who have recently de-
parted this life.
Chaplain for Swiss
LAUSANNE (C) - Tha Bi.sh-
op* of Switzerland announced the
appointment of the first chaplain
to minister to Swiss Catholics
overseas.
Essex CWV Reelects Officers,
Gives Awards at Convention
NEWARK Leaders of both
men’s and women's units of the
Esse* County Chapter. Catholic
War Veterans, were reelected at
the 12th annual convention held
Jan. 23 in St. Stephen’s Church
hall.
Joseph Howell was returned to
office as county commander for
an unprecedented third term.
Mrs. Irene Rygiel is now start-
ing her second term as Auxiliary
president.
The chapter voted to adopt a
Catholic mission in Formosa and
assist it financially. It also will
present to county high schools
copies of the book, "Masters of
Deceit,” by J. Edgar Hoover, if it
is not already in the library.
THE ANNUAL awards “For
God,” “For Country,” and “For
Home" were presented to Rev.
Richard M. McGuinness, director
of the Mt. Carmel Guild Center
for the Blind; Mayor Harry W.
Chenoweth of Nutley, and Sheriff
Neil G. Duffy of Essex Connty.
Gold Star Post and Auxiliary
received the hospital award; St.
Stephen's. Father Glotibach and
Mother Cabrini Posts, member
ship awards; and St. Stephen's
Post and Gold Star Auxiliary, ac-
tivity awards.
Elected with Mr. Howell were
Eugene Kiss. George Southwick
and James Sullivan, vice com-
manders, Joseph Manca, treasur
cr; John Marks, judge advocate;
Chester Wilks, historian; John
Mcßoberts, officer of the day;
Mary Crilly, John Morrissey and
Henry Groninger, trustees.
Serving with Mrs. Rygicl will
he Mrs Barbara Rygiel, Mrs.
Mary Krill and Mrs. Marie Lippin-
cot, vice presidents; Mrs. Marilyn
Poland, treasurer; Mrs. Adele
Hrasna, legislative officer; Mrs.
Mary Varecka, welfare officer;
Mrs Betty Bender, historian; Mrs.
Jane Herman, recording secre-
tary, Mrs. Mcßoberts. correspond-
ing secetary; Mrs. Veronica Vav
ro. ritual officer; Mrs. Ann
Schwoebel, Josephine Cervasio,
Mrs. Grace Bruno and Mrs Anna
Dzuna, trustees.
FOR ANOTHER YEAR: Reelected heads of Essex
County Chapter, Catholic War Veterans, and Auxil-
iary receive their gavels from CWV state officers at
the chapter’s convention, Jan. 25. Doing the honors
for Joseph Howell, commander, at left, is State Com-
mander Albert J. Schwind. Mrs. Irene Rygiel, right,
president of the Essex Auxiliary, receives the emblem
of office from Mrs. Ann Schwoebel.
Tuition Goes Up
At St. Peter's
JERSEY CITY - Tuition costs
at St. Peter's College will be in-
creased from $6OO tn $750 a year
for matriculated day students,
and from $l7 to $2l per credit
point for evening students. Very
Rev. James J. Shanahan, S.J ,
president, announced.
*
"Like other institutions of high
er education. St Peter's College
has experienced the pressure of
steadily increasing costs The
constant effort of the adminis-l
tration is to provide an educa-
tion of excellent quality which it I
endeavors to make available to
as many qualified students as
possible. Operational costs have
grown annually to such an extent
that an increase in tuition has
become necessary effective at the
end of the present academic year
in June," he declared.
IN APPRECIATION: Msgr. John L. McNulty, presi-
dent of Seton Hall University, presents a “Certificate
of Achievement," to H. Bruce Palmer, president of
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. The presentation
took place following Palmer’s address to the Seton
Hall student body in South Orange. The program was
part of the Career Convocation series conducted under
auspices of the State Chamber of Commerce.
Passaic CCD
Discussion Club
Now in 6th Year
PASSAIC Now in its sixth
year of operation, the discussion
club division of Holy Trinity's
Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine will hold an organizational
meeting for the Spring session at
8 15 p m., Feb 2, in Holy Trinity
School hall The regular session
will run for eight weeks from
Feb 9 to Mar. 30
Persons wishing tp join should
attend the organization meeting
New members, however, will be
accepted at any regular meetings.
There are no fees other than the
nominal cost of the text used
This year s text will be the Acts
of the Apostles from the New
Testament.
The club is broken down to
smaller groups of eight to 12
persons to provide a maximum
opportunity for discussion
The overall program is directed
by lay officers elected by the
general membership A parish
priest acts as spiritual director
to clarify points not resolved in
discussion by the groups.
Frank Marakowitz is chairman
and Emily 8 1 1 lack. secretary.
Parents-to-Be
To Attend Class
TEANECK daises for ex
prctant parents will begin at
Holy Name Hospital Keb 16 al
10 a m in Marian Hall, it was
announced this week by Sister
M. Canice, S.S.J., maternity su-
pervisor.
Discussions will cover pregnan-
cy. labor, delivery and infant
care: » tour of the maternity di-
vision will be included. Those
planning delivery In Holy Name
may register for the course by
telephone daily between • and 9
a.m.
3rd Order Marks
6th Anniversary
JERSEY CITY - St Francis
Fraternity. Third Order of St
Francis, will celebrate the sixth |
anniversary of its founding on;
Feh 1, with Mass in the chapel j
of St Francis Hospital followed j
by a Communion breakfast.
Celebrant of the Mass will he
Very Rev. Celsus Wheeler. O F
M , Provincial of the Franciscan
Province of the Most Holy NameI
of Jesus. Prineipal speaker will
be Rev. Alfred Martin. 0.F.M.,
author and priest psychiatrist,
stationed at St. Francis Monas-
tery. New York. A guest at the
breakfast will be newly appoint-
ed Bishop James A. Schuck, 0.
F M , of Cristalandia, Brazil.
This fraternity has grown in
its six years from 32 to more
than 320 members Rev Philip
Nielsen. O F M . assistant editor
of Friar magazine, is director of
the group and will be toastmas-
ter.
Advocate Editorial
Inserted in Record
WASHINGTON An editor-
ial titled “Voices Raised in Pro-
test" published in The Advo-
eate on Jan. 16 has been print-
ed in the Congressional Record.
The editorial dealt with the
recent visit of Soviet First Dep-
uty Premier Anastas I. Mikny-
an It was inserted in the rec-
ord by Rep. Waller H. Judd of
Minnesota.
140 Attend Librarians'
Meeting in New York
NEW YORK - More than 1«0
priest*. Brothers, Sisters and lay
librarians attended the winter
meeting of the New York Unit of
the Catholic Library Association,
held Jan. 24 at Donnel branch of
the N.Y. Public Library. They
represented hospitals, parishes,
high and elementary schools.
The busmess'meeting was con-
ducted by Sister M. Catherine
Frederic, 0.5.F., librarian at St.
Joseph's of the Palisades High
Schools, chairman of the unit.
The Spring meeting of the
group will be held at St. Jo-
seph** on Apr. 25.
Principal speaker at the New
York session was Margaret M.
Kinney, chief librarian. Veterans
Administration Hospital. Kings-
bridg> Road, N.Y., who discussed
various types of hospital librar-
ies.
Rev. James M. Kind, CM,
chairman, department of library
science, St. John's University,
discussed the library congress to
be held there Feb 18. The theme
will be: "The Role of the Li-
brary in the Pursuit of Excel-
lence.”
Sister Mary Agnes. SC, librar-
ian at Elizabeth Seton School,
Yonkers, speaking on possible
activities for Catholic Book Week,
asked that members report their
library’s method of observing
this event to Sister Rose Maria,
SC.. St. Gabriel's High School,
New Rochelle, N Y. She is editor
of the unit's Newsletter
Rev. William Walsh, S.J , was
elected president of the parish
library section.
Westfield Man Offers
Lourdes Color Slides
WESTFIELD “The Story of
Lourdes," a 45-minute showing
of colored slides with comentary
and musical background, has
been prepared by Sigmund H
Lminski. parishioner of Holy
Trinity Church here, and may be
obtained for showing without
charge
A short historical background
on Lourdes and excerpts from
the encyclical of the late Pope
Pius XII on the occasion of the
centenary of the Lourdes appari-
tions precedes a narration of
Bernadette's work.
To make arrangements for a
showing contact Mr. Uminski at
547 Fairmount Ave., Westfield
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WHATIS HOBBY?
Mary’s hohbv is flower gardening. Hers is not
just an ordinary flower garden .
. .
it’s the
mast beautiful one in the neighborhood. It
takes extra work and money to make it that
way, though. So, long ago Mary set up a
special hobby account with us. She adds to it
regularly all year long, and when spring
comes her whole yard blossoms out. A savings
account with us is probably all you need to
•tart your hobby. Come in and see us about it.
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The Symbolism of Candles
By Anne Mae Buckley
The words of a holy Jewish
man upon recognizing Mary’s
Infant Son as the promised
Messias give special signifi-
cance to the use of candles in
the worship of the Catholic
Church today.
The man was Simeon, and
he proclaimed the Child Jesus
“a light."
Simeon had been directed by
God to be in the temple at
Jerusalem the day Mary came
to observe the old Jewish law
of purification for women after
childbirth.
Because Simeon had prayed
and studied the Scriptures (ia
which details of the lineage
and birth of the Redeemer
were set down clearly) be rec-
ognized Christ immediately.
He proclaimed the Child “a
light to the revelation of the
Gentiles and the glory of thy
people Israel.”
THE EVENT IS commemo-
rated by the Church on Feb
2.
The day is called the feast
of the Purification and also
Candlemas. It is the last feast
of the Christmas season, be-
fore the Church puts off the
joy of the Incarnation for the
penitential atmosphere of Lent.
Feb. 2 is the day the Chnrth
WsiMts hr Messiags *f can-
dles and it is the traditional
4ay « which Catholics stock
ap aw the blessed eaadles
■ceded ia the home for possi-
ble sick calls.
The Church has used can-
dles in her ceremonies from
very early Christian times—-
and their purpose has never
beew confined to illumination.
ONE VERY ANCIENT cus-
tom was that of carrying can-
dles before the Pope or Bish-
ops—probably an adaptation of
the Roman protocol in which
candles were borne ahead of
distinquished persons. To this
day a special small candle,
called a "bugia.’’ is held beside
the Bishop during Church
ceremonies.
As early as 300 A.D. St. Je-
rome wrote that a candle was
lit for the reading of the Gos-
pel. not to dispel darkness but
to signify joy. At that same
time randies were already a
part of the ritual of Baptism
—the sacrament of “illumina-
tion.”
Altar candles began aa can-
dles carried by acolyte* and
placed beside—not on—the al-
tar during services. This was
the custom in the seventh cen-
tury. and probably earlier. By
the 12th century, and again
probably even earlier, the can-
dles had found their way to
the altar table itself.
Now there are definite regu-
lations for altar candles: there
mutt be six lighted candles
during high Mass, four for a
Mista Cantata or Mats cele-
brated by a Bishop, and twa
for low Mass.
All the sacraments, except
Penance, require lighted can-
dles.
IT IS SUPPOSED, accord-
ing to the Catholic Encyclo-
pedia, that it was St. Jerome
in about 300 A.D. who estab-
lished the candle as a sym-
bol of Christ. (The paschal
candle, lighted at the Easter
Vigil and during Masses of the
Easter season.)
In this Idea the wax repre-
sents the flesh of Christ—bees-
wax is regarded as a very pure
substance, hence an appropri-
ate symbol of the Sacred Body
born of a virgin.
Carrying the symbolism a
step further we may say that
the .wick of the paschal candle
represents the soul of Christ
encased in His human body.
The flame, then, becomes
His divinity which dominates
soul and body, which makes
Him "a light to the revelation
of the Gentiles," as Simeon fore-
told—which makes Him. in-
deed, the "Light of the world."
Cardinal Meets
Foreign Press
ROME—Cardinal Tardini, Vat-
ican Secretary of State, paid an
unprecedented visit to the For-
eign Press Club. Never before
had a prelate of his rank visited
the newsmen.
The Cardinal termed his visit
•'an exchange visit" for that
made by the newsmen to Pope
John on Nov. 6. two days after
his coronation. During the infor-
mal gathering the Cardinal re-
vealed details of the Pope's work-
ing habits, reporting that he often
works until late at night
Officials of the press club an-
nounced that funds which would
normally be expended on refresh-
ments for such a reception would
Instead be given to Cardinal Tar-
dini for Villa Nazareth, an or-
phanage founded and directed by
the Cardinal.
Jungle Yields
Lourdes Statue
MANDALAY (RNS)—A statue
el Our Lady of Lourdes was un-■
earthed after being lost in the
Burma jungles for 17 years.
It had been buried for safe-
keeping by fleeing villagers at
the time of the Japanese invasion
of Burma in 1941. when it was
taken from the grotto of a church
in a small hamlet near Paleik in
Mandalay District.
Attempts to find it after the
war. even by those who helped to
bury it. were fruitless until Daw
Hpan, wife of a railway man in
nearby Myitnge, dreamed that
the statue lay buried beneath
a
large tree not far from the old
grotto.
Search parties, led by army
personnel, hacked their way
through the jungle where the
grotto had once stood. When they
found the old grotto they also
found a tree fitting the descrip-
tion of the one in Daw Hpan's
dream. Consequent digging an
earthed the statue.
Find Early Reference
To Mother of God
WASHINGTON (NC) The
phrase •'Mother of God" was
used in Catholic liturgy to de-
scribe Mary almost 200 years ear-
lier than scholars formerly be-
lieved. according to an article in
the American Ecclesiastical Re-
new
Msgr. Igino Ceccheti, undersec-
retary of the Vatican's Sacred
Congregation of Seminaries and
Universities. revealed that recent
research has shown that the
prayer. “We fly to thy protcc-
. tioo. O Blessed Mother of God,”
was in existence around the year
2».
Bishop Charges
Jordan Biased
JERUSALEM, Israel (NC> -
Melkite Bishop Georges Hakim
of Akka charged here that there
is great discrimination against
Christians in Jordan, and said
that the United Nations should
help Christians obtain access to
the holy places.
The Byzantine Rite Catholic
prelate in particular protested
Jordan's refusal to allow him to
cross the border to Bethlehem
to attend the observance of the
Armenian Orthodox Christmas,
which falls in mid-January.
Bishop Hakim said the reasons
for the Jordanian refusal were
made known in an official letter
from Jordan's prime minister.
He said the Jordanians allege
that he supported an “army" of
800 men in Israel and had also
wrritten a book in English against
the Arabs. He said both charges
are false.
A LIGHT TO THE GEN-
TILES: Candles have been
used in the liturgy since
early Christian times. The
Church blesses candles on
Feb. 2 - the feast of the
purification or Candlemas
day - which commemo-
rates Simeon’s recognition
of Christ as the Messias
or "light to the revelation
of the Gentiles."
Report Finding
Garden of Eden
COPENHAGEN (RNS)
-
Dan-
ish archeologists working in the
British protectorate of Bahrain in
the Middle East say they have
found the site of the Biblical
Garden of Eden.
A Copenhagen Radio broadcast
said the explorers believe that
Bahrain itself was the legendary
city of Polmun, mentioned In the
Gilgamesh Epic as the abode of
Adam and Eve
According to the broadcast, the
archeologists maintain that Dol-
mun was a desert spot made fer-
tile by God. It quoted them as
saying that their discoveries con-
firmed that Bahrain became fer-
tile several thousands of years
ago following a period of desert-
like conditions.
Vatican Broadcast
Lauds Labor’s Policies in U.S.,
Warns Against Catholic Unions
VATICAN CITY - The VaUcan
Radio, in a special broadcast,
praised the policies of American
labor unions, forecast that Cath-
olics would play an increasing
role in them and warned Catholic
workers to avoid organising them-
selves into powerful separate
groups.
Catholics will play an Increas-
ing role in the unions, the broad-
cast said, "because of their grow-
ing numbers and their enlarged
awareness of labor matters
spread by the expanding Catholic
press” in America.
NOTING EUROPEAN criticism
that American Catholic workers'
organizations are not organizing
themselves into powerful bodies,
the station said:
"The situation la America Is
very different from that in Eu-
rope. As long as the participa-
tion of Catholics in the U.S. un-
rootiooes to be large, there
should be no danger to Catholic
life in the U.S.A. from the un-
ions.”
The station pointed out that the
U.S. enjoys the highest living
standard in the world and praised
trade unions for being in favor of
large families as one way of in-
creasing consumer demand.
Vatican Radio commented that
the AFL-CIO merger is of "great
importance” in helping to
strengthen the country's industri
al life and In fostering sound re-
latloni between management and
labor.
It also said that there Is "a
complete absence of revolution-
ary tendencies among American
workers" who cooperate with the
capitalist system rather than at-
tempting to overthrow it.
TIIE STATION also comment-
ed on right-to-work laws, recall-
ing a statement made by the
Bishops of Ohio in March, 1958,
in opposition to such laws. Such
laws are designed to outlaw the
union shop which requires work-
ers to join a union after a stated
period of time on a job or lose
their jobs.
Vatican Editor
Given Honor
ROME (NC)—Count Giuseppe
Dali* Torre, editor of the Vati-
can daily, Osservatore Romano,
hai been named the Bearer of
the Golden Rose by Pope John
XXIII.
The honor ii usually reserved
for nobles of the princely rank
and was last held by a member
of tha Barberinl family who
died last year.
The Bearer of the Golden
Rose is charged with present-
ing the rose, at the Holy
Father's request, to sovereigns,
churches or cities distinguished
for their services to the Church
The Golden Rose is a gold
ornament, in the shape of a
rose spray, which carries a re
ceptacle for perfume. The rose
Is blessed by the Pope on
Laetare, or Rose, Sunday in
Dent. The blessing is made as
a sign of spiritual joy, and
asks that the Church may bring
forth the fruit of good works
and “the perfume of the oint-
ment of the Flower sprung
from the Root of Jesse (Our
Lord)."
St. Stephens's Plans
Pre-Lenten Show
NEWARK—The third annual
pre-Lenten show, sponsored by
the combined societies of St.
Stephen's Church, will be held
Feb. I at the Slovak Sokol Hall,
35* Morris Avc.
Tht presentation, a three-act
drama, entitled "Hora Vola,"
will be followed by dancing.
Michael Tomko Is general chair-
man and the proceeds will go
toward the renovation of the
rectory.
Garfield Pariah Plans
Two-Week Mission
GARFIELD A two-week
mission will be held it Our Lidy
ol Sorrows Church here from
Feb. I to 22, Rev. Vincent Garof-
folo, administrator, has announc-
ed. This will be the first mission
to be held in the new church.
The last was held in 1851.
The mission will be preached
by Rev. Dominic Grande, C.P.,
of Springfield, Mass. The first
week will be for the women; the
aecond for the men.
Says Catholics Have Obligation
To Read the Catholic Press
BELLEVILLE, 111.—"It is no
longer a matter of choice for
Catholics to read Catholic news-
papers, periodicals and maga-
zines; it is a matter of obliga-
tion.”
So said Bishop Albert R. Zuro-
weste of Belleville, 111., this week
in a statement concerning Catho-
lic Press Month. Bishop Zuro-
weste is episcopal chairman of
the National Catholic Welfare
Conference Press Department.
Catholic Press Month is tradi-
tionally observed in February
Its theme this year is "Hold to
the Path of Truth and Justice,"
advice given to journalists by the
late Pope Pius XII.
READING OF Catholic litera-
ture is an obligation. Bishop Zu-
roweste said, because changes
taking place in this atomic age
demand that Catholics have a
knowledge of the Church's teach-
ing and understand the implica-
tions of new scientific discover-
ies.
Because of time limits, he
said, the priest cannot cover
these subjects tn Sundsy ser-
mons. Thus "It is only by read-
ing Catholic papers and pubti-
cations that one can hope to
know the mind of the Church
and be sufficiently Instructed to
follow with a safe conscience
the law of God,” he said.
Such things as "the application
of Catholic teaching in . . . mod-
ern family life, divorce, birth con-
trol, hypnotism, euthanasia, man-
agement and labor, separation of
Church and state, justice and
rights, use of nuclear weapons,
etc., are in the competence of the
Catholic press," he declared.
I HE NOTED THAT the accura
'ey of the religious Reporting in
the secular press—particularly in
regard to the death of Pius XII.
the election of anew Pope and
the creation of additional Cardi-
nali—"hat bwn praiseworthy
"
l ‘ reporting la not suffi-
cient," he asserted. “Historical
background. Interpretation, es-
planatlon of the Church's dog-
matic and moral teachings are
essential for complete news re-
porting." And these, he said,
can only he found in the Cath
olic press.
Further, he pointed out, •‘the
secular press niturally has s sec
ularistic approach to all ques
lions" and such problems as the
destiny of man. his moral oblige
tions. his debt to God are ig
nored.
A daily diet or auch reading, he
said, "can he dangerous to faith
and morals unless counteracted
by a solid snd substantial menu
of Catholic thought, doctrine and
exposition of Catholic principles'*
such as is found in the Catholic
press.
Bishop Zuroweste ended by say-
ing that "It is only when Catho-
lics arc regular readers of Cath-
olic (publications t that they can
hope to he a well-informed laity.
And a well-informed laity is the
best guarantee of a strong, de-
voted. loyal and active lay apos-
tolate
"
Raphael Club Sets
Series of Events
ELIZABETH—On the schedule
of the Raphael Club, a group of
young Catholic men and women,
are:
This weekend, winter sports at
Pocono Manor, Pa.; Feb. 7, mem
bership party at Columbian Club;
Feb. 13, ice skating party; Feb
15, next monthly meeting.
January SO, list TR K A DVOCATS 9
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February's Coming! Lets Talk About the Catholic Press
By June Dwyer
Why did God make you? The
catechism tell* u* that God
made you to know Him, to love
Him and to serve Him in this
world and to be happy with
Him forever in Heaven.
If that is true, and we are
sure every Young Advocate
from the first grade up will
agree that it is, we have to do
something about it. Asa mat-
ter of fact we are trying to do
something!
The “we” I am speaking of,
Young Advocates, is the Cath-
olic press. It isn't any secret
to you that February is Catholic
Presa Month. From the hun-
dreds of posters that are com-
ing in for our contest, we are
sure you know that. The post-
ers prove to us that you are
doing your job to spread the
word about Catholic Press
Month now we must do ours.
WHY DO we have a Catholic
press? Well, since God made
us to know Him, to love Him
and to serve Him, we have to
do everything we can to do
those things. Jesus came to
earth to show us how to live
and to set up a Church for us to
watch over us and to help us
to get to Heaven.
That Church has spread all
over the world. The Pope
Pope John XXIII now lives
in Rome, which is the center
of that Church. We have Arch-
bishop Boland and Bishop Mc-
Nulty to help us in our arch-
diocese and diocese. We have
the parish priests to help us in
our own towns.
All of these people are help-
ing us to know, to love and to
serve God. But as the Church
grew and modem printing was
invented, man decided that it
would help him with his reli
gion if he could know better
what the Church was doing in
Rome, In the diocese and in
hia own Church.
MAN THOUGHT he could
learn more about God and His
Church if he had newspapers
and magazines. This paper (or
magazine) could explain new
rules like the new Commun-
ion fast —and could explain
the early Church and how it
grew to what it is today. The
paper could tell Catholics about
the saints, and the Bible, and
could tell them about things
happening today that God does
not want.
This paper could also teach
us about God—the three Per-
sons in the one God. It could
remind grown-ups who weren't
in school any more about their
catechism, and what it means
in real life.
THE NEWSPAPER could
also help us to love God. By
showing us God’s goodness and
the goodness of the people who
are keeping God's word, it
would help us all to get close
to our Father in Heaven. It
would remind us to pray and-to
think about God. That is hard
sometimes—even for children.
THIS PAPER could also show
man how to serve God. By see-
ing what others were doing it
would help inspire man to do
greater things. It would also
be a record for all the world
to see of man serving God.
AND SO, Young Advocates,
the Catholic press was born.
And why, because if it can
help man to know, to love and
to serve God it can also help
man to be with God in Heaven.
But the Catholic press can
only do these things If it is
read. That's where you como in.
Spread the word! Tell others
of the job we are trying to do!
Then read us every word.
With the grace of God you will
be helping others, and you too
will be helped to know, to love
and to serve God —and one
day you will be happy with
Him forever in Heaven
Lives of the Saints
St. Blaise
A poor woman and a little
sick boy who were helped by
St. Blaise will be remem
bered by Catholici all over' the
world on Keb. 3, St. Rlaise'i
(east day.
Legend tells us that St
Blaise was a Bishop who lived
about 300 years after Our I>ord.
The Bishop was kind to every-
one he met—even the animals.
Once, when the emperor was
killing Christians. *'the Bishop
went into the hills to live in
a cave. The cave was also the
home of wild animals
The Bishop wasn't afraid of
the animals. He cared for them
when they were sick or wound-
ed and they would stay near
him. He blessed them and was
as kind to them as he was to
people.
ONE DAY hunters found the
Bishop In the hills. They
couldn't believe that he could
live so well with the wild
beasts They captured him and
took him bark to the city.
On the way to prison, St.
Blaise met a poor woman
whose only pig was taken by
a wolf. St. Blaise ordered the
wolf to return the pig. The
wolf brought the pig back to
the woman unharmed.
Later while St. Blaise was
In prison the thankful woman
sent randies to the saint to
brighten the dark cell. We use
candles on the feast of St.
Blaise in memory of the
thoughtfulness of this woman.
AND WHY do we receive a
blessing for our throats with
the candles? Legend also tells
us of a little boy who was chok-
ing. His mother brought the
boy to St. Blaise and told him
that her son had a fish hone
caught in this throat and was
dying. St. Blaise blessed the
boy and he was cured.
St. Blaise cured others of
throat trouble too, so the
Church set aside his feast day
as a special day to bless the
throats of people.
WHEN YOU GO to church
the priest will take two candles
—held together to form a cross
—and will place them at your
throat. He will then say: “Per
intercessionem Sancti Blasii
liberet te Deus a malo gut-
tuns et a quovis alio main."
In English this means:
"Through the intercession (re
quest) of St. Rlaise may God
deliver you from sickness of
the throat and from every
other sickness.”
St. Blaise was tortured and
finally beheaded for being a
Christian
Remember the great saint
and the little boy and the worn
an on Feb. 3 and go to rhurch
for the blessing of the throat
St. Blaise
St. Blaise is portrayed by Raymond Zolnouski of Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel, Bayonne, which is staffed by the Felician Sisters.
The mother is portrayed by Helen Kleczynski. St. Blaise's
feast day is Feb. 3.
Acceptable Comics
Action Comics Daisy Duck‘a
Adventure Comics Diary
Adventures Into Da*wood
tha Unknown Dale Evans
All American Man Daniel Noon*
of War Data with Judy
All Star Western Dannie the Menace*
Andy Burnett Detective Comics
Andy Panda Dick Tracy
Angel Donald Duck
Annie Oakley Duck Album
Archie Fells tha Cat
Baby Huey Flyhtin' Marines
Batman First Americans
Battle Bailey Flipptty and Flop
Ben Bowie and Mis Fos and the Crow
Mountain Men Francis, the Fam-
Betty and Veronica ous Talking Mule
Blackhawk Gangbusters
Blnndle Gene Autry
Bob Hope Goofy
Brand of Empire Guilty
Brave and the Bold Gummoks
Bravo Eagle Hardy Bovs
Broken Arrow Henry
Bucanneers 111 Yo Silver
Buffalo Bill Jr. Homer, the
Bugs Bunny Happy Ghost
Buxxy Hopalong Cassidy
Candy Hot Rod Comirs
Casper, the Friend House of Mystery
ly Ghost House of Secreta
Catholic Boy Indian Chief
Catholic Comics Jackie Gleason
Cheyenne Jerry Lewis
Chip *n* Dale
Jimmy Olsen
Cisco Kid Jughead
Classics Illustrated Kid Coll. Outlaw
Classics Illustrated. Lassie
Jr. U*l Genius
Clementina Little Anyel
Cotton Woods Little Audrey
Tovered Wagons. Uttle lodine
Hoi Little Dot
Crusader Rabbit Little Lulu
Little Mai Sad Sark
Lone Raniar Scamp
Looney Tunes
Stnrant Preston of
Man In Flight tha Yukon
Marines in Battle Silvertip
Sl* Oun Hr roc a
Mlckay Mouaa Smoker tha Bear
Mighty Mouaa Sparkler
Mr. Diatrlrt Spike and Tyke
Attorney Spin tnd Marty
Mouaa Muaketeara and Annette
Mutt and Jeff Star Spangled War
My Great Adven- Stories
tura Steve Canyon
Mystery In Space Stave Donovan.
Nency Western Marshal
Navy Combat Strange Adventure
New Funnies Strange Tales
Oklahoman Sugar and Spike
Our Army at War Superboy
Our Fighting Super Duck
Forces
Superman
Patsy and lledy Supermouse
Paul Revere's Ride Texas Rangers
Pep Three Mnuse-
Peler Panda keteers
Peter Porkchope Tip Top
Peter Rabbit Tomahawk
Pluto Tom and Jerry
Popeye Tonto
Porky Pig Tweely and Ryl-
Prince Valiant veeter
Priscilla s Pop Two-Gun Kid
Reecon Klda Uncle Scrooge
Real Screen Comics Walt Disney
Red Mask Comics
Red Ryder Western Comics
Re* AUen Western Roundup
Rex. the Wonder Wlll yum
Hog Wings of Cagles
Rln Tin Tin Wonder Woman
Robin Hood Woodv Woodpecker
Roy Rogers Worlds Finest
Rudolph, the Red- W'yatt
Carp
nosed Reindeer £ane Grey Comics
Exam Calendar
Hr •ntrein H
kHmli- and auMmlss « w«ll n
•cKrUrthi* •MmliMtiwn will b* n**n
•« *h« HUawifH Silli. ItliMlt with
!"• H tnclvd* Siam dill In Hit ul
•"dar thauM forward Information ta
tha arado adltor )
FEB. 7 and 21 Don Bourn.
Ramsey. Entrance exam. 9:30
a.m. Register with Director, Don
Bosco. Fee, |2 at time of exam.
FEB. 21 St. Peter’s Prep,
Jersey City. Entrance exam
*:45 a.m. Fee, 32. Previous regis-
tration not required.
FEB. 21 Holy Rosary Acad
emv. Union City. Entrance and
scholarship exam. 9:45 a.m. 3 full
scholarships; 3 half-scholarships;
several partial. Register before
Jan. 30 with grade principal.
Fee. *2.
FEB. 29 Ml. St. Dominic
Academy, Caldwell. Entrance
and scholarship exam. 1:15 p.m.
Register with grade school prin
rlpal or directly with academy
principal. Fee. 92.
FEB. 2* St. Dominic's Acad-
emy, Jersey City. Entrance
exam, 9 a.m. Registration by Jan.
25 through principal of grade
school.
MAR. 7 Entrance exam for
Sisters of Charity high schools
In 27 renters throughout the
state. Also includes some schools
staffed by Sisters of St. Joseph
of Chestnut Hill.
MAR. 7 Seton Hall Prep.
South Orange. Scholarship and
entrance exam, 9:30 a.m. Regis-
tration by Mar. 4 with Seton Hall
Headmaster. Fee, $2.
MAR. 7 St. Benedict's Prep.
Newark. Entrance eiam, 9 a.m..
Registration in person at St.
Benedict's, Saturday mornings 9
to 11:30 am. before Feb. 29.
WINTER LESSON: Addle has made a snowman to
teach Young Advocates about the three Persons in
one God Addie made three round balls and put them
together to make her snowman The balls melted a
little when they were put on top of each other - so
now they are melted together into one big figure.
Color Addie and the snowman and then play Addie's
game yourself. See how many things you can see or
name that have three parts That will remind you of
three Persons in one God.
10 THE ADVOCATE January **,l*s9
Entrance Examinations
for
St. Benedict's
Preparatory School
will be held on
Saturday, March 7th, at 9 A. M.
520 HIGH ST., NEWARK, N. J.
Applicants must register In person at the school
on Saturday mornings between 9 and 11:30 A M.
No applications accepted after February 28
St. Peters Preparatory School
ANNOUNCES ITS
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
FOR
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1959
TIME —8:45 A.M.
EXAMINATION FEE *2.00
Every boy desiring to enter St. Peter's Prep
is required to take these examinations. They
are restricted to boys of the Roman Catholic
faith. Top boys receive scholarships.
No previous registration is required.
For further information, write or phone
HEnderson 4-4400
ST. PETER'S PREP
144 GRAND STREET JERSEY CITY 2
DON BOSCO
Technical High School
202 Union Avonuo Paterson, Now Jersey
Announces
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
FEBRUARY 7, AT 9.00 A. M.
FEBRUARY 21, AT 9:00 A. M.
Examination Foe: $l.OO
Don Bosco Tech offers a Complete
High School Curriculum
Academic
Religion
English
Mathematics
Science
Social Sciences
Language
Technical
Automechanics
Cabinetmaking
Commercial Art
Drafting
Electromechanics
Electronics
Graphic Arts
Machine Shop
Phone
MU 4-5595
SCHOLARSHIP AND
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
at
Seton Hall Preparatory School
SATURDAY, MARCH 7,1959
9:30 A. M.
Registration for these examinations will close on
Wednesday, March 4,1959
A fee of $2.00 is to be paid at time
of examination.
Address request for catalogue to:
Headmaster
Seton Hall Preparatory School
South Orange, New Jersey
Young Advocate Club
Art-Love Contest
Junior Dtvliton: Mikr a Valentine (or your Mother and
Father. Do not use a kit
Senior Division: Make a poster (or Catholic Press Month
Use any idea you wish but do not make the poster larger than
12 inches by 18 inches
(Clip and attach to your letter)
N#n»* Grade
Address
City
School
Teacher
I am a member □ I would like to Join □
Rules: Entries should be sent to: Juno V. Dwyer, Young Advo-
cate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes you
a member.
Entries must be in the Young Advocate office by Wednesday,
Feb. 18. 1039.
All entries must be accompanied by the attached coupon, or
by a copy of It.
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Convent Station. New Jertev
Secondary School for girlt 94th y«ar
Retidenf and Day. Exceptional record
for college preparation. Vocational
courtet, Muiic. Art, Dancing, Dramatiep
Sport* and Activity program.
Informationi JEfferton 9 MOO
[jM/
LUGGAGE • GIFTS
ATTACHC-
*WF CASES
VLUGGAGE shop
WASHINGTON ST NEWARK 2
ADDIK SAYS: Tho missions al
way* need our prayers.
GEORGIAN COURT
COLLEGE
Conducted by the Sister* of Merry
FOUR-YIAR COURSI IIAOINO TO
» A «nd ft S DfORffS
W*|| integrated program in liberal
Art*. Fine Art*. Science. Mutie. Home
Economic*, ftuiines* Administration
Teacher Training for Elementary and
Secondary School*. Fully Accredited
Addreer SISTIR SECRETARY
Oeergian Court College
Lakewood. Now Jeney
CALOWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
Camp St. John’s
A Lakeside Mountain Camp
*”r’ *■'*' , -100 ** *«"dy Rooth an Hvotar lob. ,N. Y. 100 mtloi from
N Y.C Mod.ro briildingf. U.olory to .orb. cob.. Hoi rh.w.n l.coHoot m.ol.
■vorlif r.d octlvilr... r.cr.aftonol aod imtructroool Motrrro, profo.liooal l.och.r,
ood cooch.i from lop-ronbing (011.g.r aod prop .(booh 000 covot.llor (or
*v* r Y *•«! boyi. J.tutt CKoptain 000 011-iaclvttrro foo. Catalog.
Writ.: Rob.rt X Ootgoogocb. Yolo Uoi.. Atbl.ti, A..0, Now Ho.oo Cooo
or
pboo. OR.goo 7-7007 (N Y.C.); V.11.y 1r,..m 3-1111 (100. l,Ur„d,
Free
Parking
CONTINENTAL BICYCLE SHOP
SCHWINN . . . COLUMBIA
BICYCLES
Repairs &
Accessories
T. A. KERNS, Prop. - OR 3-3776
93 RIVER DRIVE PASSAIC, N. J.
★ EARN MORE *
ON EACH DOLLAR YOU SAVE
3!A%
Accounts Insured Up To $lO 000
NUTLEY SAVINGS and
LOAN ASSOCIATION
244 CHESTNUT STREET
NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY
PER ANNUM
ON ALL SAVINGS
LONG DISTANCE
MOVING SPECIALISTS
Local Moving Office
Elizabeth 4-7800
• DtNndißl*. Oirect v«n Mrv
IM to ALL 49 ITATI t
• Dally Trips to FLORIDA end
lnltrm«dl<t« Polnti
• Complete Modern ITORAOI
Pectlltlee
FREE ESTIMATES FREE* SLrM! TOOAV **• '"wii
OVER 70 YEARS OF SUPERIOR SERVICE
Natlon-Wld• Moving Agents In All Frlntlpal C/fiea
•imn Ut U-V, 81
IBIIIrT. I
r
V
Mad* with 100 •/.
Pur* V»g*tabl* Short»ning
Enjoy the wonderful flovor, nutrition ond quality of fin*
BUTTERCUP BREAD *v*ry day —in *v*ry way. P*rf*ct
for toasting, sandwiches, recipes or juil plain good
•ating.
II tOU HID t MitllUh 1 l it i IOU COUiMI I fit HIU« MIAF
“LOOK AT YOUR HANDS
...
«rrj uuoj
el»r don.'' warns the adt. nixing cop)—and we mlfht
add. “SO DOES GOD." Today. mid-way betwern Ihc Crib and th*
Crons wa may writ consider the mystery of God'a lov* for no. Tb*
beauty of th* Nativity and the glory of the Resurrection arc proof
of God'a lo»e for us But. what of our lova for lllm in rrtnrn. LOOK
AT YOUR HANDS! Are our handa tilled with prayer* . . . with
good deeda . . . with sacrifices made for the Myatieal Body of ChrtatT
You eanstrike a telling blow for the Myatieal Body, for the Church
In the Near Eaal, by Joining one of our MISSION CLUBS. They ar*
devoted to helping a aperilie need of the Holy Eather'a mlaaion activ-
ity in the land known and loved by Our Lord. The dura are simply
a prayer a day and a dollar a month donation for th* MISSION
CLI'H of your choice. Why not fill out the attached membership
blank and aend it to Cardinal Spellman today?
MARY'S BANK
...
for the aupport of norlcea. PALACE OP GOLD
... for the aging ORPHAN'S BREAD
...
for abandoned children.
BASILIANS
...
for school*. MONICA GUILD . . . t* forniah
chapels. CHRYSOSTOMS
...
for aemlnarlana. DAMIEN LEPEK
FUND
... to eas* th* pain of th* outcaat
MASS OFFERINGS MEAN SPIRITUAL HELP FOR YOU . . ,
MATERIAL HELP FOR YOUR MISSIONARY PRIESTS
.
.
HELP THEM TODAY
A MISSION RECIPE . . . Take on* privet and
place him In the forrata of Kerala (India)
. . .
add on* ahed dedicated l* Chriat th* King . . .
add the
gr«ce of God. Leave them alone for a
year ... and you will nerd fd.MO to build a
church. Thl* I* the etory of the mlaaion of
Rajakad. The grace of God ha* bloomed in
three foreat depth* and oow the number of
convert* demand* that w* build a Churrh for
them. Can you help bring Chriat tb* King from a abed to ■ proper
building? 14.000 will be needed.
STRINGLESS GIFTS ARE THE STRENGTH OP THE HOLT
FATHERS ARMS AS HE SEEKS TO DRAW THE NEAR EAST
TO THE FEET OF CHRIST . . . CAN YOU HELP HIMT
Slater MARTHA and Sister BORGIA wiah to
offer themselvea to God on th* Fraat of th*
Presentation (February 2). They wish to Join
the Adoration Slater* (South India). Can you
help them? We cannot. Each nun will need
a benefactor who will pay *lS# a year for the
two year period of novitiat* training. You
may be rerUln that yonr “adopted daughter"
will often mention yonr Intentions during her
life of perpetual adoration of Our I-ord.
3
£
FRANCIS and RAPHAEL ar* determined t*
enter the seminary at Mosul, Iraq They hav*
fulfilled all the requirements, except one. Each
boy must hav* a sponsor who will pay f|oo a
year for the six year seminary course On th*
Feast of the Presentation would you like to
offer one of the** boy* to Mary, th* mother of
Christ th* priest?
Dear Cardinal Spellman:
I am anxious to do something special for Oar Lord on the Fraat
•f Hla presentation In th* temple. Pleas* enroll me in the Mission
Club of a* that I may help th*
Holy Father and draw closer to Our Lord and His Mother.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
C^L<T2carEast (Missions i£i
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN, Prstid.nl
Magr. Paler F. Tuohy, Nol l i*« y
Send oil finmlinilii i. to.
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
480 Lexington Ave. at 46th St. New York 17, N. Y.
Caldwell Choir
To Honor Priest
LYNDHURST The Caldwell
College Glee Club will present a
program at the celebration (or
the 40th anniversary of the ordin-
ation of Rev. Bernard F. Moore,
pastor of Sacred Heart parish
here. The program will include
sacred and aemi-classlcal music.
Vocal soloists will be: Carmella
Bucceri, Weehawken; Emaline
Fargnoli, East Orange; Barbara
McEvoy. New York; Marie Altleri,
Hamden, Conn.; Carmina Del
Vlsco, Montclair; Carmen Mald-
onado, New York, and Elizabeth
Fowler, Rutherford
Piano solos will be by Gcrda
Willenborg, Leonia, and Nancy
Steffan, Verona.
The 90-voice glee club Is under
direction of Sister M. Alicia, O P.,
college music department chair-
man.
St. E’s Juniors
To Get Rings
CONVENT—The junior class of
the College of St. Elizabeth will
receive college rings in St. Jo-
seph Hall Feb. 4.
Sarah Jane Smith of Jackson
Heights, L.1., chairman, will pre-
sent the 97 members of her class
to Sister Hiidegarde Marie, col-
lege president. The rings will be
blessed by Rev. William J. King,
college chaplain, and conferred by
Sister Hiidegarde. who will ex-
plain their symbolism.
A dinner for the faculty and
administration will follow.
Nun Visits Home
In West Orange
WEST ORANGE—Sister Made-
line Frankovsky of the Medical
Missionary Sisters is visiting her
family here for a few weeks
before returning to Maracaibo,
Venezuela, where she has spent
the last 3 14 years.
The daughter of Mrs. Suzanna
Frankovsky, Sister Madeleine
graduated from All Souls Hospital
School of Nursing, Morristown,
before entering the medical or-
der. In 1953 she was assigned
to Our Lady of Coromoto Hos-
pital in Maracaibo where she
was the operating room super-
visor until her return to the
I S. in October.
Sister Madeleine will return to
Venezuela in February.
St. E’s Sophs
Set Tea Dance
CONVENT The sophomore
class of the College of St. Eliza-
beth will sponsor a tea dance
Feb. 7 from 4 to 7 p.m. at the
Starlight Roof of the Waldorf As-
toria, New York.
Jeanne Hcimbold of Monmouth
Beach is chairman of the annual
social, which will feature the mu-
sic of Hay Di Pietro. Other com-
mittee heads include: Sheila
Voung, Rutherford: Jeanne Minl-
cuccl. Waterbury, Conn.; and AI
lene Hunt, Boonton.
Cedar Grove
To Host Essex
CEDAR GROVE The Essex-
Montclair District Council of
Catholic Women will be guests of
St. Catherine of Selna Rosary-
Altar Society for a meeting Feb
2 at 8:15 p m.
Rev. William Daly, moderator
of all New Jersey Newman
Clubs, will address the women
Mrs. Arthur Salerno, Rosary-
Altar president, will introduce the
speaker
Mrs Alfred Marchev of Bloom-
field, council president, will pre-
side at the meeting.
With North Jersey Women
Press Month Plans
By June Dwyer
Women’s organizations are
turning their attention to the
spreading of the Catholic press
during February and to pre-
Lenten plans.
From February •
Ushering in Catholic Press
month. Court Bayley, CDA,
Elizabeth, will hold a book re-
view and tea Feb. 2 at 8 p.m.
at the Columbian. Clubhouse.
Rev. Roland Muenzen, St. Mi-
chael's, Elizabeth, will speak
on "Christ in the Home.”
Rosemary Kane is chairman
. . . St. Joseph’s Rosary-Altar
Society, Lincoln Park, will hold
a Catholic family book sale
Feb. 8, 8:30 a m. to 5 p.m.
and Feb. 9, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Over 1,000 books will be dis-
played for sale In the church
hall . . .
Court of St. Mary of the Ro-
sary, CDA. Rutherford, will
hold a book sale Feb. 1 in
St. Mary's High School audi-
torium, directed by Mrs. Emile
Hensle, grand regent. Sister
Maria Del Ray of Maryknoll,
author of five books in the past
six years, will speak
...
St.
Mary's Rosary Confraternity,
Plainfield, will hold a dessert-
card party Feb. 2 In the audi-
torium at 8:15 p.m. Mrs Jen-
nette Crandall is chair-
man . . .
The Rosary of St. Philip the
Apostle, Clifton, will hold a pot
luck supper Jan. 31 at 6:30
p.m. in the church auditorium.
Mrs. Virginia Giglio is ticket
chairman, assisted by Mrs.
Charles Allen and Mrs. John
Kensicki . . . Rosarians of St.
Peter the Apostle, River Edge,
will hold a Valentine dance,
Feb. 7 in the gym. Mrs. David
Canavan it chairman. The
group will hold a funny hat
contest at the meeting, Feb. 2,
In the cafeteria . . .
The Clifton Memorial Auxili-
ary. Catholic War Vets, will
hold a Valentine's dance Feb.
10 at Burns Hall. Mrs. Harry
Burns is chairman ... St.
Paul's Rosary, Clifton, will
hold a covered dish supper Feb.
3 in the parish hall. Mrs. Al-
bert Tatka is chairman.
Hospital Notes
The Auxiliary to th# Guild of
St. James Hospital, Newark,
will hold a 20th anniversary
tea at the Robert Treat Hotel,
Feb 1. Mrs. George Grande
of Irvington is in charge of
the affair. Mrs. Nicholas
Merlo, Newark, Spring Com-
munion breakfast chairman,
will be honored . . . The Guild
of St. James Hospital will hold
its second card party of a se-
ries Feb. 5 In the socisl room.
Mr*. Mary Costelloe will be
hostess . . .
Dr. Elisabeth Rachofnel, of
Ciba Pharmaceutical Products,
Summit, will address the
league of St. Mary's Hospital,
Orange, Feb 2 at 8:30 p.m
The topic, "From Test Tubes
to Tablets," will deal with
modern drugs from the time of
research to the time they are
received by the patient . . .
Women from the Denville,
Rainbow Lakes, and Indian
Lake sections of the St. Clare's
Hospital Auxiliary, Denville,
will hold a card party Feb. 4
at St. Francis Health Resort
at 2 p.m. Mrs Charles T. Hen-
derson Is ares chairman . . ,
On the Agenda
The Essex County chapter
of the Alumnae of St. Elisa-
beth College will hold a pre-
Lenten meeting Feb. 1 at 3
p.m. at Marylawn, South
Orange. Sister Loretta Maria,
sociology department head at
St. Elizabcth’a, will speak on
"The Family as a School of
Sanctity." . . .
Gregory J. Castano, attor-
ney and secretary to Judge
William S. Smith of the Dis-
trict Court, will address the
Holy Cross Rosary, Harrison,
Feb. 3 at 8 p.m. in the church
auditorium . . .
The Columbiettes of Trinity
Council, Hackensack, will hold
a first degree Feb. 17. Mrs.
James Mion was named chair-
man of the Communion break-
fast set for Apr. 12. Mrs.
Mion also will be the chairman
of the May 2 calendar party
. . . St. Leo’s Rosary will
meet Feb. 2. A book display
is the featured attraction. Mrs.
Buechele, Maplewood, will
also give a fashion show for
the Irvington women . . .
Ann Luckenmcir. publicity
director of the College of St.
Elizabeth's, Convent, will ad-
dress St. Patrick’s Rosarians,
Chatham, Feb. 2. She will
speak on the Catholic press
. . . St. Aloyslua Rosary, Jer-
sey City, will meet Feb. 2 at
8 pm. in the church. Arthur
Bromlrski of the Bergen Coun-
ty Holy Name Speakers Guild
will speak on the Catholic
pres* at a meeting to follow
in the auditorium
. . .
Rosarians of Our Lady of
Good Council, Newark, will
play card* and *ee a hat show
in conjunction with their meet-
ing Feb. 2. Mr*. Joseph Kra-
mer is chairman. Feb. 5 the
Rosarian* will attend the Black
Friar'* Theater in New York.
Mr*. J. Ghexxi, president, 1*
chairman . .
.
Here ’n There
At a recent meeting of tho
N. J. State Auxiliary to the
Catholic War Veterans, the fol-
lowing activities were an-
nounced: Feb. 8, 16th anniver-
sary Mas* for Father Wash-
ington. Our Lady of the Val-
ley, Orange, noon; Mar. 1, day
of recollection at Immaculate
Conception, Lodi, reservations
due Feb 15; Mar. 19, SL Pat-
rick'* Dance at Lyons Hos-
pital: Apr. 7, night of recol-
lection at Cenacle, New Bruns-
wick, 6 p.m., reservations due
Mar. 17 . .
.
Court St. Theresa, CDA,
Kenilworth, installed eight
members. Four court mem-
bers visited East Orange Vet-
erans Hospital recently, to
bring birthday cakes to pa-
tients there . . .
Plans for a card party and
fashion show to be given by Our
Lady of the Visitation. Pa-
ramus, were discussed at a re-
cent meeting. Mrs. Joseph
Femandci was appointed chair-
man of the Apr. 10 affair to
be held In the auditorium. Mrs.
Louis Castagnon! will assist
her . . . Mary Agnes Gorma
has been elected president of
St. John Nepomucene Rosary.
Guttcnberg A report revealed
that 500 lbs. of clothing and
several wedding gowns to be
used for vestments, had been
donated by the group to the
Indian and Negro missions and
the Philippine Leprosarium.
Mrs. Jennie Hlcboki is mission-
ary chairman . . .
St. Joseph's Guild, Jersey
City, held elections Jan. 26 . . .
About 150 were present recent-
ly for the Ignatian Guild of
New Jersey birthday celebra-
tion honoring Rev. William
J. Hoar, S.J., moderator.
11 for Charity
NEWARK The Ladies Guild
of the Barbara Givernaud Orphan-
age (which is now located at
St. Joseph's Village. Rockleigh)
presented a check for $l,OOO to
Sister Della Rosa as a first pay-
ment on the first aid room at St.
Joseph's Village.
Spectacular as this may seem.
It is only the beginning. The
Guild has raised $7,200 in
years, and has now pledged
$2,500 for the solarium in the
Rockleigh Infirmary and in the
convent. The Guild will raise the
funds at a luncheon and fashion
show at the Hotel Suburban, East
Orange, during the summer.
Elvers Tobla of Bloomfield Is
president of the small group of 11
women.
California Monsignor Says:
Decency Not a Smiling Matter
LOS ANGELES (NC) Pseu
do Intellectuals who smile at the
National Legion of Decency and
look on It as applying only to
women and children were re-
buked here by the Legion's West
Coast secretary.
Msgr John Devlin, pastor of
SL Victor's Church, Hollywood,
told the Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women here that:
"The Legion of Decency pledge
is nothing more than a declara-
tion of moral principle you and
1 make every time we go to con-
fession and make an act of con-
trition
"
"It Implies not only that you
are sorry for your sins but that
you will do all in your power
to avoid the occailon of tin,”
Msgr. Devlin said. "No one can
aay that la censorship."
"it simply means an exercise
of the principles of the natural
law," he continued. "The natural
law requires that you and I take
great pains to avoid an occasion
of sin."
The Legion of Decency official*
singled out foreign made films 1
as chief offenders against moral I
standards
MSGF. DEVLIN told the meet
ing that individual citizens and
members of a parish could do
something about evil films that
might come to their neighbor
hood lie then outlined a specific
pattern of action for neighbor-
hood and parish vigilance of
movies
• 'Every parish should have a
full legion of Decency lift. Thi»
lut is published every two weeks
by the National Office of the
Legion, 453 Madison Ave, Newi
York 22." He suggested it also
be posted in schools.
• Parishioners, he said, should
know who owns their neighbor-
hood theaters.
"If a condemned movie comesi
to the theater, tell the owner
carefully and definitely in a real
spirit of moral consideration
what you think of the picture,"
he said. "If the theater is owned
by a chain, write to the head of
the chain."
Roseland Morn Starts State Job
With Three Vocation Results
ROSELAND Mrs. Francis T. DeCosler was an obvious
choice to head the new state vocation committee for the Catho-
lic Daughters of America She has eight children, three of whom
are religious
The position of vocation chairman was open to members of
all courts. Each court's historian was to submit the name of a
member with the most children in religion and who would be
Interested in furthering vocations.
Mrs. De Coster is monitor of Court Aloysiua, Caldwell. Sha
has two daughters and a son in religious life Sister Lenore,
who will make final vow* in June as a Dominican Sister of
Caldwell: Frank, who la in his third year at Maryknoll Sem-
inary. Glen Ellen, 111.; and Marilyn, now Sister Imelda Marie,
who Is a Medical Mission Sister at the Philadelphia study house.
Four other De Coster children are grade students, while
one is married.
Union Council
To Hold Social
MOUNTALNSIDE -The Union-
Westfield District Council of Cath-
olic Women will hold a luncheon-
fashion show at the Elks Club-
house here Feb. 7 at 12:30 p m.
Mrs Frank Hickey of Plain-
field is chairman assisted by
Mrs. William Lamb of Scotch
Plains and Mrs. Walter F. Kern
of Fanwood.
Women
around the
World
England honored Sister Gabri-
ells of the Verona Sisters by way
of the Order of the British Em-
pire conferred by Queen Elisa-
beth on her most recent honor
list Sister Gabrielis, an Italian,
has been working in the Alilo lep-
er settlement in Uganda.
•
Pennsylvania history has been
recorded on a mural in the new
St. Rose of Lima Church in Al-
toona. The work was done by
two Sisters of Mercy who head
the art department of nearby Mt
Aloysius Junior College. Sisters
Mary Benedicts and Mari* Jo-
sephine did the piece.
JUMPING THE GUN: Sister Mary Eugenio, O.P., a
seventh grade teacher at Corpus Christi, New York,
is starting her students off early on their project to
help spread the Catholic press during February. Wom-
en, lay and religious, throughout the country are set-
ting up programs and projects to honor the Catholic
press during its month. Sister Mary Eugenio is work-
ing from a packet distributed by the Maryknoll Press.
Parents' News
Card Parties Planned
In Teaneck and Clifton
TEANECK St. Anatasla's PTA is bustling around
these days to get ready for a card party Feb. 4 at 8 p.m.
in Quigley Auditorium. The work is being directed by
Mrs. Harvel Robinson and Thomas Winberry, co-chairmen.
Proceeds have been promised to the school fund.
St. Paul's, Clifton The Moth
ers' Auxiliary will hold a card
party at 8 p m Feb. 3 In the par-
iah hall. Mrs. Edward Ecker and
Mrs Raymond Zardctto are co-
chairmen
St. Cassian'a Upper Montclair—
The building fund will profit
from a pro Lenten dance let for
Feb. 6 at 9 p m Mrs. William J
Foster and David Strenz are co-
chairmen.
St. Adalbert’s, Elisabeth Mrs
Adcle Gromck, president, pre-
sided at the recent PTA meeting
at which a Mothers’ March re-
cruitment film was shown by
Leon Nicdzwlecki, director of
safety patrols. The women staged
a march on polio Jan. 28.
Sacred Heart, Clifton The
Mothers' Guild heard Rev. Augus-
tine Varrichio at a recent meet-
ing. They also made plans to hold
a candy sale in February under
co-chairmen Mrs. Val Da Giau
and Mrs. Angelo Palatini.
Marylawn, South Orange—The
Fathers' Club will sponsor a Par-
ents' Night Feb. 4
East Orange Regional High
School, East Orange—Tile first
organizational meeting of the
Parents’ Guild will be held Feb
3 at 8 p m. at the school which
was formerly Panzer College.
Sister Grace Michaella, princi-
pal, has announced that comil-
tees will be formed for the year
and plans made for setting up a
library.
St. Cecilia’s, Englewood The
Parents' Association is planning
a show but they didn't save the
humor for the stage Releases
contain such information as the
Parents' Association (doubtfully
and apprehensively) presents a
minstrel (we hope) at the audi
torium (call it a gym if you like)
feb. 6 and 7 at 8 30 p.m. (unless
'of course it snows).
Science Round Table
Plans Course, Meeting
ELIZABETH The New Jersey Catholic Round
Table of Science has announced plans for a science course
in the Morristown area and for its February all-day meet-
ing.
The course, modern physical science for the ele-
mentary schools, will be given
under the supervision of Seton
Hall University, Paterson. It will
he held Saturday mornings, 10
to noon, at Bayley-EUard High
School, Morristown.
Registration for the course will
be held at Seton Hall Extension,
Paterson, the week of Feb. 2.
The course will start Feb. 9 and
will be taught by Sister Mary
Walter, O P., of Mt. SP Dom-
inic Academy, Caldwell, former-
ly science department head at
Bayley-EUard.
The course had been previous-
ly sponsored by the CRTS at
Seton Hall University, South
Orange.
BISHOP McNULTY will de
liver the main address at the
morning session of the CRTS
mceUng, Feb. 23 at Pope Pius
XII High School, Passaic. Other
speakers will include Msgr. John
L. McNulty, Seton Hall University
president, and Dr. Alfred D. Don-
ovan. also of the university.
Dr. Donavan will speak on
the federal loan program which
Is available to college students.
Workshops will be sponsored
on the (trade school level*.
In announcing the meeting. Sla-
ter Leona, O S B , of Benedictine
Academy. Elizabeth, organist-
tion president, noted that there
are over 60 secondary achoola
on the active membership Hat.
Sister Leona also announced
that plans are being formulated
for the awarding of science tro-
phies in the elementary depart-
ments.
Teaneck Collegians
Are in Who's Who
NEW YORK Carol Kenny
and Madeline Ebolit, both of
Teaneck, are among the nine
seniors at the College of Mt. St.
Vincent to be elected to Who'a
iWho in American Colleges and
Universities.
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WEDDING BANQUETS...
FULL COURSE DINNER
Roast Beof, Chicken or Turkey s2*o
OKANOI HfTAUtAKT
UNtOONITMI?
NAHM.
- SAMPII MKNU -
• fruit CmIUO
• C*Ury. OU««
• PtlM Raut B—t. km Jm
•
VilftiUi FoUU
• DUmi ftoUr Ul ButUr
• Urn Crmmm OUNmm
OTHER MENU ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABU
4 Private Dining Room* Accommodation* te 500
Completely Air Conditioned
Call lanqvot Monoga 4 ORANOI *-4*ll 4 Amato tree Oorhlnf Aroa
I
CELEBRATE HOLY WEEK
and EASTER in the
HOLY LAND or ROME
Chooee from 2 Inepirinf pilgrimage* leaving Now York,
raepactively, March 21, 1969, via Trana World Airline*,
under theapiritual direction of Mip. Franklin M. Kalliher,
Director of the WorkingBoy* Home, Buffalo, New York . ..
and March 11, 1959, aboard th* R.M.S. Queen Mary,
under the aponeorahip of Our Sunday Vjailor.
Tour* cover auch exciting plaoee aa Beirut . . . Jeruaalem
.
. . Naxareth . . . Tel Aviv . . . Lourdaa . . . Paria . . .
Cherbourg . . . Liaieux ... Nice .. . Aaeiai . . . Venice . . .
Florence . . . Milan . . . and Kineiedaln.
22 to 35 day* . . . |I,OM and up.
Alao, extana ion tour* to many other dtiee.
ie iiwiie ia>aeaa#*a<s raa year Travel Af eel er
AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL SERVICI
The Wor/cfi Meal Experienced Operator of Cdhoftc Travel
U Breagwar. Maw Verk «, N. V. Whitehall a-iaae
or at l. Bane*rear * Ca. Travel Bureau
111 Market It* Maw ark I— Market Mill
FLYNN'S
Industrial Garage
(Rear of Essex Houie Hotel)
Special parking rates for
Wedding*
Communion Breakfast*
Affoirs of All Occasions
For further Information call
Ml 34849
CATERERS
1M WEST 54th STREET
(off Blvd.) BAYONNE, N. J.
FACILITIES FOR
* Wadding* • Showar*
*
Banquat*
* Communion Braakfatt*
• Office and Plant
Luncheon*
AT OUR OWN
FREE HALLS
-
#r
-
ANY HAU YOU CHOOSE
★
TK« Fin'd FmO
DINNERS
. .
.
from $1.75
•» th«
HI - HAT
HE 4*2187- FI 9*1471
FREE PARKINO
Just a dream
away-
m
J
_
\Di
%
Winter and Spring originals
are now being shown—ro-
mantically designed by our
experienced consultants.
LA-XOIt
BRIDAL SHOPPE
ts seaiNeaißLo avsnus
• I So. Oiinn Ave . Newark
MA S till
Owen Mon . Wed . m.
S A M to ISO P M
Tuee. Thure . Set. S le S r M.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
-RLAIRSDiN.- PIAfAC K. N. 4.
Oucet Houm far Wamen
Retreat Houte
Artlatlc French Chateau of breath
taking beauty tn the fieroeree* Hills
Ultra modern faculties. Healthful
climate, excellent meals Open rear
round to Convalescent*. vacationist*
and permanentguests.
Retreats from September Is June,
except the Thanksgiving. Christmas
and New Year's Weekends. Dare
*nd Evenings ofRecollection,
directed by the Utter* of St Jehu
the Baptist. Plepeck 14)14 - MM
45th
SEASON
Passion Play
America’*
Oberammergau
Gricff Passion Play
Auditorium
(Park Theater)
32nd Street and
Hudson Blvd.
Union City, N J.
Dates ol Performances
Sunday, February 22,
March 1, 8. 15, 22
at 2:30 P. M.
Friday, March 13 and
20 at 8:13 P. M.
Special Children'i per-
formance Saturday,
February 14, 21
at 2 30 P. M
These performances —50 c
Admissions
Orchestra, $3 00 $2 00
Balcony, $1.50
Loge, $3 00
(Children and groups
of twenty or more are
admitted at half price)
For tickets or information
call or write:
FR. C. M. WEITEKAMP
SSO 35th Street
Union City, N. i.
UNion 7-6535
a
Dedicat* your life to Christ
and His Blessed Mother In
helping teen-age girls with
problems . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIiti
Socle I Work. TiKhlm. Dietetics.
Nursing. Cltricol Work. ofc.
High School recommended.
For further Information write 10.
MOTHIR lUPIRIOR
Convent of the Good Shepherd
114 tunes Avenue
Morristown. N. J.
Start from the bottom
up . . . with now car-
pat* from BREHM'S.
Broadlooms with last
ing beaut;
Honest value prices
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tues
and Thurs till B.
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J.
Flanders I*lloo
Expert Cleaning and
Repairing too.
PAROCHIAL UNIFORMS at
SAVINGS
"Our Best
Advertisement* Are
Our Satisfied School*"
Wo carry comploto
Regulation
Uniform* and
* Emblems for
Boy* and Oirl*.
There's A lobef
Store Near You
Lobel’s Youth Centers
,
(AST PATIRSON
llmwoed Shopping Center
PARAMUS
Serpen Mali
MORRISTOWN
I Perk Piece
WIST NIW YORK
Stik St. * lerpenline Are.
HACKINSACK
Street
SHOP IN A STORE CLOSED SUNDAY
\
Ideal for
W omen in
White"
K THE CLINIC SHOE
Wear the shoes that are especially
designed to give you maximum walk-
ing ease and lightweight comforH
Sixes to 11.
1.91 to 10.91
Ripple Sole . . . 12 91
f
3* LEXINGTON AVI., PASSAIC
Dally to 6 Monday andfrlday to 9
Pro# Forking In any lot • charge accounts InvHod
Peacocks HeadSouth,
NIT Hopes at Stake
JERSEY CITY St. Peter’s College heads south next
week for a two-game road trip which will help to decide
whether the Peacocks are to hand in their uniforms follow-
ing the final regular season game with Adelphi on Mar. 4.
The Peacocks play Loyola in New Orleans on Feb. 2
•nd Spring Hill in Mobile the
next night and almost have to
Win both games to stand a chance
for a third successive NIT bid
For that matter, the team can af-
ford to loae no more than one or
two games the rest of the season
to reach that goal.
Loyola figures as much the
stronger of the teams to be met
on the tour, but any game played
that far away from home can
mean trouble. This is the first
time St. Peter's has met this Loy-
ola they play the Baltimore
school every year and entertained
the Chicago one last season—but
Spring Hill paid a visit to Jersey
City several years ago.
THE PEACOCKS won their lat-
est outing against Fairleigh Dick-
inson, 59-53, on Jan. 23 to raise
the record to 8-3 and were due to
face Fairfield in a game trans-
ferred to the Jersey City Armory
on Jan. 29.
Possession ball marked the
game with Fairleigh as the visi-
tors led by as much as seven
points In the first half, but then
fell back as the taller Peacocks
began to make use of their height
advantage. As usual. Bill Smith
led St Peter's with 19 points.
Seton Hall, surprised by Lafay
ette, 80-71, on Jan. 24 at the Loop
ards' lair, continues a scries of
road games as it visits Fordham
on Jan. 31. This assignment bodes
none too well for the inconsistent
Pirates, as Fordham now ranks
second only to St. John’s in the
metropolitan area.
LAFAYETTE’S victory was the
third upset in as many years in
Its series with the Pirates. It was
a nip and tuck affair all the way
with the home club breaking it
up in the last few minutes. Chuck
Ross broke the Pirates’ back with
31 points and 6-10 George Hoerr
ner from Union didn't help any
with eight points In the last 10
minutes.
Jack Rowley returned to action
for the Pirates and led the scor
era with 17 points. He was joined
In double numbers by Tom Cross.
Hugh Dunnion and Bill Brooks
Seton Hall (P) racked up its
third win of the season. 9875,
against Shelton on Jan. 25, with
A1 Pogorelic and Bill Scullion
leading the point barrage with
23 and 21 points, respectively
The Buca face a tough pair this
week in undefeated Newark State
on Jan. 30 and Post on Feb. 1,
both at home.
Seton Hall
Enters Relays
NEW YORK—Seton Hall will
compete in the varsity mile and
two-mile relays and in the
AVA.U. one-mile relay on the
Millrose Games program at Mad-
ison Square Garden on Jan. 31.
The Pirates will face Mary-
land. Providence, lona, Colum-
bia and Williams in the mile re-
lay at 8:35 and then come back
in the two-mile relay at 9:40
against Villanova, St. John's,
Fordham, Cornell, Harvard, and
Duke.
This schedule will allow John-
ny Gibson to double up some
boys. Among those who will run
for the Pirates are Jim O'Neill,
Bob Kasko, Frank Maresca, John
O’Rourke, John Kushner, Jim
Vella and Bob Carter. The fresh-
man team, entered in the A.A.U.
race, is led by Joe Cloidt, Lloyd
Long and Carl Gross.
Other area athletes running for
their colleges in the meet will
be John Madison of Jersey City.
Don Bosco alumnus, for Cath-
olic University, in the featured
two-mile relay at 10:50, and Walt
Connolly of Jersey City, St. Pe-
ter's graduate, for St Joseph's
in a mile relay.
Smith Leads
Scoring Race
JERSEY CITY BiU Smith.
St. Peter's College sophomore,
leads all Catholic college players
in the nation in scoring average
with a mark of 24 82 for 11
games.
A close second to Smith is Tom
Castaneda of Rockhurst, Kansas,
with 24 79 in 14 games. BUI also
leads all scorers in the metropo-
lian New York area and is tied
with Jackie Weaver of Siena for
first place in the Middle Eastern
College Athletic Association with
a 23.0 mark for two games.
.
O PTS. AVO.
Smith. St. Peter's j| 273 34m
Castaneda. Rockhurst 14 347 23 7B
Densuit. Stonehlll
13 in 7
Fulton. Kina's 10 344 244
Hawkins. Notre Dame ]| 349 23 4
Ferry. St. l.outs 13 333 ]| §
Red. Loyola. 11l 13 333 jj g
T. Stith. St. Bons venture • IM 21 a
Scan. Providence 13 2«1 313
A GOOD RELAY RUNNER SHOULD
Gagers Hope to Repeat '51-'52 Success;
Irish, Petreans, Rams Lead Loop Races
NEWARK —Not since the memorable 1951-52 sea-
son have so many North Jersey Catholic high school bas-
ketball teams have been in such a fine position to capture
league tournaments and state honors as there are this
winter.
For a quick refresher, 1931-52
was the year that Seton Hall won
the Essex County tournament, St.
Mary's (E) the Union County and
NJSIAA Catholic “B" tourna-
ments, Holy Trinity (H) the Ber-
gen County jamboree, St. Mi-
chael's (UC) the HCIAA northern
division and Metropolitan Cath-
olic tourney and St. Peter's
claimed just about any honor you
want to name.
It was the year of players like
Tommy Heinsohn, now of the
Boston Celtics; Jerry Vayda, cur-
rently pacing the U. S. in the
world's amateur championships;
Dave Smalley, Charlie Lorenzo,
Richie Long, Ernie Rokosc,
George Waddlcton and too many
other stars to mention here.
PERHAPS THE teams this win-
ter do not match the fantastic
caliber of play that prevailed
seven years ago, but they look
good enough to pick up as many,
if not more titles. Currently. SL
Benedict’s is the number two team
in Essex County to undefeated
Bloomfield; St Mary’s (E) is tops
in Union County; St. Michael’s
and St. Peter’s head the two sec-
tions of the Hudson County loop
and Oratory tops the Ivy League.
As far as the two Catholic con-
ferences are concerned, Don Bos-
co took undisputed possession of
first place in the Tri-County Con-
ference with its 52-44 defeat of
Bergen Catholic on Jan. 23 at the
Crusaders’ court, while Don Bosco
Tech holds a game edge over St.
Luke’s in the Passaic-Bcrgen loop
after its 54 52 squeaker with St.
Mary's on the same date.
Don Bosco’s win over Bergen
was a big one, coming as it did
away from home. Tommy Palace
chucked in 24 points for the win-
ner, but was also successful as a
decoy in the first half while his
teammates rolled up an early
,lcad. Joe Mikulik and Bill Ver-
leyen wore the whole show in
Tech's win. scoring 50 of their
team's 54 points.
DON BOSCO should add to its
margin this week as it meets St.
Cecilia’s (E) and St Joseph’s on
the road, but Tech has a big game
with St Bonaventure at home on
Feb. 3, following an early date
with DePaul. St. Luke's tries to
reverse its one league loss when
it entertains St Mary’s on Feb. 4.
St. Peter's rolled over three
rivals in four days as it disposed
of Ferris (72 53), Regis (87-68)
and Lincoln (81-63) to solidify its
grip on the South Hudson lead.
This week, the Petreans have
home games with Dickinson and
Snyder, the latter a key contest
Oratory continued on its un-
defeated way by romping St. Ber-
nard’s, 64-43, and Eastern Christ-
ian, 68-49. The Rams have a big
one with Delbarton at home on
Feb. 3 and visit Morristown School
on Feb. 5. If they get past these
two assignments, chances of a
perfect record look pretty good.
IN ITS USUAL calm, methodi-
cal fashion, St Mary’s (E) con-
tinues to mow down Its rivals,
the latest being St Rose of Bel-
mar, 68-57, on Jan. 23. The Hill-
toppers have routine assignments
with Croydon Hall and Rahway
this week, simply marking time
until the opening of the Union
County Tournament
St. Aloysius also goes along
steadily toward the second meet-
ing with St Peter’s on Feb. 20
Immaculate and Valley, road vic-
tims of the Aloysians two weeks
back, enjoyed the same role as
they visited the Jersey City team
last week. This coming week
brings contests with St. Michael’s
(JC) and St. Mary’s (R).
Still hoping to get into the
thick of the Tri-County race,
Queen of Peace disposed of Pope
Pius, 61-56, on Jan. 23, then
scored a major victory over St.
Peter’s (NB) on Jan. 26. The
Irish still get a chance at Don
Bosco and Bergen Catholic at
home, but this week play host to
Pope Pius and Holy Trinity.
League
Standings
PASSAIC-BIROIN C. C.
W L Pet.
Don Bo»co Tech 6 l .837
Si. Luke's 4 l .800
St. Bonaventure 4 2 .887
St. Mary's 33 JOO
St. John's 3 4 .429
St. Joseph’s 3 4 .429
DePaul 0 • .000
TRI-COUNTY C. C.
" L Pet.
Don Bosco 4 0 1000
Bergen Catholic 4 1 .800
Queen of Peace 2 2 .300
Pope Plus 33 300
St. Joseph's 1 3 .187
St. Cecilia's 0 3 .000
THE BIG TEN
L St. Benedict's (11-1)
2. St. Mary’s E (9-1)
3. St. Peter’s (10-2)
4. St Aloysius (12-2)
5. Don Bosco (8-3)
6. St Michael’s UC (6-4)
7. Seton Hall (7-6)
8. Bergen Catholic (10-3)
9. Marist (10-4)
10. Queen of Peac* (9-2)
Indians End
Bees' Streak
NEWARK The 11-game
winnihg streak of St. Benedict's
camc~to its end Jan. 27 at the
hands of Weequahlc in a 61-59
thriller played at the Indians’
gym.
Despite a 22 point performan-
ance by Joe Locasio, the Bees
saw a lOpolnt halftime lead
vanish under an assault led by
Wecquahic's Tom Boose. The
defeat of the Bees left Oratory
as the only undefeated team in
North Jersey Catholic ranks.
St. Michael's (UC) moved
into firm command of the
Northern division of the HCIAA
with a 69-63 overtime conquest
of Memorial on Jan. 26, in
which Kevin Turner calmly
sank six fouls in the extra
period. The Irish had edged
Union Hill, 54-51, on Jan. 22
and now show a 6-1 league
mark.
In another Jan. 27 tilt, Mar-
ls! edged Lincoln, 54-53, as
Mike Reilly tallied 21 points
and Bill Kennedy had 19.
Two Parishes
Lead in Bergen
FORT LEE—St Joseph's Bo-
gota. and St. Mary's, Rutherford,
each won two team titles In the
first half of the Bergen County
CYO basketball season.
The Bogota parish topped the
grammar boys ‘‘A" and junior
girls "B" division, while the
Rutherford youngsters were tops
in grammar boys “B'' and gram-
mar girls "A."
Other first half ehamplona in-
clude:
Grammar boys “C.” St. John's,
Bergenfield; Junior boys ‘‘A," St.
Michael's, Palisades Park; Jun
ior boys ‘‘B,” St. Anastasia's,
Teaneck; Junior boys "C.” Mt.
Virgin, Garfield; Intermediate
boys, Epiphany, Grantwood; sen-
ior boys. Madonna, Fort Lee;
grammar girls ''B,’* St. Cath-
arine's, Glen Rock; junior girls
“B,” St. Elisabeth, Wyckoff,
School, College
Sports
COLLIOI BABKBTBALL
FrWiy, Jan. jo
NnwaiH Stala al »«ton llaU (PI
Hall Divinity at Pitaraon Slat*
Saturday. Jan. J 1
Salon Hall at rordham
Baton llaU Divinity at Jaraay CHy J. C.
Sunday. Sab. 1
Poit at Raton Hall rp>
Monday. Sab S
St. Tolar's al Loyola (Now Orleans)
Tuesday, Sab. >
St. Peter's at Spring Hill
Wednesday, Sab. 4
Saton Hall Divinity at Paterson State
SCHOOL
SASKSTBALL
Srlday, Jan. )»
Barley Ellard at Natron*
JjSt. Joseph's iw> at Barton Catholic
»Doo Bosro Pro* at SI. CarlUa's tE)
Don Bosro Tarn at Pasrack Valley
Sacred Heart at Good Counsel
St Michael's <N> at St. Patrick's
Dickinson al St PataCa
South Side at Seton Hall
St. Michael's (JO at Holy Family
Immaculate Conception at Scott
Farris at Marts!
Our Lady of the Lady at llamburf
St. Michael's UO at St Aloralus
Central at St. Benedict's <A>
•St. Bonavenluro at St John's
St. CeclUa's (K) at Harrison tA)
St James at Newark East Side
Welsh at St. Mary'a (R>
Saturday, Jan. II
West Morris Regional al Morris Cath-
ollc
«Pope Plua at Queen of Peace
Sunday, Peb. 1
Barley
Ellard al Our Lady of the
Lake tA)
•Don Borneo Tech at DePaul <A)
St.
James at Good Counsel (A)
Immaculate at St. CeclUa's tJD (A)
Valley at Seton Hall (A)
Sacred Heart at Walsh (A>
Croydon H*U at St. Mary's CD (A)
Mary's UO at St. Michael's Of)
Bayley Ellard st St. Mary's IK) (A)
pah 1
•St. JoMphi «t *’|. kUry's (PI
yab. 1
st Immaculate Concep*
Delbarton al Oratory
SDon Borneo Prep al SI. Joseph's IW)
•St. Bonarenture at Don Borneo Tech
Holy Trinity at Queen of Peace
Paterson Tech st St. John's
Pom*ton Lake* at St. Luke's (A)
St. Michael's (UC> at Emerson
St. James at St. Patrick's
Snyder al SI. Peter's
Orange st Seton Hall
Wedneedey, Feb. 4
Good Counsel al St. Cecilia's HO
Martat at Bayonne
St. Mary's (R) at St. Aloralus
Rahway at St. Mary's IE)
Surens Academy at St. Mary's (P)
Thursday, Feb. B
Our Lady of the Lake st Morris Catty
site
Oratory al Morristown School
St. Benedict's at South Side (A)
•St. Bonarenture at Bt. Joseph's <P>
•St Mary's (PI at St Luke's
tJa »» »rs4ed
•PBCC. «-TCAC
St. Michael's Breaks Relay Mark;
Petreans, Bees in Millrose Meet
NEWARK—With this weekend providing a respite
in the hectic pace of the indoor track and field season, it’s
a good time to assess what has happened up to now and to
guess what the second, more important half of the cam-
paign will bring.
Only the mile relay teams of
St. Peter’s and St. Benedict’s will
be active at the Millrose Games
in Madison Square Garden on
Jan. 31 as they run against
Snyder, Tcnafly and New Ro-
chelle. The Petreans were fa-
vored until illness sidelined Paul
Jordan last week, but now must
be rated second-best to Snyder's
crack four some.
Jordan's absence caused the
Petreans to pull out of the two-
mile relay at the St. Francis
Prep meet Jan. 24 and spoiled
their promised duel with St. Mi-
chael's. The Michaelians set a
new North Jersey Catholic re-
cord of 8:14.8. placing second to
another St. Peter's, this one from
Staten Island. The old mark was
8:15.1, set by Tom Finn's boys
in the 1958 nationals.
AS THE 11-HOUR meet wore
a few more layers of varnish off
tne floor at New York's 168th St.
Armory, coaches of the New Jer-
sey Catholic Track Conference
kept busy not only checking on
the performances of their own
runners, but also of the other
league teams in preparation for
the Mar. 7 championships at the
Newark Armory.
It would seem right now that
the same two teams which bat-
tled down to the last event in
1958 may be doing it again this
time St. Peter's and St. Bene-
dict’s. With the high hurdles, high
Jump and shot put being added
to this year's program, the large,
well-balanced Bee squad may
rate an edge over the star-
packed Petreans.
As far as the individual events
are concerned, the St. Francis
meet offered some interesting
tipoffs. Joe Gycnes of St. Peter's
captured the 100-yard novice
event in 10.6. Jerry Zoppo of Don
Bosco Tech and Roger Callahan
of Esse* Catholic were also final-
ists in this race and will bear
watching on the 7th.
DENNY KAIIRAR of St Pe
ter's, 440-yard favorite for the
NJCTC meet, didn't run last
weekend, but potential rivals
like Ernie Tolentino of St. Mi-
chael's, Hanscell Gordon of Seton
Hall and Bob Holts of St. Bene-
dict's showed their form. Tolcnti-
no hit 2:00.6 for 880-yard on the
Michaelian relay team. Gordon
won his 440 heat in 54.1 and
Holt* was a close second in a
54.3 heat.
The man to beat in the NJCTC
1.000, if he runs it, is, of course,
A1 Adams of St. Michael's, who
hit 1:57.7 on the anchor leg in
the St. Francis meet. Jordan will
be his chief rival, with Mike
Slattery of Delbarton, who fin-
ished eighth in the 880 in 2:05 5
last weekend, another top threat.
St. Benedict’s has Linus Deeny,
who set a novice record of 2 08 8
for the half mile and there are
also Pete Ganucci and Frank
Jaworisak of the St. Michael's
team.
ED WYRSCII or Seton Hall, de-
fending mile king, will go back to
his favorite distance at the NYU
meet on Feb. 6, but kept his hand
in with a 1:58 9 half, anchoring
the Pirates' two-mile team. Car-
mine Lunefta of Delbarton ran
4:33.0, his best yet, placing third
in the mile, and Johnny Riordan
of St. Peter's won his 1,000-yard
heat in 2:24.
None of the conference hurdlers
so much as reached the quarter-
final round, but the fact that a
doien boys tried the barrier
race was a great Improvement
on 1958 when only three were en-
tered. The only holdover, Dav*
Clark of Seton Hall, looked best
of the lot, but St. Peter's football
star Wayne Zdanowirz may com*
along fast.
As far as the field events are
concerned, Pat Calcca of Don
Bosco in the shot put and Tim
Harrington of St. Benedict's in
the high jump lead the field at
this early date. St. Peter’*
showed off a mile relay team
which can probably handle any
other second string entry and
even some of the first string
clubs.
Donovan Named
Athletic Director
ST. BONAVE.YTURE Eddie
Donovan, St. Bonavenluro basket-
ball coach, was named the
first lay athletic director in the
school’i history last week, suc-
ceeding Rev. Waller Fox, O EM .
who resigned for reasons of
health.
A native of Elizabeth, where he
attended St. Patrick's High
School, Donovan has coached the
Bonnies for the past six years,
compiling an 86 49 record. His
present team is his most succss
ful, having been undefeated until
the Jan. 24 loss to St. Francis of
Lorctto, Pa
Donovan himself played for St
Bonaventure in 1946-49, giving up
active competition In his senior
year to coach the freshman team
He coached in Olcan public high
schools for two years after gradu
ation before moving to his alma
mater.
For the past two years,
Donovan'a teams have placed
third In the National Invitation
Tournament. They look like a
sure bet for the tourney again
this year.
Another Olympic
For McDermott?
EERNDALE, N. Y. Don Me
Dermott of Englewood Cliffs and
Cornelia (Pooch) Harrington of
Packanack Lake qualified for the
final Olympic speed skating try-
outs at the Atlantic trials here
on Jan. 24-25.
Twice a member of the Olym-
pic team, McDermott won the
500-meter event and placed sec-
ond in the 1,500 and 3,000-meter
races. Don it a parishioner of
Holy Trinity, Coytesville.
Miss Harrington, a 15-year-old
sophomore at DePaul High
School, placed third in the wom-
en's
races, held for the first time
and qualified as an alternate. She
won the 3,000-meter race, was
second In the 1,500 and third In
the 500.
Kopil Captures
Distance Title
NEW YORK Johnny Kopil,
former Villanova star from Bay-
onne, scored an upset victory in
the three-mile run at the metro-
politan AAU senior track and
field championships, Jan. 23 at
the 168th St Armory.
It was in this same armory six
years before that Kopil set a na-
tional indoor interscholastic rec-
ord for the mile at 4:20.1. Hi*
time for the three miles was
14:35 6.
In the pole vault of the sams
meet, Gordon Webb of St. John's,
a Don Bosco alumnus, placed
third as he cleared 11 feet 6.
Plan Meeting
Advocate Trophy at Stake
Again in NJCC Tourney
NEWARK The North Jersey Catholic Conference
will hold a meeting next week to set the stage for its sev-
enth annual basketball tournament, the winning of which
will gain on the second Advocate Trophy.
Probable dates for the tourney
arc Feb. J!]Mar. 1, between the
end of the regular season and the
beginning of the NJSIAA touma
nient. Executive secretary John
Downey reminds league members
that they may compete in both
NJCC and NJSIAA affairs, but
not in any third tournament
Eligible for the tournament this
year are Good Counsel, St
James, St Michael’s (N), St Mi-
I chad's (JC). Immaculate Concep
lion. Holy Trinity (W), Walsh,
St. Cecilia s (K), St Aloysius, St
Anthony's, Sacred Heart and St
Mary's (R). A possible addition
is St Mary's (JC), playing var
sily ball for the first time this!
year.
SINCE LAST season, the 195R
i tourney champion. Queen of
Peace, has transferred to the new
Tri-County Catholic "A" Confer
ence. which also absorbed anoth
er NJCC member, Pope Pius
NJCC membership is limited to
schools which are In Class "B"
and “C," according to NJSIAA
enrollment regulations.
St. Michael's (JC) won the first
NJCC tournament in 1953, fol
lowed by St Aloysius in 1954 and
St. Mary's (R) in 1955. Two sue
cessive victories by the Aloysians
in 1956 and 1957 retired the first
Advocate Trophy and Queen of
Peace gained the first leg on the
new award last year.
Play to date this season Indi-
cates that St Aloysius would bo
an overwhelming favorite if it
were to return to the tournament
after a year's absence. Other-
wise, the race Is wide open with
St Cecilia's (K). St Michael's
(JC), Immaculate, St James,
I Holy Trinity and Sacred Heart all
1having a chance to win for the
first time.
Raftery Breaks
Hudson Record
NEWARK With another mile-
stone behind him. Bill Raftery of
St Cecilia's (K) continues to hold
a slim lead over Tom Palace of
Don Bosco in the North Jersey
Catholic high school Individual
scoring race.
Raftery posted anew Hudson
County career scoring mark of
1,745 points as he tallied 39
against St. Michael's of Newark
on Jan 21 This bettered the rec-
ord of 1,737 held by George Ram-
ming
of Union Hill and made Bill
the second highest scorer in state
history behind Jack Ardon of
Lakewood.
The 39point burst also lifted
Raftery s season average of 31 8
points a game, as against 30 6 for
Palace. Stan Barowski of St. Mi-
chael's IN) is a close third with
29 7 and John Mahoney of Good
Counsel holds down fourth spot
with 27 9.
O
Raftery. St Cecilia *» 12 Ml 31 ft
Palar*. Hon Bmro 11 137 30•
Barowakl. Rt Michael'* 14 416 207
Mahoney, Good Counsel II 307 27 §
Mudaon. Oratory fl ]ai ns 4
Brennan. Rarred Heart 3 77 23 7
Cusack. Rt Bonaventyre 13 338 22 6
Mlkullk. Don Born Tech 14 311 22 2
lloehl, Bergen Catholic 13 274 21 1
Plmat. St Aloysius 14 201 20II
Baykow&ki. Rl. Patrick
* 8 140 16 6
McKenna. Rt. Jamei 11 204 18 3
llarknett. Rt Luke's M 203 18 3
Kelegy, St. Mary* 13 173 18J
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You car token in trade. Get
•ar »ky4tigh allowance
LARGEST SELECTION
Thunderbirdi t
—Galaxies ———
® 36 Montht to pay
• laUolt Ttrmt
PUNTY Of fill PARKINO
Hagin *Koplin
MURPHY BROS.
Invite You to
SEE AND
TEST DRIVE
The Wtr
■59
• PLYMOUTH!
• CHRYSLER!
• IMPERIALS
BIG SELECTION
OF TOP BUYS
in GUARANTEED
USED CARS
MURPHY
btoi.
MOTOR SALES
501*511 NO. BROAD ST.
Elitobclh 5-5600
E "AJtW W. M -
•a.M.f» r. M. I
mtrnram m • e. at ;
J
Cadillacs
from
BROGAN
CADILLAC-OLOS CO.
If you are itill a stranger
to the practical wisdom of
owning a Cadillac, hesitate
no longer. We have an ex-
cellent selection of quality-
value late model Cadillacs
—all well cared for, with
low original mileage. These
handsome Cadillac motor
can offer greater luxury ...
more miles of motoring
pleasure . . . more value in
every way, than many new
cars priced considerably
higher. We invite you to
spend sixty minutes behind
the wheel of the model of
your choice, and discover
for yourself the thrill . . .
the sheer joy of Cadillac
ownership. If you can af-
ford any car you can
afford a quality-value used
Cadillac.
buy BROGAN, be sure
BROGAN
CADILLAC-OLDi CO.
Patersen • Ridgewood
Poasolc • Clifton
uaaocaa mi aura*# at.
Ml*o«UA*Taai PiHnUm
The Frank A. Mcßride Company
Mechanical Contractors
Plumbing, Heating, Sprinklers,
Air Conditioning
75 Spring Street
Paterson, New Jersey
Established 60 Years Telephone: ARmory 8-1234
59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SPECIAL SALE
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
BACK IE DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3 N J
Ml 3-8000
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVE.
EAST ORANGE
IST HU
NEW YORK
Dining at it* Bast
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
<i»f. mu
Delicious Luncheons and Dinners
served In Homelike Atmosphere
DAILY and SUNDAY (Air Cond.)
Convenient to Coliseum lb Theatres.
Choice Wines and Liquors. Muuk
SPICIAL FACILITIES FOR
FRIVATR FARTIIS
ACCOMMODATINO IS to 40
71* EIGHTH AVI 4Ath H.)
NEW YORK CITY
Save
on
fire insuranceI
AUrtiu'i rttm for Pin tad E»tended
Covtrtan* oa your bocte tod Ha coo-
mu litrnktlantUlly Imr than them
of moatothtr promiptol cooptnut.
Sot how anvil you eta ntw todayI
A good man
to know!
Richard J.
Stanton
UNion 6-9266
GEncva 8-2599
(kur
h*tb jLoil heat satisfaction/
>‘'~
u
Petrq
SINCE 190’
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWfK COMPANY OF N J
972 BROAD STkEET N< work N ) mi
St. Mary's Finds Byzantine Rite 'Cool ,' Inspirational'
RUTHERFORD—The Church
Unity Octave wa* brought
home to St. Mary'i High
School itudentt in a special
way on Jan. 23 with the ex-
planation and celebration of a
Byrantine Rite Mass by Rev.
Austin Mohrbacher, S. J„ of
the Russian Ford-
ham University.
Reactions of the student body
ranged from the “real cool”
of one member of the Schoia
—the school's Choir—in refer-
ence to the music which ac-
companied the Mass to "inspir-
ational and educational" from
senior Larry Fagan.
St. Mary's was an appropri-
ate setting for the Byzantine
Mass, as its pastor, Msgr.
Charles Demjanovich, had once
followed this rite as a child
in Bayonne. According to Sis-
ter Margaret Eucharia, 0.P.,
principal of St. Mary's, Msgr.
Demjanovich went “all out” in
aiding with the preparations
for the Mass.
IT WAS A LETTER from
Father Mohrbachcr to Sister
Margaret, which resulted in the
invitation for the Fordham Jes-
uit to come to Rutherford dur-
ing the Unity Octave. The So-
dality unit at the school spon-
sored the affair and the Schola,
a group of 48 boy and girl vo-
calists, spent six hurried hours
learning their role in the rite.
Father Mohrbacher preceded
the Mass with an illustrated
lecture in the school auditorium
and Rev. Thomas Walsh, So-
dality moderator, directed the
congregation in the rubrics and
assisted Father Mohrbachcr in
distributing Holy Communion.
Everyone was greatly im-
pressed by the beanty and
solemnity of the rite and agreed
that it was an experience that
all members of the Latin Rite
should enjoy.
*
SISTER MARGARET said,
“It’s an experience I have
wanted to share with others
for a long time. Each time I
have attended a Byzantine Rite
Mau I have discovered some-
thing new to impress me. To-
day, it was to hear my own
name mentioned just before
Father gave me Holy Com-
munion.”
“The unity of the Church was
impressed on me," Father
Walsh said, “because I took an
active part in the liturgy, read-
ing the Epistle and distribut-
ing Communion. I was also im-
pressed for two other reasons:
(1) it seems to revive the an-
cient custom of the Church, the
people taking an active part;
(2) to hear the Mass in Eng-
lish was wonderful."
Paul Bevclhcimcr, a mem-
ber of the junior class, found
the Mass unusual. “It was
something I had never seen
before. The actions of the
priest, the music of the choir
were an education for me. I
think everybody of the Roman
Rite should attend a Mass of
the Byzantine Rite."
SOME RESERVATIONS were
expressed by Martin Dull, vice
prefect of the boy’* Sodality,
president of the senior class
and football lettennan. “First
of all, I liked the Mass. It
seemed clearer to me than the
Latin Liturgy, even after the
latter has been translated in-
to English. 1 liked the inclu-
sion of the Beatitudes.
"1 also liked being able to
sing in the choir, but I’m glad
the Latin Mass doesn't take
so long because it would be
difficult for some of us to make
daily Mass. I prefer to receive
Communion ‘our’ way. This
Mass for most at St. Mary's
was a wonderful experience,
but I have a slight notion that
because there are so many dif-
ferences some might doubt (to
some degree) the universality
of the Church."
Servers for the Mass were
Jerry McAuliffe and Charles
Seitz of the senior class. Sis-
ter Mildred Marie, 0.P., di-
rected the choir.
Hobby Show
Stained-Glass Replica
Wins for Belleville Girl
JERSEY CITY Almost 100 spare-time projects,
ranging from coin and stamp collections to model boats
and planes were displayed at the annual CYO hobby show
held at the CYO Center Jan. 27.
The show’s top honor, a plaque for the “most out-
standing exhibit," was awarded
to Annette Juliano of Belleville,
a member of the CYO at St.
Lucy’*, Newark. Her project wa*
a stage prop of a stained glass
window, made of heavy card-
board and cellophane of various
colors.
Blue ribbons were awarded to
the top entry in each classifica-
tion at the show, with boys and
fiirls and juniors and seniors
competing separately. A panel- of
eight judges selected the winners
Chris A. Hentschel, CYO cultural
activities director, staged the
event.
BLUE RIBBONS for outstand-
ing entries went to these girls:
Jean Regan. St. Brigld's. Jer-
sey City; Denise Wild, St. Catha-
rine's, Glen Rock; Catherine Wil-
son, St. Anne's, Jersey City; Pa-
tricia Sloan, Sacred Heart. Lynd
hurst, Adele Barlow, St. Jo-
seph's, Roselle; Stephanie Kowal-
ski. Epiphany, Cliffside Park;
Christine Ryan, Our Lady of
the Most Blessed Sacrament.
East Orange; Bianchi Dorwcll,
Epiphany, Cliffside Park; Linda
Coan, Queen of Peace, Maywood;
Maureen McNally. St. Francis,
Ridgefield Park, and Regina Gib-
bons, St. Vincent’s, Bayonne.
BOYS WHO received blue rib-
bons for their entries were:
Robert Gray, Our Lady of
Mercy, Park Ridge; Jay Kerr,
St. Peter. River Edge; Charles
Longhl, Holy Family, Union City,
Joseph Riggio, St. Catharine's.
Glen Rock; Robert Mazzola,
Epiphany, Cliffside Park; Albert
Weis, Epiphany. Cliffside Park;
Andrew Campione, St. Lucy's,
Newark;
Ray Atkinson, St. Catharine's.
Glen Rock; Joseph Di Anthony,
St. Lucy’s, Newark; Frank
Feoranz, St. Francis, Hacken-
sack; Donald Carter, St. Francis,
Ridgefield Park; Joseph Brad-
bury, St. Rose of Lima, Newark,
and William Wallace, St.
Ridgefield Park.
Entries Open
For Oratory
NEWARK—The annual Newark
archdiocesan CYO oratorical con-
etst will have as its topic this
year the annual settlement issued
by the Catholic Bishops of the
United States last Fall.
Entries for the contest close
a: the four county offices on Feb.
20. County finals will be held
the week of Mar. 2, with the
archdoicesan finals two weeks
later at the Jersey City CYO
Center.
There will be junior and sen-
ior classifications in both con-
tests and the orators will be di-
vided further into separate com-
petition for boys and girls. In
the archdiocesan finals, however,
only one junior and one senior
will be chosen to represent the
Archdiocese in the national fi-
nals at Washington.
School Notes
Irish Seniors Save Cents
To Hear Sense on Retreat
UNION CITY More than 100 seniors at St. Mich-
ael’s enjoyed the first closed retreat in the school’s history
this past week at three separate sites in Connecticut and
New Jersey.
Spurred by the new director of the school, Rev. Col-
|umba Moore, C. P., and by Sister
Anne Joseph, the principal, the
boys and girls in many cases
turned over coins from their al
lowance to Father Moore for
their expenses. Some of the stu-
dents hadn't finished the pay-as-
you-go plan when they left on
Jan. 27 and will continue their
donations for the rest of the year.
The boys went to Holy Family
Monastery in West Hartford,
Conn., where an old friend, Rev.
Patrick McDwyer, C.P„ serves
as retreat master. The girls were
divided between St. Joseph's Vil-
la in Pcapack and Our Lady of
Calvary Retreat House in Farm
ington. Conn.
DON BOSCO (Ramsey) will
celebrate the official opening of
the 100th anniversary of the
founding of the Saleslans of St.
John Bosco with the inception
and initiation ceremonies of the
St. Francis de Sales Chapter of
the National Honor Society.
The ceremonies will take place
on Jan 31. St. John Bosco's feast
day, with 34 seniors and juniors
from 23 communities in New
Vork and New Jersey being re-
ceived into the society.
The Genesian Players of Don
Bosco will present "A Saint's
Rest" on Jan. 30, the eve of the
feast Brother Joseph F. Bedmar,
S. D. 8.. moderator, has an-
nounced that the dramatic droup
has been enrolled in the national
Catholic Dramatic Guild.
QUEENLY TROPHY: Linda Marano (center) of St. Peter’s. Belleville, accepts tro-
phy from Rev. Vincent F. Affanoso, Essex County CYO director, after her corona-
tion as CYO Snow Queen. Ceremonies were performed by Joanne Marinaro, also
of St. Peter’s, the 1958 Queen, at annual Snow Ball dance at Seton Hall University
Jan. 24.
Vocation Notes
We Should Be Artists
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
Priests arc very commonly called “other Christs
"
We seldom,
however, hear that expression used with reference to Sistirs and
Brothers. Although they do not, as priests do, participate in the
priesthood of Christ, they arc, however, “other Christs,” They
merit that title because they are spending their lives doing Our
Lord's work here on earth
Therefore, young men who want to become
priests or Brothers, and young women who want
to become Sisters, have before them a very big,
but very pleasant task—to become as much like
Christ as possible. Needless to say, it is not ac-
complished easily or quickly It takes time, and
our future priests and religious cannot start too
soon in making themselves living images of
Christ.
Shortly after St. Margaret Mary entered the
convent as a postulant, her novice mistress told
her, “Go and place yourself before Our Lord as
• blank canvas before a painter." What the Sister meant was not
quite clear to Margaret, but Our Lord soon explained. He told
her that her •'soul was the canvas on which He would paint all the
features of His life . . ." Asa nun she was to be the image of
Christ—“another Christ"!
Future priests. Sisters and Brothers should be “artists”
painting on the canvas of their lives the image of Our Lord.
Have you ever watched an artist endeavoring to reproduce
faithfully on canvas, the features of the man or woman whose
likeness he was painting? He scruUnlxes carefully every detail.
By minute observation he gets Into his mind an accurate pic-
ture of his model. He then tries, with aU the skill at his com-
mand, to put oa the canvas the picture that is In his mind.
If the young men and women of today who are to be the
priests. Sisters and Brothers of tomorrow, should begin now to
reproduce on the canvas of their lives the Image of Christ, they
must first have that Image clearly fh their minds. And there is
no better way of putting it there than by reading something every
day about Our Lord and His Blessed Mother, and about the saints
who Were so much like them.
A good time to start would be next month—February—Catho-
lic Press Month.
Apostolate for Vocations:
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong. Seton Hall
University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone: SOuth Orange 24000
Paterson Diocese: Msgr. Edward J. Scully, 24 De Grasse
St., Paterson. Telephone: MOunUln View 81063.
IN PREPARATION: Rev. Austin Mohrbacher, S.J., of Fordham’s Russian Institute
goes over his missal in preparation for the Byzantine Mass at St. Mary’s, Ruther-
ford, on Jan. 23. Looking on are, left to right, Paul Longua, Sister Margaret Eu-
charia, principal, O.P., James Murphy, John Keenan, Msgr. Charles Demjanovich,
pastor, Jeannette Kerwin, Patricia Basile and Rev. Thomas Walsh, Sodality mod-
erator.
OFF TO RETREAT: Students of St. Michael’s (Union City) get ready to board the
buses which took them to their closed retreat at three sites in Connecticut and
New Jersey. Youngsters paid their own way out of allowances and almost the en-
tire senior class took part.
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ICE SKATING at the WILLOW BROOK
ICE SKATING RINK
Open Morning*, Afternoon* and Evening*
Route 23 (|u*t south of Rt. 23 A 46 traffic circle)
Cl 6-3134-5 Mountain View, N. J.
MODERN HATTERS
WHOLESALE Jersey City Hat Center RETAIL
The Soft
and
Lofty
Look
$5.00
MEN'S and BOYS' CAPS
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION
BRIDAL HEADWEAR
REASONABLE PRICES
OTHER LADIES' HATS
Mwtil ityloi and colors
51.98 to $6.00
MEN'S
Finest Quality
FUR FELTS
$4.00
Alm> compUu lino of ftlock Hots
for th« CUrgy
PEATURINO
Pinotf nomi brand Quality man's,
lodiat' and children's hats at
lowost factory pricot.
313 THIRD STREET
(Oowntown. off Nawark A*».)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OL 9-9300
■RANCH FACTORY OUTLET
490 COMMUNIPAW AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
$lBB.
That's ALL
it costs you
for a 3 ROOM HOME
Of Quality Furniture At
BARNEY'S
DISCOUNTWAREHOUSE
choose from a terrific
selection of late styles
over 36,000 sq. feet
jammed with BARGAINS
Barney's throws in
EVERYTHING
but the kitchen sink
$1.50
Weekly
Drive In and Park
BARNEY'S
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
SUPERMARKET WAREHOUSE
382 FREIINGHUYSEN AVENUE
Off Rt. 22 NEWARK
Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday Nights to 9 P.M.
In Northern New Jersey
Drive Into BARNEY'S ot
67 RIVER STREET, PATERSON
Open Thursday and Friday Nights
NEVER OPEN SUNDAYS
For a lifelong exciting career
MEDICAL
training by
physicians
for
physicians
•
N Y. Slat*
OFFICE ASSISTANT
X-RAY
TECHNICIAN
LAB
TECHNICIAN
M. T. Registration
Upon Graduation
ENROLL NOW FOR
FEB CLASSES
Day Eve Classes Co-Ed
l Free Placement
I Request Free Cotolog l
astern
SCHOOL FOt PHYSICIANS' AIDES
ES Fifth An. (16 St.) N Y. J CH 3 (4(6
DIVIDINDS CftfDirio
AND COMPOUNDtD
4$ tlmmt a yoH
Fund* Insured »• $lO,OOO
by U.S. Gov't Instrumen-
tality Save in pmr»«n »r ,
by mail .. we pay post-
•«e bath wayi lepal for |
Trust Funds. $1 starts aa
acceunt.
FJtff PAMUNO i
MOHAWK
MVIMI * MAN AMU
40 C«—im k, Nmt X. M. 1.
D*f. Wtß. Ml HIMl
To Hold ‘Holly Hop'
ORANGE—St. John's CYO is
holding * “Holly Hop" Jan 31
THE
Franciscan Fathers
Third Order Regular
of St. Francis
offer to young men ond boy» tpeciol
opporfunitit» to itudy for the tocred
Prieithood. lock of fundi no obstacle
For further information writ* tot
Dlrtctor of Retreats
Francitcon Preparatory Stminory
PO. Bo* 799
Hollidaytburg 4. Pennsylvania
MARY
SERVE her as a V
M/RIST BROTHER
in tho Society of Mary
ttv, Oir.cfor tf Broth.n, IM.
It. Mary'i Manor
Penndel, Ponn.
A CALL TO MERCY
Hava you heard It? Chrtet I* callinx
you to the apoatolateof mercy, as
a BROTHER OF MERCY, to nurse
the sick In hospitals. Infirmartea and
private homes, or. practice a trade
or other domestic work necessary
for the well beInk of a Community
The Brother* are enkaxed in works
of mercy In the lJ 8A . Germany.
Holland and the mission fields of
Africa. “Blessed
are the merciful,
for they shall obtain mercy
”
Save
your soul the mercy way. for In/or
mation. write
RKV. BROTHER PROVINCIAL
BROTHERS OF MERCY
ransom road, clarinci. n. V.
BENEDICTINE
MISSIONARY MONK
Grammar, High School, College Graduate!. The Order
of St. Benedict, which haj served Christ for 1400 years,
invites you to becom a missionary priest or lay broth-
er. Lack of funds no obstacle. Special Latin courses
for belated vocations.
Write: Vocational Director
ST. PAUL'S ABBEY, NEWTON, N. J.
BECOME A
PALLOTTINE
PRIEST
OR
BROTHER
Wide choice of activities: Teaching.
Parish Work. Preachmg. Foreign md
Home Missions and Retreat Work.
Wriu: The Palloctine Fathers,
309 N.Pact Sc., Baltimore 1, Md.
f •tmmrmmirtiiiiiniif nitiiHiiiiiuniwiiMifif|
THE
! TRINITARIAN FATHERS (
E offer an opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
E School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
| In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of funds no impediment.
5 Write to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
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Knights of Columbus
8t lowpk the Carpenter Conn-
ell, Roselle Peter J. Deraska
is chairman of the annual charity
ball to be held Jan. 31 at the
Dizabeth-Carterot Hotel. Entire
proceeds will be used for chari-
table purposes.
Barrett Council, West New
York The first annual ball
honoring current and previous
grand knights will be held Feb.
7 at the American Legion Hall
Post, Cliffside Park. This coun-
cil Is also planning for an open
meeting Feb. 3 at 8:30 p.m., at
the council chambers, and the
52nd annual Communion break-
fast Feb. 15. Anthony Baldini is
chairman of the latter.
Paterson Council All Catho
lie men in the area are invited to
an
open meeting Feb. 4. Speakers
will include Rev. John P. Mc-
Hugh, chaplain; Arnold S. Casa-
leggio, district deputy, and Rus-
sell Noncarrow. Gerald Fitz-
patrick is chairman.
Bishop Wlgger Council, Maple-
wood A class of 10 candidates
will receive the first degree Feb.
2 in the council’s new home. The
second degree will be conferred
[Feb. 16; and the major degree
Feb. 22.
St. Francii Council, Wanaqae—
Fhc first annual charity ball will
be held May 23 at De Paul High
School, Wayne. Joseph Mihalik
is chairman.
Mott Sacred Heart of Jesas
Council, Wellington—The fifth
annual Communion breakfast
was held Jan. 25, with more than
400 knights, Columbiettes and
their families attending. Anthony
V. Iwanicki was chairman.
Speakers included Charles Gard-
ner, state treasurer; Rev. Alex-
ander Fronciak, chaplain;
George Urgovitoh, grand knight;
Mrs. Bertha Piekari, president,
Columbiettes; and Andrew Fir-
tek, president, Columbian Club.
Elizabeth, Council-A total of
25 candidates received the sec-
ond degree at a recent meeting.
A major degree in memory of
Judge Frank J. Pfaff will be
exemplified Jan. 31. On Mar. 17
there will be a first degree and
a “chaplain's night” in honor of
Rev. Thomas Donnelly, pastor of
Immaculate Conception Church
Norman B. Holzbach is chair-
man.
HERE’S HOW IT WORKS: The Fisher-Stevens Corp.,
Clifton, medical mailing house, has contributed a
complete mailroom facility for use of students in the
Seton Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry. Fred N.
Carwin, chairman of Fisher-Stevens, demonstrates its
use. Others are, from left, Angela Salanitro, Bloom-
field, and Angelo Capaccio, Jersey City, medical stu-
dents; William A. McComb, president of the Clifton
concern; and Dr. Charles L. Brown, dean, Seton Hall
College of Medicine.
Pray for Them
Sr. M. Veronica, O.l*.
SUMMIT Sister M. Veronica
jf the Holy Face, O P. (Rose Anne
Rousseau), a Dominican nun in
the 40th year of her religious pro-
fession, died Jan 22 at the Mon-
astery of Our Lady of the Rosary
here.
A Solemn Requiem Mass fori
I the repose of her soul was offered
Jan. 24 by Rev. Joseph R Caicn,
0.P., monastery chaplain. Deacon
'and subdcacon were Rev. Thomas
|F. Daley, army chaplain. Aber
'deen Proving Grounds, Md , and
Rev. Thomas Shanley, 0.P., St.
Antoninus Priory, Newark. Burial
was at the monastery.
Surviving are several nephews,
including an Assumptionist Broth-
er in Rome, and several nieces,
including a nun stationed at the
Monastery of Our Lady of Grace,
North Guilford, Conn.
Sr. M. Anthony, O.P.
NEWARK Sister Mary An-
thony, O. P., of the Monastery
of St. Dominic here, died Jan
20 at St. Michael's Hospital. A
Requiem Mass for the repose of
her soul was offered Jan. 23 at
the monastery.
Bom in Paterson, the daughter
of Matthew and Rose Triplio
Spinella, she joined the Domini
ca Nuns of the Second Order of
Preachers of Perpetual Adoration
in 1930 and had been at he
monastery since then.
Surviving are two brothers,|
Thomas Spinella of Paterson and
Michael Spinella in Italy, and a
sister, Mrs ’Agatha E. Steropolio
of Fair Lawn.
John Remhisz
BAYONNE
-
The funeral of
John Rembisz, 20 Edwards Court,
took place Jan. 21 with a Re-
quiem Mass in Our Lady of Mt
Carmel Church here. 'He died
Jan. 16.
Mr, Rembisz, a trustee of Mt
Carmel Qhurch for 30 years, was
the father of Rev. Thaddcus Rem-
bisz, Sacred Heart, Irvington.
Also surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Czajkowski Rembisz, two
other sons, a daughter and eight
grandchildren.
John F. Reilly
SAYREVILLE —A Requiem for
John F. Reilly, 107 Boemhurst
Ave., was offered Jan. 18 in Our
Lady of Victories Church here.
Brother of Rev. Patrick A Reilly,
pastor of Immaculate Conception,
Secaucus, he died Jan. 15
Also surviving are another
brother and two sisters.
Mrs. Llizaheth Breite
ARLINGTON With Auxiliary
Bishop Stanton giving the final
absolution, a Requiem Mass for
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Breite. 15 Mor-
gan Place, North Arlington, was
offered Jan. 20 in St. Stephen's
Church. Celebrant was her broth-
er, Rev William J Halliwell,
pastor, St. Aloysius, Newark.
Also surviving are two other
brothers and a sister, Sister Dor-
othy Patricia of the Sisters of
Charity, stationed at Our Lady
of the Most Blessed Sacrament,
East Orange.
Harry Kelly
WEST NEW YORK—The fu
neral of Harry F. Kelley. 116
62nd St., took place Jan. 26 with
a Requiem Mass in St. Joseph’s
Church here. He died Jan. 22.
Surviving are his wife. Mrs
Ethel Kennedy Kelly, three
daughters, three sisters. Includ-
ing Sister Mary Asella, S.P.S.F.,
St. Francis Hospital. Jersey City
and Sister Syra. S.P.S.F., Fran-
cis Schcrvicr Home and Hospital,
New York, and 10 grandchildren.
Etfwin A. Malcolm .
JERSEY CITY The relative
of a number of religious, Edwin
A. Malcolm. 245 Danforth Ave.,
died recently. He was the uncle
of Rev. Duncan Reilly, O. Carm.,
Sister Gabriel Marie, O P , Pope
Plus XII High School, Passaic;
Sister Margarita, 0 P , and Sis-
ter Mary Agnes, O P., both of
the Blue Chapel, Union City. His
deceased sister, Mother Marga-
ret Mary, O P., was superior of
the Blue Chapel.
A member of the Third Order
of St. Dominic, Mr. Malcolm is
also survived by his wife, Mrs.
Catherine Monahan Malcolm, two
daughters, two sons and 19 grand-
children.
Choose Merton Book
NEW YORK The January
selection of the Catholic Book
Club is “Secular Jounal," by
Thomas Merton
Holy Name Men Set 5 Theater Parties
NEW YORK Holy Name men of the Essex-West
Hudson Federation of Holy Name Societies, under the
leadership of Msgr. Cornelius J. Boyle, have taken over
the complete house at the Blackfriars’ Theater for a series
of five theater parties on Saturday nights, Feb. 14, 21 and
28. and Mar. 7 and 14. Doanc
Regan of 100 Elwood Ave. (HU
3-3378) Newark, is handling the
details.
The play “La Madre,” will
have its premiere at the Black-
friars’ Theater, 316 W. 57th St.,
teb. 11. That night, however,
contrary to usual theater custom,
the playwright will be far from
the scene in an atmosphere that
contrasts sharply with the ex-
citement of show business.
“La Madre'’ is the work of Sis-
ter Mary Francis, a Poor Clare
cloistered run in Roswell, N.
Mcx. She has written several
works including four other plays,
a collection of poems, and "A
Right to be Merry,” a book that
deals humorously with her life
within the cloister.
The production of her play was
arranged by Rev. Thomas F
Carey, O. P„ a founder and di
rector of the Blackfriars.
"LA MADRE” is the story of
another nun—Teresa of Avila,
who in the 16th century effected
the restoration o her order to its
original Rule of Carmel, which
had been disrupted by wordly
influences. Sister Teresa was
canonized 40 years after her
death in 1622.
Sister Mary Francis' play has
12 characters, among then the
colorful Princess of Eboli, a
flamboyant noblewoman, noted
for the black eye patch she wore
She was one of those who placed
obstacles in Teresa's path
The cast has two Jerseyans
Kate Wilkinson of Maplewood,
and Kay Norman, Packanack
Lake. The engagement will con-
tinue until Mar. 24. There will be
evening performance*, except
Sundays, at 8:15 and Saturday
matinees at 2:30.
St. Peter’s, Jersey City—Rev.
William J. Smith, S.J., director
of the St. Peter's Institute of
Industrial Relations, will address
this group Feb. 8 at the monthly
meeting after the 8 a m. Mass
A question and answer period
will follow his talk. Members will
attend the St. Peter’s Church
building fund victory party, Feb.'
3. More than $200,000 has been
realized as compared with a goal
of $lOO,OOO.
St. Cecilia's, Englewood—The
second annual Day of Recollec-
tion will be observed Feb 8 in
the church. It will be conducted
by Rev. Roland E. Murphy, O
Carm., head of the department of
Sacred Scriptures at Catholic
University-of America.
St. Joseph's, Bogota A
pre
Lenten dance will be held Feb
7 to raise funds to aid boys and
girls entering the seminary or
[convent. Feb. 8 is the regular
[Communion Sunday and Feb. 12
: has been set aside as "Past
[Presidents’ Night
”
They'll meet
lin the school cafeteria.
St. Paul Church, ClifU*—Vin-
cent Genthon was installed aa
president at the recent meeting.
Robert Motta has been named
chairman of the annual barber
shop quartet jamboree, to be held
May 1 in Clifton High School.
Tickets will be available starting
Feb. 1
St. Michael's, I’nimi—Allen C.
Bradley, eirculation manager of
The Advocate, will be the speak-
er at the Feb 5 meeting. He
will discuss "Problems of a
Diocesan Newspaper."
St. Francis Church, Haskell—
Newly elected officers will be in-
stalled at the 8 a m Mass, Feb.
8. They are Sid Clark, presi-
dent, Samuel D'Agostino. Ed-
ward Van Viclt and Joseph Mi-
halik.
Offer Expanded
Far East Studies
NEWARK The Scton Mall
University Institute of Far East-
ern Studies will offer an expand-
ed curriculum at 31 Clinton St.
with the opening of the Spring
semester on Feb. 9. Dr. Paul
K.T. Sih, director of the Institute,
said that “in the light of the cur-
rent developments in Qucmoy,
Matzu and Lebanon, Asian stud-
ies have become very important
for colleges and universities in
this country."
Monarch Savings Planning New Structure
KEARNY (PFS)-A one-
story building of modern de-
sign will be erected by Mon-
arch Federal Savings as its
new headquarters, Dr. James
Joule, president, has an-
nounced. Work on the strur
lure at 249 Kearny Ave. will
start soon.
The building will combine
utility with beauty. One unique
feature will be the large
frontal window extending the
qntire length and height of the
lobby
Dividing this \ast expanse
will be seven verticle stainless
steel strippings, plus a glass
enclosed vestibule
The main lobby will be com-
pletely carpeted and will fea-
ture a six station teller coun-
tor topped with marble and
with a wood paneled front.
Lounge chairs will be placed
about the lobby
Parking will be available
in the rear of the new build-
ing The entrance will be on
Maple St.
Drawings are on display at
Monarch's present office, 255
Kearny A\e.
PROPOSED BUILDING: Architect's sketch of new Monarch Federal Savings Headquart-
ers to rise at 249 Kearny Ave., Kearny.
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CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads - Monday 12 Noon.
APPLIANCES
REPAIRS
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And AU Household
EUctrlcaJ
Appliances at Low Priesa
AMHERST
APPLIANCE & SUPPLY CO.
493 CENTRAL AVENUE
ORanxe 3-T939 EAST
ORANGE
ELECTRICIAN
EMPLOYED ELECTRICIAN
NEEDS EXTRA WORK.
HOUSE WIRING DONE
REASONABLY. PI 8-4358.
FLORISTS
MAYFAIR FLORISTS
"Tin house or quality
flowers**
Joe Cor*. Prop.
1(00 So. Onnn Av« . Newark. N. J.
ESmi 1 (HU
FOR SALE
Slightly uaod compltte beauty parlor
equipment in excellent condition. Call
SW 7-6034 or CE 8-0263.
Run never uaed BxlB 830 00. Bxl9
83300 G E. vacuum 820 00. aome
hooked ruia. SW 8-6048.
Knapp ahoee for Work and dreaa Spe-
cial attention given to Holy Name and
Knlxhta of Columbua Memberi
Jack Maxell
B Stratford Place
Newark HI 2-4048
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WOMAN. SINGLE. BOOKKEEPINO EX
PERIE.NCE. GENERAL OmcE. TYP
ING. FOR CATHOLIC
AGENCY IN
DOWNTOWN NEWARK. SEND RESUME
TO BOX ltl. THE ADVOCATE. 21
CLINTON ST.. NEWARK 1. N. J.
MALE i FEMALE
Earn (lira money In pleaaanl part lime
work wllh new dlvlalon of nationally
known 23 year old company. Roiln
aarnlnf Immediately whlla you train.
Iloura adjuatedto moot needa For full
Information phono BR 6-2973 or BR
6(14479 ToU calla raU collect.
POSITION WANTED
Maatera degree in Bua.. 3 yra. experi-
ence In Adm. Including Group Pension
Planning. Supervision of Training Pro-
gram. Desire position In employee re-
lations. Age >7. married, vet. HU
28078
Young man with aeles experience de-
sires part time employment. Call CH
8-7262
REUGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
THE MIRACLE SHOP
SI 4 Ridge Road. Lyndhurrt
(opp. Rita Thaatrol
Dally 1 to S— 6 to 6
WEbator 3-4343
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Broadway. Pat.room N. i.
Mulberry 4-6614
Domoatlo
Imported
Booka of AU CathoUo PubUahor.
tlummol Orixinala
e OrooUni Carda
Mart# Ooary . • Robort Claar
SAFES
ALL TYPE
NEW AND USED SAFES
Vault. BousbL Sold and Repaired
•ala tatartore made to apecl/lcallona.
AU klnda of fireproof equipment to
tnaUtuUooa. Induatry. Roaidonco
UTS E.
Grand St, Clirabelb. N. J.
■SHITS KEY SHOP toot. 19109
EL 9-1901
TYPING
AU pheaee and catesorlea. Othar hot
work olao accoptad. Work will
Picked up and delivered In Ellaaba
area. EL 30423
WANTED TO RENT
Three edulte. aU rooma. three b.
rooma. iu or oil boat, sarase. vicln
of St. Brendan*, or SL Paul'. R.
Church. CUfton. Box No. IS*. Tho /
rocata. 31 Clinton St, Newark 2. N.
REAL ESTATE FOR SAIg
CRANFORD
LOOKING AHEAD?
to SPRING wb-aa tbooo dtUxblful
attractive ahruba, stately ahado treaa
(rounda with doaena oI roeo buabaa.
In lha picket fenced yard wIU bo o
CLARDEN LOVERS* DELIGHT
and. el couroo. * aubatantlal,well-main
talnod
6 ROOM COLONIAL
with oU beat. (arms., for only 616.600.
G. E. HOWLAND BR 6-5900
13 EASTMAN STREET. CRANFORD
ELIZABETH
Ono family, 611.900. aim room older typo
homoIn food condition,ono block from
Bleaaed Sacrament School. Modern
tiled both, now roof, cool eteam boat.
60x1000 lot. two car txrxx*. Vet. taxoa
>166. Owner EL X6160.m lgrrT
flfWffT
6vCfeLboKiNo bIAIMFvI await
WOOD LAKE- 3 bedroom ranch
homo,
porch, full collar, oiaktr and dryer,
water tnfMner and fUMr. aluminum
acreena and alorma. attached garage.
Uvtxn.
OLAF HAROLDSON
Real lor- Multiple Llvtlnra
HIT Hamburg Turnpike. Wayne. N. J.
TEmple 6-0646
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD
JJ[*J£ODDUC OUTOKTOWNERS
MULTIPLE
USTLNCS• NEW
COLONIAL SPLIT LEVELS
< .
Fr
?
m
„
*?V0 Cuilom Built
3 to 3 Bodrma. jut 0 tl.
OPEN WEEK-ENDS 4 EVENINGS^
«
H,°n A
«
D ? AY wc
SlNMaplo Are Rldxawood. N. J
SHORT HILLS
Call MRSTmORAN
,N SOUTH ORANGE.
SHORT HILLS. DR.
P-3300 OR SO 3-3999
DORIS DRAKE HAY &
SON REALTOR
SHORT HILLS. N. J
» SHORT HILLS AVENUE
SUMMIT
CONLEY lor Realtor "
Ml-rlco for tha SUMMIT tram
CReatvlew 3-3132
MONT SHARPE. REALTOR
Lackawanna Station. Summit.
EOR SALE OR RENT
CAMP
He*.-.I'';
1
*». uk» * b<) « an
t? f.h“" h onlr M mile. IronCITY. Sacrt/ica. Box No. 188. Tho Ad
aocata, 11 Clinton St.. N.w.rk J N. J
REALTORS'
Buy a home first
phon*
WILLIAM BAUER
Ritlty Cos.
MU 6-2400
~
SEAL ESTATE 4 INSURANCE
UW Sturva.nl Ato.. Union
RIDGEWOOD & Vic
WI
«£*«*£«» <N PENDING HOMETOR
OUT-OF-TOWN BUYERS
HERMAN GUNSTER. Realtor
♦O3 II
RIDGEWOOD AVE. Gl 4-001
COMPLETE MULTIPLE
LISTING
Vincent x. miller co
INSUROR MORTGAGE!
•erTlrI r 00 Count* multlpl# li»tin
WHEN
BUYING OR SELLING SCR\
ICE TO YOU IS OUR SPECIALTY
„ M
** *• W*»Ul*ld Arp.
EoppUp Park, N. J CH»tnut s-B3f
rOR-FINE HOMES LN
CRANFORD AREA
SEE
McPherson realty co
«» ALDEN STREET
CRANFORD. N. J
BRidge 6-0400
call° U #r* ,hlnklnl °* durtnx oi aalu.n,
HOWELL S. COGAN
Retltor-Iniuror
*O3 Broad Si.. Bloomfitld. N. J.
_Pllprim 8 2734
BUY “NOW
SELL OR TRADE
OT™*™ OUR TRADE-LN PLA!
'
,T
a
If*1 ,our houa. for aala. i
Inofh.V h ".*. "• U PurchaifSST. t°Jg" lßr»u«h »ur officeLrr
CT AvmV.
Y
w
LIJ REQUIREMENT
STANLEY JOHNSON
„ _
REALTOR
33 Huh Si root
NUtley 2 801
RIDGEWOOD 4 VICINITY
CALL MURRAY
OLIVER 33181
lor
Homeaeekera PeraonaUxad
..
~
_
Sarvlra
U
Sl - Rldsawood. N. J.12,111
Rloor uaa elevator)
R.Md.ntl.l 5.1., Spaciallala
McCANN - WEBBE
on. . JS^
Th* P,nk »n«* Ranch®°* E. Rldaawood Avt . nidaawood. N.
OLiver 2-0883
WEN WEEKENDS
WESTFIELD
*Cr^C2,.rLAl i' s mountainr.r pictur. book or homaa for c
aa w
»rtl.
Mra. Edna Mlnotua. Rapraaantal
Barren 4 Crain
REALTORS
« ELM ETREET. WESTFIELD.
~ AD MBOO
“"Talk With Taylor"
First
for
MORTGAGES
Residential, Constructional
Permanent
APPROVED F. H. A.
LENDERS
to $30,000
MORTGAGES AVAILABLE
PRANK H. TAYLOR * Sen
<N«U rtnl Niwl
Call MR. HYNES
ORange 3-1100
LOTS FOR SALE
$lO
.74
Par
Me.
buyt the choicest land in
MIDDLESEX
COUNTY, N. J.
* BRUNSWICK ACRES
SOUTH BRUNSWICK, N. J.
READ THIS CAREFULIYI
Her* la ona of the moat un-
usual opportunities you will
aver hav« to prrhasa a home
site. It's DIFFERENT FROM
ANYTHING YOU'VI IVIR
•■IN OPPIRID IIFORI.
What makes this great offer
eo unusual la that this land
at this a mating low erica !*
not In the back woods It’s not
summer property in some
scrub pine countryside. IT’S
PRIME LAND IN TM«
CHOICIIT PART OF
MIDDLE-
SEX COUNTY. N. J.
IT'S SO AMAZING
Because at this special winter
price only Mil per lei <mln.
3 lots) for just IISO DOWN
and 119.74 A MONTH -
.
little
more than a pack of m-
arettea a day you can own
7.590 square feet of this choic-
est land. The neighborhood is
beautiful. All facilities are
available. Employment is
abundant. It's convenient »o
everything. School, shopping,
police and fire departments
are among the best in tse
state. Churches of all denom-
inations are everywhere.
SO NEAR EVERYTHING
Here's how near you are to
everything. Situated off U. 8.
Route 1. Brunswick Acres Is
only J minutes from the New
Jereey Turnpike Interchange
and a short distance from the
Garden State Parkway. You're
•nly 19 minutes frem Newark.
41 mlnwlea frem New Verk
C*tv by
car. Plt It Station in
New Brunswick Is only II min-
utes sway Express trains set
you to Newark in 30 minutes
—NYC. in 43 minutes
NO BETTER INVESTMENT
Land Is the safest Investment
yeu can make tedav. BRUNS-
WICK ACRES is the best in
vestment you can make in
land Because here more than
any other place we know -THi
VALUE HAS GOT TO GO UPI
Money-Back Guarantee
We're so confidentthat the
values in this area will sky-
rocket that wi make you
this unconditional surran
tee. If. in the fifth year;
vou change your mind for
any reason whatsoever, we
will refund every cent of
the principal you have In-
vested. YOU CAN'T LOtll
Drive out and cheese vewr
hemeslte today. OPIN SAT-
URDAYS AND SUNOAYt noon
'til dark, ether days by appt.
only. Phene CHarter 4-1*44.
DIRECTIONS: U. S. Route 1
South kpprox. •>* miles past
New Brunswick Traffic Circle
to Fineaan's Lane. South
Brunswick <at Amoco Station
1 mile past new Johnson A
Johnson Plant); turn right
1.000 feet to property. OR
Garden Stato Parkway to Exit
130; then South on Rt. 1 as
ebovo. OR N. J.
Turnpike
to Exit 9; right 14 mile to
Route U then South as above.
OPEN WEEKENDS - NOON 'TIL DARK
ortw 4myt fcr •ppoJnfm.nl Mono CNorfo, 6-1966
Home and Supply Mart
zrr
10-Yr. Cuoronttt
Bailer by Factory
Gas or Oil
TAKI YEARS YO PAY
TERMS ARRANGED
CALL TODAY
24-Hr. Phona Sarvica
DE 24)084
the new COLUMBIA
Tuktliii Bailer Burner Unit
5 RADIATORS
5i
Heat
595
SUPREME HEATING
201 OCEAN AVENUE JERSEY CITY
LOSQUADRO
KOPPERS
KOKE
ICE CUBES
FOR YOUR
PARTY NEEDS
"S
CORP.
FUEL
OIL
OIL
BURNERS
INSTALLED
ICE CUBES & BLOCK ICE
CHARCOAL and BRICQUETTES
1955 Park Ave., Weehawleen UN 6*4848
(Satween Dyka'i Lumbar A Lincoln Tunnah
r
CUSTOM-BUILT KITCHENS
« TBPPOn 1
■UILT-IH onus
LOMBARDI CABINET CO.
Itl HUtVIUJAVB. BCLLEVtLLI. H.J.'
9-1294
MARKET
MAINTENANCE CO.,
INI'.
Exterminating Contractors
Window Cleaning
Floor Waxing
Complete Janitorial Service
CMUICHIt SCHOOLS
HOSPITALS INDUSTRIAL
m Frullnghuvscn A*., Nwk. 11, N J.
Prank Batca. Janitorial Snalnaar
Ottlcar SI 1-11 it Nlahti XI l-ailt
For Information on
HOME and SUPPLYMART
Call MA 4-0700
HURRY! HURRY!!!
2 DAYS ONLY
NEW 1958
1 HORSEPOWER
VACUUM CLEANER
X
FULL
CASH PRICE
• DOI.niE.ACTION
CLEANING L'NIT
•djuilt autom.lir.U;
lo njjt, llonrt
•Witl Attickmentt .On, r,ir Wirrintr
• Uleril Trillin Altawiac* .All Ftrfrct. Ni Sitiifc
• Liberal Tent Arranged
BRAND NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC
FLOOR POLISHER & SCRUBBER
COMPLETE WITH 6 ATTACHMENTS
FREE
INSTRUCTIONS
W. »ll| €#m# lo
rouf Kom#
*• thnwr ye* IK* morhmi and
will U«lrv«l
i o<j
In l»« proper
»yp« mom to UMI
K««r to opplf |»; and how to
»*' bonof.l. (TOO
obligated lo k>wy).
0FULL
CASH
PRICE
■ y
ASK FOR FREE GIFT
Hurry! Hurry!!!
only while they last
CALL NOW • CALL COLLECT
24 HOURS A DAY EVERY DAY
Ml 2-7960
FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION • Let u, brine
•nv itrm to yonr home to are ami try. No coat, no
obligation. Anywhere within 60 milea.
GEM STORES 226 Spriigfiiii A*!.. hwark
MOVIES
***** *»•» mtm Ym* mtm «# «*•
"Mm* mtrtm tm»
—Owmt.il,,, "'haliM ”«M >Mr i«M
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
NEW MOVIE: Watuii
Hirdj Comet
Home ••
Apache Territory
Around Um W»rM ta
Bfhti Dart
Attack of the Puppet
Ptopla
Barbarian and Geuha ••
Black Orchid
Bridge on River R«at
Buccaneer
••••
Buchanan Rider Alone
Captain From Kotpenlck
Cinerama South
Adventure
Dangerous Exile *
Davy
Escapade In Japan
Flaming Frontier
From F.arth to Moon •
Giant From the
I'nknown
Gideon of Scotland Yard
Girl Moat Likely •
Good Day for a Hanging
Mell'i Five Hours
Hong Kong Confidential
How to Murder a Rich
Cnrle
••
I Was Monty's Double
In Between Age
Inn of the «ih
Happiness •••
!l. the Terror From
Beyond Spare
James Dean Stary
Johnny Rorco
Last of the Fast Guns
Light In the Forest
Littlest Hobo
Lone Ranger and Lost
City of Gold
lourdrs and Its Miracles
MarcelUno
Matchmaker
My Cnrle
Night to Remember•••
Old Man and Sea ••••
Octet
Pather Panchall
Pursuit of Gra* <ipee ••
Rising of the Moon ••
Rockabilly Baby
Rock-a-bye Baby
Rooney •
Bags of Hemp Brow
7th Voyage of Sinbad "
Alerra Baron
Silent Enemy
Snowfire
Story of Mankind •
Story of Vickie
Street of Darkness
Submarine Seahewk
Tele of Two Cities
Tank Force ••
Ten Command-
ments ••••
Ten Days to Tulars
Three Bravo Mon *
Thundering Jets
tom thumb
Tonka •
Torpedo Hun ••
Trial at tha Vatican
White WUdaraaaa
Wild Heritage
Windjammer
Young Land
Morally Unobjectionable for
Adults and Adolescents
NEW MOVIE: Housp on Haunted Hill
Appointment With a
Shadow
Astounding She Monster
Big Country
Black Tide
Blob
Blood Arrow
Brain Eaters
Bravados •••
Bullwhip
Camp on Blood Island
Case Against Brooklyn
City of Fear
Colossus of New York
Cosmic Monster
Crawl.ng Eye
Dangerous Youth
Date With Disaster
Dateline Tokyo
Day of the Bad Man
Enchanted Island
Cearmahtrs
Flame Barrier
Fly
Fort Dobbs
Forty Guqs ••
Frontier Gun
Geisha Bov
••
(•unman from Ia redo
Gummnke in Tucson
Manana Tree
Hell Souad
Hot Angel
Houseboat ••
How to Make a Monster
Hunters ••
Illegal
I Married e Monster
I Married a Woman g
Imitation General ••
Jov Ride
•
Kill Her Gently
King* Go Forth ••
lost Blltikrteg
Last Hurrah •••
low * Jake Wade ••
Legion of the Doomed
Man or Gun
Man Who Died Twice
Mardl Gr»s ••
Naked and the Dead
Saw Orleans After Dark
Nice Little Bank That
Should Be Robbed
••
Nowhere to Go
Once L'pon a Horse
Party Crashers
Premier May
Reluctant Debutants ••
Restless V’esrs
Return of Dracuta
Revenge of Frankenstein
Revolt In RUr House
Rid* a Crooked Milo
Robbery Under Arm*
Rodan
Screaminff Skull
Senior Prom
fchenff of Fractured
Jaw ••
Showdown at Root Hill
Snorkel
Space Matter
Spider
Step Down to Terror
Stranger In Mr Armi
Termr from the Year
3.000
Terror In a Teaas Town
Thini That ( ouldn’t Die
Thunder Road
*
Time to Love and a
Time to Die
••
Two Headed Spy
Vrrtlfo
*
Villa
War of the Colossal
Reaat
War of the Satellites
When Hell Rroke Looae
Whole Truth
Wisdom's Way
Your Pa*» 1« Showing
(.lip and Save This Listing
The next listing will appear in The Advo-
cate Feb. 13. Legion of Decency movie ratings
may be obtained by calling MA 3-5700 Monday
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
NEW MOVIES: Gldget: No Name on the Bullet: Seventh
Seal; These Thousand Hills
A** «f Infidelity
Adulteress
Anns Lurstls ••
Another Time. Another
Piece i
As Young As W# Are •
Auntie Ms me •••
Rsdlendere ••
Kell. Book end Csndle
••
KonJour Trtstesse •••
Rrnthers Ksrsmuof
t st on s Hot Tib
Roof •••
t'abirte
Certain Smile
China Doll*
i 00l end the Crggy ■
rime end Punishment
i re Terror
•••
Hsrnn Yankees ••
"»rt» • Hangers
**
I»erks Ran Red
Defiant Ones ••
desire t nder the Elms**
(>o< lor « Diltmms ••
t lend Without a Faca
» ighting Wild Cats
Frankenstein 1870
Fraulein ••
Gates of Psrta
Gervalue
Gtgt •••
Girl in the Woods
Goddess
Going Steady
•
Gun Runners
Gunman's Walk •
Harry Bl*< k and the
Tiger •••
Haunted Strangler
High Cost of laying ••••
High School Hellcats
Horror of Dracula
Horse « Mouth ••
Hot Spell
••
I Want to Live
••
Indiscreet
•
Inspector Maigret
Kathy
Key i
L*dy Takes a Flyer •
Life Begins at 17
Lonely Hearts •
Long Hot hummer ••
Machete
Man Inside
Maracaibo •
Marjorie Morning
star
•••
Me end the ( olonel s
Monster on Campus
Muggers
Murder hy Contrart
Naked Earth
••
.Never Love a Stranger
*
Notorious Mr Monka
Of Life and I-o*e
Ordet
Outrasts of the City
Paratroop Command
Pevton Place •••
R X Murder
Remarkable Mr.
Pennrpsrker
Roots of Heaven ••
Rouge Ft Noli
Senechal. the
Magnificent
Separate Tablet
Ne\en Guns to Mesa
She Gods of Shark Reef
South Pacific ••••
Rtaga fttrurk
••
Strange ( ase of Dr.
Manning
Teacher's Pet
•
Ten North Frederick
**
This Happy Feeling **
Time Without Pity
Too Much Too Noon
Touch of Fvil
•
Cnderses Girl
Twilight for the Gods
I n*ed Mother
Vikings
••
Violent Ro.d
Wild is the Wind
Wolf Unm •
Witches of Salem
Young Liotsa
•••
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
NKW MOV1K: Ij<4 Milr; Young Captive*
Attack of tha SO foot
Woman
B»rk from tha Dead
Hlark Patch
Blood# In Rondago
Blood of Dracula
Blood of Vimpir*
Bonnie Parker Story
Bnda and tha Beaat
Brida la Much Too
BeautifuJ
•
Cat G.rl
Confewiona of Fella
Krull
Cop Haler •
Oavtl’a General
Devil's Hairpin •
Domino Kid
Dragstrip Girl
Dragstrip Biot a
F.very Second Counta
Farewell to Armi
k ‘rmalr Animal
Fiend Who Walked
the Weat a
r lean and tha Hpux
forbidden Deatre
Forbidden Mand
Frankenstein's Daughter
Gang War
Girl in Black Staeklßga
Girl tn the Bikini
Girla on the Loose
Guns. Girls and
Gangsters
God’s Little Acre •
llell Divert
High Hell
High School
l onfldential ••
Home Before Dark ••
Hot (a r G«rl
Hot Rod Gang
1. Mobster
l Was a Teenage
F rankensteia
Jet Attack
Joker la Wild •
Juvenile Jungle ■
King Creole
•
Las* Paradise
Left Handed Gua
Live Fast. Die Yeung
l ong Haul
Lost Lagoon
Love In the Afternoon
Machine Gun Kelly
Ma m’xelie Pigalle
Man of a Thousand
Faces •••
Man of tha West ••
Man
on tha Prowl
Mr Rock and Roll
Missile Moon
Naked Africa
Naked Paradise
Night of the Blood
Beast
No Sun tn Venieo
Dnlonhead*
Panic in the Parlor
Pansienne
Party Girl •
Perfect Furlough
Poor Rut Beautiful
Portrait of an Unknown
Woman
Pride and the Paaalea
Queen of Outer Space
Rally 'Round tha Flag.
Bovs ••
Reform School Girl
Screaming Miml
Some fame Running "
Sorority Girl
Story of Esther Costello
Tank Battalion
Teenage Wolf Pack
Three Faces of Eve
This Angry Age
Tunnel of Love •
Valeria
'that Price Murder
Wind Across the
Everglades
Young and WUd ■
Condemned
NEW MOVIE: Question of Adultery
Adorable Creature*
And God Created
Woman
Banda. Tha
Bed. Tha
Bed of Graee
Blue Angel
Devil m tha Flash
Daaparala Woman. The
Flyala
Fleah ta Weak
French Una
Fnc Free
Game of Lev*
Gigl iFr.l
Husband for Ami
I Am a Camera
Lettere From Mr
Windmill
1 isne. Jungle Goddess
Mademoiselle Striptease
Uitsou
Mom and Dad
Moon ta 8100
Night Heaven Fell
No Orchids foe Silas
Blandish
One Summer mi
Hspptneae
Pot RouiUe
Rosanna
Seven Deadly Bing
Ring ot the Berglaa
Smiles of a Summer
Night
Snow la Black
Son of Sinhad
Violated
Woman ot Rome
Women Without Names
Young and the Darasst
QUESTION OF ADULTERY ißrlt. NT A> -Objection The auhiect matter
•»f <his motion picture la artificial Insemination by donor 'AID* The rmo
ttonal argumentsof the sympathetic characters In tha filmare directedtoward
iuat if>tng this practice both morally and legally In a lf»3d allocution to the
second World tongreaa on Fertility and Sterility. Pope Plu* XII taught that
artificial inaemination violates the natural law and la Illicit and Immoral
~
Separate Classification
A separata classification ta given to pertain films which while not mor
all* offensive, require soma analysis and explanation as a protection to the
uninformed against wrong interpretationsand false conclusions
Adam and Eva Case oi I>r t_* ur,nl
Communists in Hollywood
Become Acceptable Again
By William H. Mooring
What, if anything, it to happen
now that the Hollywood Academy
hat dropped its rule against
awarding Oscars to known com-
munists and Filth Amendment
refugees?
The academy, with tome rea-
son, says the question ol employ-
ing Reds in the
American movie
industry is up to
th e producers
who hire talent
and buy screen
plays. Are these
Hollywood pro-
ducers going to
renew —and
then keep the
pledge they gave
the American public six or seven
years ago?
There is every sign at the mo-
ment that Hollywood's front door
is about to open once again to
known subversives. The back
door has never been closed.
UNLESS THE American Le-
gion. the Veterans ol Foreign
Wars. Motion Picture Alliance lor
the Preservation ol American
Ideals and other once-active. anti-
communist organizations throw
oil their lethargy and spur the
Hollywood film producers to vig-
ilance and action against Red in-
filtration. increased pro-commu-
nist feeling in American motion
pictures will soon become evident.
Whether or not any man
should be denied employment
(In films or elsewhere) because
hr is a communist, I do not
presume to answer, but Ameri-
cans surely are entitled to
know when they are Invited to
support at the box-office the
efforts of known subversives.
Millions may wish to avoid do-
ing so but some producers arc
using fake screen credits to con-
ceal the true identities of writers
and others they know to be
Reds, but whose work they have
put on the market just the same
Occasionally there have been
embarrassing exposures, but
many instances of duplicity have
escaped public attention. Michael
Wilson sued Allied Artists, claim*
ing writing credit lor “Friendly
Persuasion" while other writers
were named onthe screen.
"Robert Rich," who won an Os-
car lor "The Brave One,” turns
out to have been Dalton Trumbo,
one of the original "tongue-tied
ten" who went to jail lor con-
tempt. It recently came to light
Hirst in my column) that “Na-
than E. Douglas," who helped
write Stanley Kramer's "The De-
fiant Ones," is Nedrick Young,
a belligerently uncooperative wit-
ness who refused to affirm or
deny that he was a communist
NONE OK THE movies in-
volved can be said to reflect di-
rect, pro-communist propaganda,
although they followed patterns
favored by t}ie Soviet school of
film writers, some spotlighting
our most embarrassing national
problems.
The Hollywood communist-cell
movement especially as con-
cerns writers has never dis-
banded. Unless something is done
quickly to re-organize opposition,
the .Hollywood Reds who now
speak glibly of "a changing cli-
mate of public opinion" will be
gin a very fine May-day indeed
The Last Mile
Good (Objectionable In part)
A screen caption states that
American prison guards are not
necessarily as brutal and sadistic
as this film makes them appear.
This is an admission that the
screen play tends to misrepresent
the U. S. penal system. Grimly
repellent drama is first built on
a detailed and tortuously slow
study of eight or nine condemned
men, awaiting their turn in the
death house Each has his own
fears, hopes, regrets; some are
rebellious, other reconciled. Inhu
man guard* scoff at their hopes
of delay or reprieve, taunt them
in an evident effort to chill the
audience and increase current
public agitation against capital
punishment.
Mickey Rooney, as "Killer
Mcars," who finally leads anabor-
tive but bloody prison break, acts
like a caged animal but lacks the
physical qualities demanded by
,the role. Youngsters should be
refused admission to this one,
which might better not have been
made at all.
Perfect Furlough
Fair (Objectionable in part)
This is far from being a perfect
comedy. It proceeds from a notion
that distastefully suggestive lines
and situations can he fobbed off
as funny as long as they arc
wrapped up in comical sight gags
and applied to patently unreal-
istic adventures. An army •'mo-
rale” experiment, originated at a
U. S. base in the Arctic sends
an American corporal (Tony Cur-
tis) on a three-week luxury fur-
lough in Paris with a movie star
of his choice (Linda Cristal). A
female Army psychologist (Janet
Leigh) goes along, presumably to 1
observe varying temperatures but.j
in fact, merely to spur romantic
intrigue. This sounds silly and it
is. having been concocted to ap-
peal to those who arc able and
willing to laugh at almost any-
thing, bawdy or banal.
i (rims, Girls and
Gangsters
Fair (Objectionable in part)
Whatever happened to the Hol-
lywood Code rule that movies
must not accurately blueprint
crime’ We find here a graphic,
detailed account of armed rob-
bery planned by an ex-convict.
He forces a cellmates wife to
help him in holding up an ar-
ipored truck in which gambling
proceeds are being taken from
Las Vegas to Los Angeles. Vio-
lence and sex arc rather over-
played and although the crooks
eventually get what is coming to
them, the story makes their
crime seem like high adventure
most of the time.
New Plays
Reviewed by Joan
Thellusson Nourse
Anthony and Cleopatra—Dyna-
mic modern-dress version offer- 1
ed free by the N. Y. Shakespeare
festival.
Fashion Hilarious revival,
with charming period songs, of
an 1845 American comedy satiriz
ing social climbers
On the Town—Bouyant revival
of 1945 musical about three care
free gobs on a oneday tour of
"New York, New York." Some
skimpy costumes and some rather
uninhibited humor
Mistresses and Maidens Two
seamy short plays, the second of
which exploits most disagreeably
the shock value of vice.
Radio and
Television
RADIO
SUNDAY, FIB. 1
ft IS .m W NEW Sacred Heart.
7 IS a m WRC A—Hour of St. Francis
«-10 am UMCA-Ave Marla Hour
ft AS . m. \VMTR —Hour of fct. Francis
030 a m WCBS Church of the Air.
10 SO a m WABC—C hristian in Action.
11 JO a m WOR Marian Theater.
Noon WNjn Sacred Heart Hour
210
pm WRC A - Catholic Hour
Magr John J Oougheßy
BJO pm WVNJ The Living Rosary.
MONDAY. FIB. 1
1 pm. WSOU iFMj Sacred Hsart
Program.
®3O
pm WSOU —Family Thea-
ter
TUIIDAY. FIB )
2pm WSOU nr M>
Sacred Heart
Program
WIDNISDAY, FIB. 4
1 f m WSOU «FM> - 51. Anna da
Meauprc
J3O pm. WBNX St. Stephen’s
Church. Novena
TMURSOAY. FBI. •
1 pm WSOU Fit - Sacred Heart
Program.
•30 pm. WSOU <TH) - Ava Marta
Hour.
FRIDAY* FIB. «
J Pm WSOU (FM) - Sacred Heart
Program
* IS p m WSOU (FM) - Hour of St
Frands
pm. WB.NI Perpetual Help
»30 p m WSOU (FM) Hour of tho
Crucified Rev John McLaughlin.
C.P . "Torn Flesh
M
SATURDAY. FIB. 7
7 Ofl p m WOR Family Theater
TELEVISION
SUNOAV FIB 1
10.10 am <7» Christopher Program.
1 30 pm 'll) The Christophers.
l our Note Counts
"
10 p m <lD—Bishop Sheen. "Why Do
Peopia Laugh?**
Dunce Aids Priests
NEW YORK The fifth an-
nual dance for the benefit of
the Columban Fathrrs will be
held Krb. 6 at the Hotel Statler
here. Rev. Vincent McPaddcn,
S C., Is committee moderator -
Card Party to Aid
Scholarship Plan
SOUTH OItANGE-A scholar-
ship fund card party and fashion
show sponsored by the Catholic
telephone employes of New Jer-
sey will be held Feb. 6 in the
Seton Hall gymnasium here.
The purpose is to raise funds
for a scholarship to the Seton
Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry. The scholarship will
be available for an employe or
immediate relative of an em-
ploye of the New Jersey Bell
Telephone Cos.
Mrs. Millie Jochum of East
Orange is chairman Rev. Wil-
liam N. Field ij moderator of the
group.
Films on TV
Following is a list of films ap~
Prating on television Jose. Jl-F*k
6. The Legion of Decency rated
these when first released. There
may he changes in soma dssa to
cuts for television site. Generally,
however, the Legion of Decency
ratings may he accepted as cor-
rect moral evaluation of these.
FOR THE FAMILY
Mlaaheny Iprittn* In Old Chifaan
Alons Camt Jonaa Naaic Sox
Balia Starr Man from Flanat X
Bohamlan Ctrl Malady for Two
Bold Fronlif rxmaa Mr. Motto
California Paxaaaa Takoa a Chanra
hriitophar Colum- Outlawa of Pina
bua lUdaa
-'maa Channol Chit Waal Wits tht
Dark Man
Hardys
Daaart Victory Prairla Law
Evarrbody’a Hobby Rawhlda
Fioata Sahara
IS Maidts Lana Shan Comas Homo
Gladiator Wake Island
Ciun/tro
Spldar Woman
Holiday
FOR ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Another Man's Lucky Partner*
Polaon Man Hunt
Bait Foot Forward Moon Over Her
Black Legion Shoulder
Black Swan Murder in Tlm«a
Blackweli'a Island Square
Claudia
My Darling
Coma Out Ftghtin* CltmanUna
Confidence Girl Oklahoma Kid
Cornered Portrait of Jannla
Cowboy and the Public Wadding
Blonde Purple Heart
Dertl'a Maak
Ringa on Her
Dracula’e Daughter Finger*
Espionage Agent Southaid* 11000
Fljhter Spoiler*
Klrat Yank Into StaUion Road
Tokyo Steel Cage
Ghoat of Frankrn* Stolen Life
•tern Strange Cargo
j Golden Arrow Sword of Venug
, Gorilla Man Tall. Dark and
I Hideout Handsome
Honeymoon Da- Thla Gun for Hire
ferred Thta Land la Mina
Hungry HiU Thta Wat a
I Wake I
p Woman
-Screaming TUI W* Meet
Impatient Years Again
| Isle of Fury Tomorrow th*
I Jan* Eyre World
I Klai In th* Dark Trouble Preferred
Lady and th* Mob W* Who Art
Ufeboat About to Die
Love Thy Neighbor Wolfman
OBJECTIONABLE
Anna Singapore
BUI of Divorce- Small Rack Room
ment So Enda Our Nt^ht
Fallen Idol |3 Rue Madeleine
Hellgate Whlnlaah
Johnny A polio W oman They
Rancho Notorious Almost Lynched
Saraband
NewBooksEvaluated
Tbi, classification is prepared by Rest St Urn, Lniversity of
Scranton. Classifications : I. General reading; II Admits only be-
cams* of (a) advanced content and style: ( b) immoral language
or incidents: 111. Permissible for discriminating adults; VI. Sot
recommended to
any class of reader.
Th* Ortalm ef Man tp, by Nicola*
Corto
Wha It tha Devil? CD. by Nicolas
lortt
What It tha tibia? (D. by Hanrt Dan-
Itlßops
Valcaa In Court (Hah by William H.
Davenport
Pkdre Pie <D. by Nasla da Robeck
Watt at tha InOus (D.
by William O.
Douglas
What It a taint? by JacQuea Douiliat
Worlds Apart CD. by Tudor Edwards
Mellare CD. by Ramon Fernandes
Mrs. 'Arris Cast ta Paris (D. by Paul
Callira
Avalanchal <P. by Joaaph Wachaberg
Prafana Junction (IV). by Laalia T.
W'hite
Nausa at Many Roams <lla), by Robin
W'hila
Tha Onca and Putura ICln# (Ha), by T.
H W'hila
Tether's Ind <D. by Margary Ailing*
ham
Plloht to Ala r (D, by Alfred An dartth
Th. Llona Pad tha Tiaart <U. by
Boualaa Anaua
Flrat Lady at tha Ravalutlan tp. ha
Kalharlna Anthony
J*any Windawe <p. by Faith Baldwta
Irratlanal Man
<IU'. by William Bar-
rett
On* ta hraw On
<D*>, hr Nath mala]
Ranrhlay
Craty In Banin (I\l. by Thomaa
Barter
Bln a Rat* an M* cP. by JoaarhlM
Bluracnfeld
Th* Man Wha Olaaanaarad (P. by E-
aar Bohle
Th* Oaltawaiaaa on». by Howarß
Braalln
Far th* Lit* at M. <p. by Brlaco* and
Hatch
Callaula and Thraa other Play. tup.
by
Albert Canute
January 30,195i T HE ADVOCATE 15
GARDEN THEATRE
104 MARKET STRUT
PATERSON. N. J.
SN 1-RRRO
INGRID
Bergman
CURT
Jurgens
ROBERT
_
_
Donat onwaaScope
COLOR by 0* LUXt
TIMI TAiIK: MON. TUIS.WIO., THURS . SUN.
1 00 1 SO - * SO t:4S
ERI.. SAT 1.10 4:10 —7TO 1000
mm
ofmstm
VAPPmssj
• CHURCHES • SCHOOLS • OFFICES • FACTORIES
• HOSPITALS • INSTITUTIONS
SAVE by ui doing your
Complete Janitorial & Maintenance Work
Call
UNITED
Offlct: Hi C.dar Av». - WAbath 5-10*4 - lindon, N. J.
litimoro ..4 Domomlrntion Without Chora. m Ohlij.tior.
Oymnodum floor mm 4 luina. IwrttM llnr tMlin|
WMkl7 - Monthly - Yoorly Contrort.
YOU SAW THIS
MONUMENT FEATURED
,N
\ POST
AF
NOW SEE IT
AT YOUR
AUTHORIZED
DEALER
Kenngott-Terwilliger
MONUMINT COMPANY
• •lablUh*4 ...r 7|
«» U. Oranff* A**., NmA *. HJ.
Savings
Accounts it
EARN J lXf
Irvington State Bank
VIB Springfield Avenue
In Tin* Purkwruy 1 t A**u
l*ll PAMKINC
o|H'n Friday 630 b p m
‘ *li • •i • ' if
1% 1 **l ► » «
CENTRAL THEATRE
Now
Showing
19 CENTRAL AVE. • PASSAIC • PR 7-3800
SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION TO
"THE ENTIRE CATHOLIC FAMILY"
—National Legion of Decency
2a Ingrid Curt
_
Rob«rt
BergmanJurgens-Donat
CONTINUOUS
EVERY DAY
Storting At
I 00 P.M
Your Neighborhood Pharmacist Says
mm,
PRESCRIPTION
■» ti t
i *
ELIZABETH
OLIVIA 4 DRAKI
DRUOOIITI
A•• Lyons. Rm Pkar.
Established 1170
Proscriptions Called for
and Delivered
ttS H. tread if.. Illiabeth. M i.
Phene: ILliabelh 1-1114
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Michael 4. Cermele. Ree Phar.
Prescriptions Carefully
Compounded
Drugs Perfumes Coemstlco
•let Room Supplies
114 Central Ave., Wlstfleld 1-M44
NUTLEY
hbr KmHi
■AT OKU* CO. INC.
iamaa Klccla. In Fhar.
rnKitbUm Promptly rUlad
Cut-Kata Drugs and Coamatlca
It* Franklin A»a. NUIIar MW
ORANOE
Paul Danlal, Fh.o.
and Datl.arad
Mill Fran DaUrarr
M. i.
NEWARK
Lilt* PHARMACY
•»» 4 Oearpe Marterena, Prape.
Satabllahedo»tr 30 rears
Four Rtflitsrsd Pharmacists
froa Delivery Open Ivory Day
From • a na. to u p.m.
Yf4 M». Prospect Avenue car.
Mantslalr Avenue
HU t-4749
Newer*, fe. j.
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I. Palmare.
Ph.#.
Prescription Pharma data
Biological Sick Rooas BnppUaa
Prescriptions Called lac
and Da liverad
Ffl Rerpen Avenua
ei»». N. J. Ml l-MII
JERSEY CITY
VALINTI'I PHARMACY
V.UnIU Ph«r.
PnacrlptlM* hl| Hm4j
rt»u d.*l rra* mhut
n» Wm) imi a**. m. Falr*Uw
Hrm City. H. j.
WASHINGTON FLORIST
Incorporate
tinea 1904
WtODINO andFUNItAI OltlONI
Flownrl Talogrophad Anywhere
J4S BROAD IT«n, NIWARK. N J.
MltcKal 1-0411
Donahue's Florist
170 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
HUmboldt 3-2224
NEWARK NEW JERSEY
77f v. *•
C. «v
f-
: >
* vi ' T(7\
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMINTI • MAUIOLIUMI
ml«t RIOGI ROAD NO ARLINGTON. N. t.
Opposite Holy Cross ( rmitrrr
Visit Our Specious Indoor Showroom
" E ARL THE LARGEST MANDFAI Tl HER OK MEMORIALS IN THE
STATE. AND ARE PASSING ON To ol R i 1 'STUMERS A SAVING Or
30'. RV SEU.ING DIRECT TO PI Rc HASER
HtADQUARTIR* FOR KARRI GUILD MONUMINTI
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
yi'bose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
<561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTIEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
ROBERT LEE FUNERAL HOMI
394 PARK AVE. cor. High St.
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-0935
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORanga 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2 2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Director
1 12 So. Munn Ava.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
L. V. MULLIN R SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
CORNY « CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
CORNY « OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
PLymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclair 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROEAHR I SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESiex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOMS
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESiex 2-8700
BERGEN COUNTY
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATIa. 8 1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY l SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
CLIFFORD H PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbiter 2-0098
HUDSON COUNTY
LEkER FUNkRAI H&MI
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNIONCITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
LAWRENCE G. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 9-0579
JAMES A. McLAUOHLIN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOurnal Square 2-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000 .
UNION COUNTY
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN, N. J.
HUnler 6-4119
OORNY JL CORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOMS
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD A SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-6664
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReicott 7-3002
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOMS
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 7-0141
CORNY l CORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
Nr listing In Hib section call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Father Sloyan to Speak at
Paterson Teachers Institute
PATERSON More than 200 teachers and ad-1
ministrators from Catholic high schools in the Diocese of
Paterson will attend the annual Diocesan Secondary School
Teachers Institute on Feb. 6 at the motherhouse of the
Sisters of Christian Charity, Mendham.
The institute will be especially
concerned this year with the
teaching of religion in high
school. It is held under the pa-
tonage of Bishop McNulty
and sponsored hy the office of
the diocesan superintendent of
schools.
PRINCIPAL SPEAKER at the I
morning session will he Rev. I
Gerard Sloyan, head, of the de-
partment of religious education
at Catholic University, Washing-
ton. He will discuss the limits
and possibilities of religious for-
mation in present day high school
students. Other speakers in the
morning will present reports on
the religion texts now in use in
the diocese's high schools. The
reports will summarize the views
of the teachers using these texts
in the classroom. Publisher's re-
presentatives have been invited
to participate in the discussion
period that will follow presenta-
tion of the reports.
The afternoon session will con-
sist of meetings of general in-
terest in science, mathematics
and guidance. Teachers of Eng-
lish, Latin, modern foreign lan-
guages and social studies will
also meet in the afternoon to or-
ganize diocesan high school coun-
cils in these subject areas. Coun-
cils in guidance and science-
mathematics were organized in
previous years.
SPEAKERS IN THE afternoon
will be Rev. Joseph T. Shea, dean
of admissions. Seton Hall Uni-
versity; Sister Hildegarde Marie,
S C., president, and Sister Anna
Concilio,, S. C., dean of studies.
College of St. Elizabeth; Sister
Marguerite Miriam, S. C., Col-
lege of Mt. St. Vincent, New
York City; Dr. S I. Gale of the
Hayden Planetarium and Ameri-
can Cyanamid Company; and Dr.
Ernest R. Ranucci. professor of
imathematics at Newark State
College.
Throughout the day there will
be exhibits hy leading Catholic
and secular textbook publishers
and manufacturers of high school
science equipment. Special dis-
plays have also been arranged by
the diocesan science-mathematics
committee.
Registration for thr institute
will begin at 9 a. m. The morn-
ing session will conveneat 9:45
a.m., the afternoon session at
2:30 p. m. The institute is also
open to teachers and adminis-
trators from other dioceses.
Archbishop's
Appointments
SUNDAY, FEB. ft
1 p.m.. Boy Scout Sunday, Sa-
ered Heart Cathedral, Newark.
3 p.tai., Preside, Profession
of Dominican Sisters of Per-
petual Rosary, Blue Chapel,
Union City.
'Sign' Features
Dr. John Wu
NEWARK—Dr John C. H
Wu. professor of law a( the
Seton Hall University School of
Law is the subject of an ex-
tensive. warmly written rover
story in the February issue of
The Sign, Passionist national
publication
During his busy life. Dr Wu
has held many very important
positions He is now, for ex-
ample, a member of the per-
manent Court of Arbitration at
The Hague. Previously he was
a judge in one of China's high-
est courts, a legislator there
and a diplomat at the Vatican.
The magazine article, how-
ever stresses Dr Wu the man
—his sense of humor, generos-
itv toward others. Catholicity of
spirit, and love for his family.
The article rlosrs with a
quote from M.xgr John L. Mc-
Nulty. president of Seton Hall
who describes the cover subject
as "one of the really great men
of our times
"
Pope Gives Blessing
ToCatholic Press
NEW YORK —Pope John XXIII
has extended his Apostolic Bless-
ing to the Catholic press in the
United States in a message to the
Catholie Press Association.
Ask Bids for Convent
At Hudson Heights
HUDSON HEIGHTS Plans and specifications for a
new convent in Sacred Heart parish here, will be ready for
bidding by contractors within a few weeks, it was announced
this week by Rev. Francis S. Majewski, pastor
The new convent, designed by M.’ George Vuinovich,
a
t
chlterf r\f V n"l*wrwvl f’liU. ■—-
architect, of Englewood Cliff*,
will be located directly aero**
from the tchool and church on
Barr Place
The exterior, in contemporary
architecture, will be brick with
limestone, picture-window trim
Dominating the facade will be a
glass mosaic of special design
and color with a large limestone
statue of the Sacred Heart. The
main entrance will have an alu
niinum frame and grill with stain
glass featuring the 12 Apostles
A modem aluminum canopy will
extend over the main entrance
On the first floor will be a
large waiting room, two rcrejv
tion parlors, chapel, priests' sac
risty with separate entrance,
kitchen, pantry, rrfectory. com
munity room, library and cloak
mom
The second floor will provide
accommodations for 14 Sisters,
plus a suite for the Mother Su
perior
NEW CONVENT; Shown above is the architect’s drawing for the new convent forSacred Heart Church, Hudson Heights. Rev. Francis S. Majewski, pastor. M. George
Vuinovich is architect.
Bendix Employes
To Hold Retreat
PATERSON The Retreat
Council of Bendix Employe* will
hold its third annual rrtrrat at
St. Bonavenlure s Monasters hrrr
thr first ueek in Lent, Krb 13
to 15
All employes or other working
men who care to join the group
|are invited Reservation* should
be made directly with the mon
asterv (ME 4-0690). according to
George I. Woods, council presi
dent
The retreat will start at 630
p m Friday and end at I p m
Sunday. Union members will thus
have ample time to attend the
meeting of Local 153 UAW AFL
CIO in the Knights of Columbus
Hall. Ridgefield Park
Arrangements have been made
for men working on the second
and graveyard shifts to arrive at
the monasters- early Saturday
morning. If they wish. Mr Woods
said, they may go to the retreat
immediately after the second
shift, the monastery will recrue
them any time during the night
Name Chairman for
St. Patrick Parade
NEWARK/ Plans are already
being formulated for the 1959 St.
Patrick's Parade here on Mar.
15, according to Patrick J. Yorke,
chairman.
Mr. Yorke succeeds Joseph F
Farrell as chairman.
Serving on the committee with
him are John W. Davis and Mrs
Margaret Quinn, vice chairmen;
Mrs. Helen Curran, secretary,
Mrs. Marie D. Fastow, corre-
sponding secretary; Frank Dar-
cy. treasurer; Edward Ward, fi-
nancial secretary: Joseph Dough-
erty, adjutant; and Patrick Scan-
lon, sergeant at arms.
Feb. 8-15 Named
As Week for Blind
NEWARK Archbishop Roland has designated the
week of Feb 8 to 15 as the second annual Catholic week
for the blind in the Archdiocese of Newark The purpose
of the week is to make known the Catholic Church's inter-
est and concern for blind people, and her work for them.
The week will begin with an
i open house from 3 to 6 p m ,
on Feb , ft. at the Mt Carmel
Guild Center for the Blind. 99
Central Ave The public ts invited
to see the facilities of the center.
An exhibit of the handcraft
I made at the center's Classes w ill
be held, and a demonstration of
various methods for producing
and duplicating braille will be
shown
Rev. Alfred Weinlich, director
of the Catholic Guild for the
, Blind of Brooklyn, will deliver a
I talk at the Center at 4 p m.
Helen M. Reilly, archdiocesan
chairman of the Mt. Carmel
Guild Department for the Blind,
will head the refreshment and
hospitality committees for this
celebration
Cana in Spanish
NEWARK—A Cana retreat day
for Spanishspeaking couples,
either engaged or married, will
be given at St Bridget's Feb
' at 230 p m Spiritual, physi-
cal, practical and legal aspects
of marriage will he discussed hy
priests, a doctor and a lawyer
Offer 500 Coursesat
University College
Son'll ORANGE - Over W)
courses will be offered in thn
Spring Semester at Seton Hall
University College in Newark and
Jersey City. The semester begins
Feb. 9.
Late afternoon and evening
classes will be held on both th«
graduate and undergraduate lev-
els. Courses can be taken for
credit or non-credit
Registration will be held from
Feb. 2 through Feb 6 from t 30
to R p m and on Saturday from
9am until noon
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188 MAIN ST., HACKENSACK
BERGEN MALL PARAMUS
FINAL CLOSEOUT
WOMEN'S SHOES
5.99 and 8.99
Rog. lo 24.98
Exceptional savings on high style, walk-
ing, comfort and casual type shoes of all
colors, materials and heel heights
Famous name brands included.
Buy your
NEW CAR
for less
with a low-cost
AUTO LOAN
The Trust Compony of New Jersey
cuts the cost of financing your new
or used cor —saves you money-
mokes monthly payments less. No
red tope. No deloy. Select your car
and tell your dealer you'll be back
with the cosh.
Everybody's welcome to use our
fast Auto loon service. You need
not be a depositor. Come in or
phone Oldfield 6-0600.
monthit mints
Died Cor. financed
of o iliflMly
higher rote I
OPEN MONDAY
EVENINGS
W3die
mm
rrff r inn
lirAlllffM
Twelve Convenient Office* Serving
Hudson County with One-Stop Banking
Jinsrr city
iS Journal Square
Central Ave. at Bowers St
Jersey Ave. at Newark Ave.
Monticello Avenue at
Brinkerhoff Street
Jackaon Ave. at VirginiaAve.
West Side Avenue at
Virginia Avenue
Oceen Ave. at Lem beck Ave
WIST NfW YORK
Bergentine Ave. at 60th St.
WHHAWKIN
Park Ave. at 48th St.
UNION CITT
BergenlineAve. at 32nd St.
HOIOKIN
Hudson PL opp. D.LiW.
SICAUCUS
1291 Paterson Plank Rd. at
Humboldt I
When von need
CASH...
. ec
iIITIOIIL SIITE
FIRST!
rmtH 12 mmm rum
H5400
20400
30000
50400
100100
t 14444
Ifl 74
21200
47374
t4752
*•34
12 24
It00
30 24
•0 4|
ID 00
17 00
25 00
42 00
MOO
Ol*rr Irrm, smJ «««a
lm ymr fmrtt.
Look over the low hank
interest rate* listed above
. . . they five you every
reason for cnmtnf to
National State when you
need ca%h for any worth-
while purpoee.
NO RED TAPE
... and
no outsiders involved. Get
cash promptly . . . deal
with friendly. reliable
people. Phone or call at
any of our 21 convenient
offices.
14 Newark (Mkaa
110 Broad Street
>lf» Broad Street
• '’2 Broidwav
A34 Sit Troipect A'C.
j 1005 Hi<>«d Street
I*o2 llth Svenua
I 111 Bank Street
|hc»ark Sirport
! 1 'f» South Street
194 I rel.nghuv *en S%
294 SouthOr*njc S».
>9O SouthOrange A*.
3'h Br<’*d Street
24 1 ('mmciv r Street
24 1 C lmi'»n Avenue
470 llth Avenue
2 Inlapss Others
415 Chancellor Avc.
732 N>« Avenue
Ml 3-4000
Ml 2 A4OO
Ml 2 3'40
Ml t ir'O
SI S t 4410
IS 3 2015
M S 3 '4o*
M \44<4J
SIS 3 2434
Bl 3 "434
Ml 2-352*
IS 34*oo
SI S 4 5 5 | 7
Ml : 1200
Bl I-1400
Bl 3-431A
fS 3-7200
LS 2-3300
1 Oranea Offices
278 Main til
283 Main St
DR
OB
Militant Otßre
'3*T MiMbui-i A»*bu. DR 4-1700
Cald-'U OMn
JJJ BlooaOcU Am. CAVOKO
NATIONAL
STATE BANK
OP NEWARK
Irvinftoa • Cku«.
Mibum Abort Hdfe
WatEMt^aUnl
LAST GIGANTIC WEEK OF
JANUARY CLEARANCE PRICES
Fringed, Lint-Free
Chenille Spreads
aft
•' ■ ■
DfpARTMENT STOR*
In Exciting
Downtown Paterson
r Tailored CurtainK
Of Choice Dupont Dacron
Full 84 Inches Wide To The Pair
Machine Washable
5 Inch Bottom Hem
2*55
Twin or
Full Sir*
A Elan! savings on Ihcsr rich
chenille bedspreads Every one
fashioned of lint free vivose
Ksrry one washable and drip
dry Fringed Assorted decorator
colors.
Fair
45 Indies lahi^
I
k
J 1
'
54 Inches Ixin* Reg $2 70 *1.47
4
/ S3 Inches Ixing Reg $3 29 *1.97
J 72 Inches I-ong Reg $3 49 *2.27
•
J. *1 Inches losing Reg $3 79 *2.37
Inchea Long Reg $3 9fl
USfc*.U'
12.47
Lab* Curtain and
Matcliiim \alancc Seth
*"•88
Set
Values to
$4.98
t A luxurious array of cafe curtain and valance sets
I Some taken from our roslllrr slock because they can
I
not he replaced Others bought at closeout from our
suppliers Rarkcloths, textured fabrics, polished fabrics
t
Apmsa—jw«.-mianfl,acp»ja..a. -jr_ja~ . c-a ... •-««a"»».-i. vs- „
Luxurious Heirloom Bedspreads
Charming reminders of our
rich American heritage, and
delightful additions In any
well planned bedroom Eully
washable, fully reversible.
Deep overlay patterns, deco-
rator fringes Choose from a
tasteful array of lovely
Manufacturer Priced at *9.93
Twin or Full Size
|«Mwr< swwr ■.pi.c,/'»u»af
Reversible
Patch
Quilts
Almost unnotiicable Irregulars of roit
U#r patch eutlta Eachon* ruffled Hand
•ome decorator relortnga all blended
together, full alee. Completelywashable
First Quality
Cannon
Sheets
nonnBMM
SI .66 91x99
72x109
The label every homemaker knnwi end
truata at a once a-year tale prtre Stand
art| 130count Riuelin toork up now by
tha doeen.
ttilt Cannon Pillow Cases 2 for 77c
Famous Bearon
“Maple”
Blankets
~
M a »** blank*-
I industry Nylon blend for complete wiih
P ability Katin bound I>eltghtful colon
I Full me
PARKING Paik In snx of Downtown Paterson's manx municipal lata Your
r*?**m*d whu* »»“ shoe at Jacobs la Noorost lot In our .torsta on Hamilton Avs. botwoon Waahlnatoa and «rids a Slroota Shop In A Store Closed Sunday
Eff#'i.l W-|wy i -» {.' ■ !',■■;■■■ mw lis .w «*
• 2? LOWER MAIN STREET, PATKRSOFF
